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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Definition 

The term, synchronized swimming, was coined by 

Norman Ross, an announcer for the ":Modern Mermaids," at the 

Century of Pr6gress Exposition in Chicago in 1933. The 

word "synchronize,u as defined in Webster's dictionary, 

means "to agree in time."1 Using the definition of the 

word "synchronizett as a basis., Katherine Curtis defined syn

chronized swimming in the following statement: 

In synchronized swimming the movements of the in
dividual swirmners are synchronized one with the 
other as well as with accompaniment, be it vocal, 
percussion, or instrumental.2 

Ann Avery Smith, another authority on swimming, defined it 

as the following: 

Synchronized swimming is a relatively new phase in 
the swimming vocabulary. It is couple or group for
mations and stunt swimming which may or may not be 
done to a musical or percussion accompaniment.3 

The author's definition of synchronized swimming is: group 

lwebster's Collegiate Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Spring
field, Mass.: G. and C. Nerriam Company, 1939), p. 1011. 

2Katherine Curtis., Rhythmic Swimming (Ndnneapolis: 
Burgess Publishing Company, 1942), p. 1. 

3Ann A. Smith, 11 Synchronized Swimming," Official 
Aquatics Guide, 1943-44 (New York: A. s. Barnes and Com
pany, 1943), p. 24. -

1 
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participation of individuals in an original swimming com-

position, expressing a central theme or idea, through agree

ment of movement, te:mpo, mood, pattern, and design. 

History 

Synchronized swimming is a new phase of swimming 

developed in the United States within the last fifteen 

years. The public was first introduced to synchronized 

swimming at the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago 

in 1933. The 11 :Modern Mermaids, tt composed or twenty-four 

girls, performed in the Lagoon Theater before appreciative 

audiences which numbered more than ten thousand. The 11 1'1/Iodern 

.Mermaids" were under the direction or Mr>s. Katherine Curtis, 

an outstanding pioneer of synchronized swimming. Through 

11/lrs. Curtis' superb direction, the "Modern Mermaids 11 achieved 

a more interesting, fascinating, and entertaining style of 

group swimming than the "water balletn had ever accomplished. 

The "water ballet" was limited to floating formations, with 

some swimming and sculling to maneuver performers from one 

f'ormation to another. The "Mermaids" did not limit their 

activities to these elements~ they endeavored to synchronize 

their movements with the musical accompaniment and with each 

other, using various auditory and visual patterns. 

The "water ba.llet 11 achieved importance because of 

national recognition in the competitive meets in Canada, 

Germany, and England. These nations recognized the ballet 
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for its educative, recrea.tive and creative value to both 

participants and audiences. Hence, water ballets were used 

in the national competitive swimming meets for exhibition

ism and competition. Katherine Curtis was one of the first 

authorities on competitive synchronized swimming. She was a 

swimming instructor at the Chica.go Teachers College and 

the sponsor of the College's Dolphin Aquatics Club. In 

1938 she arranged and organized a dual meet between the Dol

phin Club of the Chicago Teachers College and the Aquatics 

Club of the Wright Junior college, where she had previously 

developed synchronized swimming. The rules for this syn

chronized swimming meet were drawn up by representative 

students and coaches from various organizations in Chicago. 

The students and coaches had either experienced this type 

of swimming or were interested in promoting it. The rules 

were subject to change as difficulties in judging arose, and 

as the contestants became more skilled. They were to be 

accepted by the Amateur Athletic Union for national use and 

with a view for international possibilities. This accep

tance of the rules by the Amateur Athletic Union hs.s been 

delayed because of the attention of the members of the com

mittee to vital problems concerning the war. 

Interest in synchronized swimming is not high at the 

present time because of the immediate necessity of teaching 

war-time functional swimming. It has, however, been used 
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in functional swimming for motivation of interest and for 

public exhibition. In group patterns, the functional swim

ming techniques are synchronized with musical accompaniment. 

Through the present intensive war-time training, 

more and more people have come to recognize the value of 

swimming as protective and recreative. After the war, there 

will be a greater need for all types of recreational activi

ties. Synchronized swill1Il1:ing is potentially a valuable rec

reational activity; therefore, a detailed study of synchron

ized swimming will promote post-war interests and increase 

its recreational values. 

As yet, a detailed study has not been made of syn

chronized swimming, and only a very few people have writ

ten anything other than short descriptions of swimming for

mations used in water pageants. From letters received from 

authorities, 1 interested particularly in synchronized swim

ming, the writer reached the conclusion that a detailed 

study should be made and written for the information of those 

who wish to know how to organize and conduct a program of 

this type. The teachers and coaches of swimming, as well 

as the public, have had few opportunities to have practical 

knowledge of, or to become skilled in, synchronized swimming. 

One of the motion picture companies has made a picture 

called "Bathing Beauty,n in which some of the scenes are 

composed of synchronized swimmers. Only those few swimmers 

1see Appendix. 
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who have had the opportunity to participate in synchronized 

swimming programs recognize the organization and detailed 

work required to give a performance. .Many schools and col

leges have atteiupted and successfully presented synchron

ized swimming programs, but the publicity has not been wide

spread enough to include a large public. 

As in other colleges, at the Texas State College for 

Women the students have had inadequate opportunity to ac

quire the knowledge of, or interest in, synchronized swim

ming. The Texas State College for Women has an indoor and 

an outdoor pool. During the winter months the indoor pool 

is used regularly for swimming classes, and, although it 

is open in the afternoons for recreational swimming, a sur

prisingly small number of girls take advantage c£ this op

portunity. The outdoor pool is opened during the warmer 

months of the year for class and recreational periods, and 

is more popular than the indoor pool. At the opening of the 

outdoor pool in 1941, the Physical Education Department pre

sented an original water pageant, written, directed, and per

formed by students majoring in physical education. Since 

that year there has been little effort to have recreational 

swimming of this type. 

The students of the Texas State College fo:r Women, 

as in other colleges, were not particularly interested in 

swimming, for several reasons. Iviost of them felt that they 
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could not swim, dry their hair, and still keep their next 

appointments. Some had lost interest because they could 

see no more value in swirrillling than perfecting standardized 

swimming strokes and dives. These students had not had the 

opportunity to. perform stunts and to develop water composi

tions. They ha.d no knowledge of or experience in creative 

~nd recreative swimming and therefore little interest in 

aquatic activities. There were few students of average 

swimming ability in the Aquatics Club at Texas State Col

lege for Women, for it had in the past required members of 

advance.d. skill; and the one project had been the perfection 

of standard. swimming strokes for purposes of competition. 

To develop general student interest and participa

tion in the various sports, the Woman's Recreation Associa-

tion of the Texas State College for Women has organized 

inter-dormitory con~etition. This type of competition does 

not lend itself well to swimming. Speed swimming and div

ing have been the only competitive events, and, as a result, 

only a very small number of students have 1?een participants 

in the meets. Some events have had no competition on the 

part of students, thus defeating the purpose of having the 

meets. The low interest is probably due to the fact that 

if a student can swim at all, she probably considers herself 

a swimmer of average ability, and therefore she feels in

capable of competing with advanced swi:mruers. Competitive ., 

speed swimming ha.s always been associated with the advanced 
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and professional swinnners. The students, as a whole, ex-

pressed the same lack of interest in synchronized swimming 

because they associated any term which includes swimming 

with unpleasant past experiences of the type mentioned pre

viously. Many students were completely unfamiliar with the 

the meaning of synchronized swimming. 

The Problem and Its Purposes 

The problem of this study is to further the inter

est, the knowledge, the appreciation, and the technique of 

synchronized swimming among the students of the Texas State 

College for Women. 

The main purpose of this study is to provide oppor

tunity for the Aquatics Club members and other students to 

acquire, through participation and observation, adequate 

knowledge of synchronized swimming. A person can not be 

interested in any activity unless she has had some pleasant 

experiences in, and some knowledge of, that activity. 

Through participation, the Aquatics Club members, both the 

average and the highly-skilled, may broaden their scope of 

swimming activities. They may have the opportunity to learn 

individual standard swimming strokes. The program is crea

tive as well as recreative, and may include the learning of 

individual and group water stunts and floating formations. 

A person is naturally more interested in something of her 

own creation, and when a group develops and creates together, 
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they derive even greater pleasure. 

The creative activities of synchronized swimming 

consist of experimenting with all kinds of body movement in 

the water, making up stunts, and creating group swimming 

patterns, incorporating the various water sounds. Another 

experience which calls for originality and imagination is 

that of developing routines of rhythmical movements that 

will project a mood or feeling to an audience. After the 

routines are established and rehearsed by the group, there 

should be opportunity for a public demonstration. Every 

person has the innate desire for exhibitionism, and she 

particularly likes to exhibit the skills she can do well. 

A demonstration is valuable, for it provides the opportunity 

for a culmination of the creative activities. A rating 

see.le should be devised to enable the director of a syn

chronized swimming program to evaluate the routines for dif

ficulty, style, composition and use of accompaniment. The 

rating scale will also stimulate a competitive feeling, be

tween the groups, for the best routine. 

The purposes of the study are listed in the follow

ing brief statements: 

1. To stimulate the interest of the Aquatics Club 

members and other students of the Texas State College for 

women in knowledge, planning, and participation in a syn

chronized swimming program. 

2. To broaden the scope of swimming activities for 
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average and above average swimmers. 

3. To provide an opportunity for the Aquatics Club 

members to experiment with all possible potentialities of 

synchronized swimming. some of these potentialities are 

floating formations, modified strokes, varied meters and 

tempos, visual and auditory patterns. 

4. To develop and use a rating scale to evaluate 

the water compositions and to stimulate the groups to com

pete for the best routine. 

5. To provide the Aquatics Club members with oppor

tunities for creating, establishing, and presenting their 

water studies in a public demonstration. 

6. To compile complete descriptions of all of the 

meeting plans and original water compositions, with sugges

tions for improvements, which may be helpful to other swim

ming instructors. 

Limitations of the study 

This study includes only the Aquatics Club members 

at the Texas State College for Women. To become a member 

the student has only to attend the weekly meetings and to 

be able to swim with an average amount of skill. At the 

beginning of the year the Aquatics Club membership numbered 

twenty-seven. Only fourteen of the original twenty-seven 

have attended the meetings regularly, but seven new members 

have been added, which made a total of twenty-one. The 
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average participation during the months of December, Janu-

ary, and February was approx-imately eight. The same eight 

members did not come to the meetings consistently. Durlng 

the months of March and April the average attendance was 

sixteen, but there was still a lack of regularity of attend

ance. 

Synchronized swimming lends itself well to co-recrea

tion, but, as the Texas State College for Women is a woman's 

residential college, there are few opportunities for co

recreational experiences. The swimming facilities are more 

than adequate, with two rectangular-shaped swimming pools. 

The shape of the pool determines many of the patterns and 

designs of routines, and also determines the entrances and 

exits. The size of the pool also determines the number of 

performers in a routine and the size of the formation. 

The indoor pool is 25 1 5½" by 76' ½", and the outdoor pool 

is 51' 3 11 by 152' 7 11 • Neither the indoor nor the outdoor 

pool has underwater lighting. The possibilities of light

ing the outdoor pool are extremely limited because there 

are no accommodations for spot lights; there are only lights 

on the posts around the pool. 

Values of Swimming 

Swirrnning develops characteristics which are in gen

eral accord with the aims and objectives of physical education. 1 

lT. K. Cureton, How to Teach Swimming and Diving (New 
York: Association Press0934), p. 14. 
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Among the objectives or· swimming are the development of 

sound health, character, safety ideals, wholesome recreational 

skills, and sociability. Swimming contributes to an all

round physical development. The exercise.is ideal for con

ditioning the muscles, nerves and h~art. · Many scientific 

tests and measurements have been made in r,ecent years, · · 

which have resulted in a more thorough understanding of the 

physiological values of swimmi:pg. It is the one sport that 

contributes to body symmetry, through·rhythmical contrac-

tion and relaxation of the muscles on both sides of the body. 

The muscles become smooth and round instead of bunchy, 

knotty, and hard, as o.ften occurs in' otr.e r sports. Swim-

ming helps to relax the strained muscles, and the swimmer 

emerges refreshed and elated~ Swimming is an important 

activity in war-time training not only'for protection and 

sel.f-preservation, but also for a general contribution to 

physical .fitness. Swimming helps·to improve posture,with 

an emphasis on grace and poise. · The opportunity is a.fforded 

to learn many hygienic fundamentals' such·as 'care 'of the 

eyes, ears, and feet. · Participation in swimming inay pro.;. 

mote a genuine desire for cleanliness of the skin, nails, 

and hair. 

These physiological values are important to•the 

general education of an individual~ but the social and rec

reational values are even more important. Swimming is an 
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activity that is enjoyed by young and old alike. Once the 

fundamental skills are learned, they are useful and enjoy

able for a lifetime. Swimming skills help to insure per

sonal and public safety. It is also a definite social as

set, because it is a sport in which women can excel, and 

one that they can enjoy with the opposite sex. Women are 

well adapted to this sport because of their body build; they 

can float more easily than men; they frequently have greater 

endurance; and they can stand cold water for longer periods. 

A woman, as well as a man, can develop exhibitional 

skills and satisfy the human desire to perform. Swimming is 

enjoyable individually, in small groups, and in large groups. 

People are usually happy when they swim; this sport helps 

to free the mind of cares and worries. Swimming provides 

an opportunity to employ a wholesome activity during leisure 

time. There is a joy and a sense of well-being to be de

rived from swimming that often exceed thoee obtained from 

other sports. Pleasure is derived from it at all ages from 

early youth to old age; it is an activity that takes little 

equipment and can be indulged in the year round if facili

ties are available. 

In rural communities a big factor in their growth 

and progress has been the development of recreational ac

tivities.l Such activities as athletics, games, water 

lF. J. Lipovetz, Swimming, Diving, and Water Sports 
(Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company, 1941). 
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sports, and music are being promoted through adequate in-

struction. Swimming has a definite place in the plans fur 

rural recreation; it has helped to develop a social community 

feeling in many areas. 

Values of Synchronized Swimniing 

Synchronized swimming makes it possible to provide 

the average swimmer with as much personal gratification in 

performance as the excellent swimmer achieves in a competi

tive swimming program. I Niu.ch attention has been paid to de

veloping the abilities and interests of the excellent swim

mer, and little or not attention has been given to the av

erage or mediocre swirmner. The average swimmer is more will

ing to give time and effort to creative swimming than to 

practicing strokes and increasing her speed, day after day, 

class after class. Creative swimming helps her to improve 

her skills and broadens her scope of achievements. Along 

with the development of' skills she gains more-cOnfidence in 

her ability in the water. She has opportunity for self

directed, creative ef'f'ort, rather than Just participation 

in a f'ormal program. 

Synchronized swimmingprovides excellent training 

in rhythmical activity. It is a culmination of art, mu.sic, 

dramatics, and physical education, through which the swimmer 

lK. W. Curtis, Rhythmic Swimming (Minneapolis:· 
Burgess Publishing Company, 1942), p. v. 
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can express other interests besides swimming. She is a:f-

forded the opportunity to develop qualities .of initiative, 

loyalty, and fairness through the democratic method of group 

participation, for most routines are developed by groups. 

This is a much more sociable activity than practicing in

dividually on speed and form. The group activity.provides 
' •, ' 

opportunity for the individual to have a:commoninterest 

with a group, doing creative work together. An ,average 

swimmer has the opportunity to work within a grou.p,as a 

responsible part of' the whole, and yet the group activities 

are adapted to the individual's abilities. Synchroniied 

swimming lends itself well to an informal type of program 

without too much organization; it gives the swimmer a chance 

to enjoy herself freely, and freedom leads to more spon

taneous activity. 

The requirements of a synchronized swimmer are: 

endurance, not speed; skill, not strength; and versatility 

in all strokes, not specialization. 1 She should be alert 

to space relationships within the group. · She must use her 

creative ability and originality. She should have the cour

age to experiment with movements of her body in the water. 

Her perspective must not only be that of a performer, but 

she must also be constantly aware oftthe viewpoint of the 

1Gertrude Goss, Swimmin~ Analyzed (New York: 
Barnes and Company, 1935), p. 9. 

A. S. 
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audience. If a synchronized swimmer does not have all of 

these traits, the best way to acquire them is to partici

pate in the activities of groups interested in developing 

and performing their own water compositions. 



CHAPTER II 

PROCEDURE 

Materials Used 

The Aquatics Club of the Women's Recreation Associa

tion at the Texas State College for Women served as the 

group of subjects in the gathering of material for this 

study. One of the primary purposes in having a Women's 

Recreation Association is to provide anq:,le opportunity 

for the entire student body of the college to engage in 

varied recreational activities. Swimming offers the type 

of recreational experiences desired by those who seek to 

be refreshed in mind and body. The requirements for Aquatics 

Club membership are genuine interest and liking for swimming 

and possession of an average swimming ability, i. e., pos

session of a knowledge of most of the standard strokes and 

ability to perform the strokes with smooth assurance. 

The membership at the beginning of the fall term in

cluded only students who were majoring in physical educa

tion. Most students majoring in physical education partici

pate in three or four sports clubs sponsored by the Women's 

Recreation Association. These students are naturally inter

ested in participating in many recreational activities, not 

16 
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only for the enjoyment derived, but also for the invaluable 

experiences. Students who are interested in other fields 

of education usually have only one th~ught in mind when 

they participate in recreational·activities; that thought is 

to experience the enjoyment and. the relaxation that the ac

tivities have to offer. Since the /attendance at the weekly 

meetings was not sufficiently large to develop a program of 

synchronized swimming, most of the preliminary publicity and 

solicitation was directed toward college students of average 

swimming ability who were majoring in other:fields. requir

ing less physical activity than physical education. 

Because of the small attendance at the first meet

ings of the Aquatics Club, it was necessary to publicize 

the synchronized swimming program by methods other than 

announcements at the regular meetings • .Articles were sub

mitted to the college newspaper announcing the synchronized 

swimming program, defining it, and enumerating the advan

tages that one could derive from participation in a program 

of this type. Postcards.were mailed to all members remind

ing them of the regular meetings. Announcements were posted 

regularly on the main bulletin board' in the gymnasium,· con

cerning the date, place, and time for Aqua tics Club. ·· At 

the meetings,the members were urged to bring their friends 

and anyone else who could swim. Typewritten notices were 

given to all members to place in a conspicuous place in 

their rooms, to remind them of the date and time of the 
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regular meetings. The members were urged . to attend the 

moving picture, 11 Bathing Beauty~ n which was shown at the 

campus theatre late in the fall of 1944 •. · "Bathing Beauty" 

was inspirational to all of the Aquatics Club members who 

saw it, for there were several scenes of synchronized swim

ming. 

Pictures were taken of the Aquatics Club members for 

the college yearbook. These pictures were another aid in 

publicizing the program, for they were printed in the school 

newspaper and posted on the bulletin board in the Adminis

tration Building. To have thei·r pictures taken was an added 

attraction, and at this meeting there were more .girls .,pres

ent than was usual. 

This was, in itself, a chance to interest these 

girls in synchronized swimming. Because of the,small num

ber of regular Aquatics Club members; preliminary publicity 

was decidedly necessary before asynchronized swimming pro

gram could be started in the Aquatics Club., 

The equipment necessary for a synchronized .swimming 

program is very sm.all, consisting mostly of various means 

of accompaniment and a blackboard., The accompaniment .used 

was an electric record player, and the useful percussive 

instrument, the tom-tom. The ·blackboard was used f'or chalk 
'' ' ' 

talks or scull practice; f. ·e., the routines were sometimes 

worked out f'irst on the blackboard with: chalk diagrams to 
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enable the performers to. get an ov.erview of the routines and 

to understand the individual relationships within the group. 

The author made.observations of the Aquatics Club 

swimmers in order to obtain information concerning the range 

of ability, the knowledge of synchronized swimming that they 

already possessed, and the identification of swimmers who 

learned new stunts and routines quickly and easily. The 

ability of the members extended from those skills striving 

to perfect the standard swimming strokes to those students· 

who had been in water pageants and had developed.some tech-· 

niques of group swimming •. Most of the members knew the stand

ard swimming strokes but were lacking in information about 

the sin:q:,lest stunts and floating f'ormations •.. The chief pur

pose in observing the range of· ability within the group was 

to obtain a clearer understanding of the difficulties· in 

skill of the individual swimmer and to determine which stunts 

and formations to introduce at the first meetings~ ,rt·was 

also advantageous to know the swirmners who already· knew some 

of the various water stunts so that they could be of assist

ance for demonstration purposes. 

Some of the most useful books .for obtaining infor-· 

mation about synchronized swimming programs are Rhythmic 

Swimming by Katherine Curtis, l Water Pageants,' Game·s, and 

1Katherme Curtis, Rhythmic Swimming, Revised ed. 
(Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Co111pany, .1942). · •· 
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Stunts by Olive McCormack, 1 and Five Water Pageants by Mary 

Grant Parkhurst. 2 Katherine Curtis' book contains informa

tion on the historical development of synchronized swimming 

and lists suggestions for developing a program of this type. 

She has named and described various water stunts and listed 

the most frequently used stunts. She also classifies them 

as beginning, intermediate, and advanced. The book con

cludes with several original water pageants, each with full 

descriptions of costumes, story, and dialogue. 

Olive McCormick also introduces her book with a dis

cussion of the development of synchronized swimming, but she 

uses a different approach by way of comparing swimming 

pageants with the ancient religious pageants of Greece. 

She lists stunts and formations, but the most useful parts 

of her _book are the chapters on organization for producing 

water pe.geants. 

Mary Grant Parkhurst's book contains the descrip

tions of five original water pageants developed by members 

of the Aquatics Club of the University of Texas. Each 

pageant has the script, the directions for lighting, scenery, 

and costumes, and diagranIB for all water compositions within 

the pageant. 

lo1ive McCormick, Water Pageants, Games, and Stunts 
(New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1933). 

2y~ry G. Parkhurst, Five Water Pageants (P.nn Arbor, 
Mich.: Edwards Brothers, In~l939). 
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There are a few articles on synchronized swimming in 

the Journal of Health and .Physical Education. The most use

ful of these are written· by Lois Carrell t•and Fern Yates. 2 

Lois Carrell suggests .central themes for eight water studies, 

some of these being studies in legatto movement, presto 

movement, recurrent rhythms , 1 and movement in rondo form~ 

Fern Yates concentrates on enumeration of the many. possible 

basic visual patterns which cs.n be developed into water c.om

positions. Some of the basic patterns are vertical, hori

zontal, diagonal, weaving and curved lines, as well as cir

cles, to be performed individually, in couples, or· as a 

group. 

Meeting Plans 

Detailed plans were rr~de previous to each Aquatics 

Club meeting. They were often planned for both large and 

small groups, anticipating the possibility of either a 

large or small attendance. Because of the inconsistent at-
'' 

tendance of the various members, there was no possible meth-

od of estimating the number who would be present at the first 

meetings. The plan of procedure was to reserve the first 

club meetings for the members to become acquainted with a 

lLois Carrell, /Water Studies, Experiments in .Po
tential Art Form," Journal of Health and Physical Education, 
XI (December, 1940), 614~615. 

2Fern Yates, "Building Swimming Formatj,ons, 11 Jour
nal of Health s.nd Physical Education, XIV (]l[1a.y, 1943)~2-
263.-
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program of synchronized swimming, i. e., what they could ex

pect to achieve through- -a.ri overview of the activities for 

the year. 

Some of the activities included in the· early meet

ings were swimming individually, in small groups of three 

or four, and in large groups including all of the members 

present. In these groups, they practiced matching their 

strokes with each other and with percussive accompaniment. 

Later, recorded music was played, and, with the aid of the 

tom-tom, the swimmers .began to synchronize the standard 

strokes with the music. as well as with one another. After 

the experience of group swinnning, they were initiated to 

all types of swim.ming in which they joined the group at 

spaced intervals, all starting ·with the same arm, and on 

certain beats. 

In each meeting routines or procedures iriclU:ded a 

short practice o:f strokes, stunts-and formatfons. ·The · 

swinnning stunts were-demonstrated first, and then partners 

practiced together, each criticizing the >other. Pa.rt ic i

pant s learned surface diving, floating, sculling toward the 

head or toward the feet, turning forward and backward somer

saults, and single dolphins. Simple formations for five 

people were planned and worked out with the group. As the 

members gained a feeling for the meaning of synchronized 

swimming, they were gradually.introduced to simple routines 
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of four or five patterns which included some of the swimming 

strokes, stunts, and formations practiced at the earlier 

meetings. These simple routines were thoroughly planned be

fore being presented to the group. The swimmers decided on 

the arm patterns and the number of counts needed to perform 

each pattern. They experienced the development of routines, 

with the leader making most of the suggestions. Later the 

members were encouraged to develop and establish their own 

routines. 

The activities of each meeting are summarized and 

included in the following information1 : the number present; 

the planned activities that were accomplished during the 

meeting; the changes necessary in the original plans; sug

gestions for improvement in procedure and presentation of 

the programs; and the reaction of the group toward the pro

gram. The original routines developed and created by the 

members are also included in the summaries, with diagrams 

and directions. 

During one of the meetings, in which the groups were 

encouraged to exercise their creative ability, a very inter

esting water study was developed with the Indian motif as 

the central or basic theme. The whole group developed the 

first three patterns, and later a group of eight finished 

the routine. In the following paragraphs there are descrip

tions and diagrams of this water study, as an example of 

1Appendix. 
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what a group can develop. The group adapted the basic • ideas 

of the Indian war chants, war council, snake chains and com

munal ceremony to attractive swilllllling patterns. 

f{ 

- - - ... 
,-

r 

... 
' ..... 

Music: "Indian Love Call. II 

I. Entrance: Swimmers line up 

on west bank of pool. 

II. (a) Dive in and swim under

water to east side of pool. 

(b) After all have reached 

east side of pool, guiding to the R, 

swimmers use back crawl stroke start-

ilng with R arm. 

of pool. 

They swim to west side 

III. (a) All face shallow end of 

pool and starting north, in,a single 

file, swim side overarm stroke. A 

large circle is formed .by swimming on 

R side and moving counterclockwise. 

IV. When circle is completely 

formed, leader cuts through middle .of 

circle with crawl stroke. Other swim

mers continue with side overarm stroke 

until they reach spot where leader 

started across circle. They cut 

througj:l middle of circle with crawl 
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stroke, following leader. They all 

swim crawl stroke in a single straight 

line to north end of pool. 

V. At shallow end of pool and in 

a single line, one behind the other, 

first four girls swim crawl stroke to 

positions forming a square. Number 1 

swims straight down middle of pool 

with four crawl strokes and turns to 

left to get into position. Number 2 

follows two strokes behind Number 1 

and turns R. Numbers 3 and 4 follow 

in the same way; i. e., Number 3 

··turns L and Number 4 turns R. 

Numbers 5 and 6 swim crawl diag

onally, one behind the other toward 

east side; numbers 7 and 8 swim diag

onally, one behind the other, toward 

west side. They stop in position, 

five feet or more behind numbers 1, 

2, 3, 4. 

VI. (a) Numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 

move in toward each other by sculling 

and catch hold of hands to form a cir

cle. Numbers 5, 6, 7, 8 surface dive, 

swim underwater and come up inside 

circle. 
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(b) Numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8 

catch hold of hands, raise their arms 

high and drop them behind backs of 

numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

(This is the same thing as weaving a 

basket in folk dance.) 

VII. All lean back, let hands 

slide down and away from other swim

mers and scull out from circle, kick

ing feet hard. 

VIII. All surface dive, swim under

water, come up with arms extended over

head. Standing on feet, lean toward 

each other making a tepee with extended 

arms. Yell. 

IX. (a) Catch hold of hands, arms 

still high over head, lean backward 

with an arched back. Break hands and 

push off from botton of pool in a 

back float. 

(b) Swim on R side with side 

stroke in circle moving counter-clock

wise. 

X. Exit: A swimmer leads off 

from circle, weaving line in Snake 

Chain fashion, using crawl stroke. 

Others follow leader. 
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One of the principal purposes in planning.· some of 

the routines previous to the meetings and then. making. sug

gest ions to the group was to assure the swimmers opportuni

ties to experience varied swimming formations and patterns 

and to provide a background for the group, so .that they 

would have more understanding for creating and developing 

their o~m water studies. Routines were developed.which in

corporated the basic patterns of circle, files, diagonal . . . . , 

lines, curved lines, triangles and sq11.ares, from which 

effective designs were developed through the comb,ination 

of these patterns and the adaptation of them to the: swim'... 

mers' skills and to the number of.swimmers present. 1 

Experiments were made with various meters of music, 

such as waltz, foxtrot and rumba. The waltz meter was the 

easiest to follow, but the group did develop a hybrid stroke 

to fit the meter of a . rumba. 

Routines were worked out with slow, fast, and medium 

tempos. The faster tempo was much easier than the slower 

one but neither was highly suc6es;ful for group swimming. 

i'he group synchronized their strokes with less difficulty 

to a moderate tempo of 4/4 or 3/4 meter. 

At the close of .several or the introductory meet

ings, the members were asked to express their true opinion 

of a synchronized swimming program.· The sentiment of the 

1These routines may be found in the.detailed meeting. 
plans in the Appendix. 
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various groups of participants agreed with Observations of' 
,' 

the author that they were enjoying the recreative part. of' 

synchronized swimming and at the same t,ime expanding their 

knowledge of water stunts, floating f?rmations and varied 

designs. They were interested in continuing to produce 

their own original water compositions for their own satis-
; . ' 

faction and for the ultimate goal of' presenting a synchron

ized swimming demonstration at the close of' the spring term. 

The Rating Scale 

Since a rating scale is one of the most common tech

niques for measuring qualities, an original rating scale 

for the water compositions was· devised by the author. Mc

Call approves of the rating scale technique. in the follow

ing statement: 

Ratings are satisfactory for measuring the impres
sion produced by any aspect of personality but much 
less satisfactory for measuring the independent ex-' 
istence of aspects that do not have to depend upon 
impressions for their sole means of registration.I 

The rating scale for water compositions rates those quali

ties that are not measurable and depend entirely upon the 

impression made on the judges·.: Iv.icCloy makes the f'ollowing 

justification for the use of the 'rating scale technique in 

measuring physical activities: 

The use of rating scales in grading and for motiva
tion of skills in physicalactiviti~s. is ciuite. 

1William A. NlCCa.11, Measurement, rev. ed. (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1940), p •. 311. · .. · .·.,.· ...• 
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justifiable, despite the criticisms of this type of pro
cedure which have been frequently voiced, and that such 
a technique may well be used when no objective measure
ment is available.I 

Symonds suggests the following values of. a rating scale: 

Ratings stimulate the person being rated.•. • • • • 
Ratings react in a favorable way on the person doing 
the rating -- he is ma.de to think out closely just 
what qualities are desirable, -- he becomes more ob
servant, -- he is made more sensitive to undesirable 
points but quicker to recognize and reward praise
worthy traits.2 

kirs. Katherine Curtis was one of the first swimming 

authorities to introduce the possibility of having competi

tive meets between two groups in synchronized swimming. 

A rating scale of a sort was used by the judges at the meet 

between the Teachers College in Chicago and the Wright 

Junior College, but the scale was never published. The rat

ing scale used in this study may be used for promotion of 

the desirability of competitive synchronized swimming. 

The author is aware that a rating scale has limited 

accuracy, and that it is merely the opinion of several in

dividuals concerning the trait or traits being rated. There 

are several types of rating devices; some of them are the 

man-to-man rating scale, ratings in terms of percentages 

of ability differences, and graphic rating scales. The 

graphic rating scale was chosen f'or this study because it 

lcharles H • .McCloy, Tests and Measurements in Health 
and Physical Education, 2nd ed. {New York: F. S. Crofts 
and Company, 1942), p~ 203. · ··· 

2percival M. Symonds, Diagnosing Personality and 
Conduct (New York: Century Company, 1931), p. 42. 
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aids the judges in visualizing the most desirable qualities 

of the compositions. The use of a rating scale is advan

tageous to a program of this type because it aids in achiev

ing a more objective overview and grouping of the desira

ble qualititis that determine a pleasing water composition. 

A rating scale not only stimulates and educates the one who 

is doing the rating, but it also helps to stimulate and edu

cate the ones being rated. It serves as a basis for self

improvement, and helps to discover the value of individuals 

to the group. 

The rating style consisted of three ma.in headings, 

Style, Composition, and Use of Accompaniment, with descrip

tive phrases of desired qualities under each heading. Each 

descriptive phrase had to be rated according to very poor, 

poor, good, very good, and excellent. The judges checked 

the appropriate space on the scale. 

The Aquatics Club members were informed of the syn

chronized swinnning meet and of the rating scale to be used 

to judge each routine. The qualities of the routines that 

were to be rated were enumerated and discussed briefly so 

that, as they practiced, they would know what was to be 

judged within each routine. 

Three judges for the competitive meet were selected 

in advance. They were given a copy of the rules for the syn

chronized swimming meet, two rating scale forms, instructions 
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on how to use the rating .scale, the list of qualities to .. 

rate, the date when the competition would take place, .and 

the number of entrants that would participate. 

There were two groups of entrants, ten in one and 

eight in the other. There were entrance forms for each 

group which included the following information: the name 

of the routine, the number of participants, the kind and 

number of swimming s'trokes, the type of water stunts and 

their points for· difficulty. 1 The entrance forms were 1 

'. 

given to the judges so that they would have some knowledge 

of what basic stunts and strokes would be in the routines. 

The judges had to rate the stunts.on the basis of how well 

the group as a whole performed, awarding each from one to 

five points. Each group performed its routine thr.ee times 

in succession so that the·judges could have opportunity to 

rate the descriptive categories under each of the three main 

headings. At the close of the meet:, the total score for , 

each routine was determined and the resultant winner of: the 

dual meet was announced., 

The Synchronized Swimming Demonstration 

For several meetings, sufficient time was allowed 

for the members to experiment with their creative ability 

lKatherine Curtis, "Competitive Synchronized Swim
ming, u Journal of Health and Physical Education, January, 
1943, pp. 18-19-. 
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and to develop short original water compositions. At two 

times, before and after they had developed routines, the 

author made several short explanations and suggestions about 

the principles of developing interesting water compositions. 

They suggested core ideas or central themes on which to base 

the routines. The groups were reminded that a simple rou

tine well done is nru.ch more satisfying and pleasing than an 

elaborate routine done poorly. Suggestions were made con

cerning the difficulty of the stunts and strokes to be in

corporated in the routine; they should choose stunts and 

strokes that all could perform. Random experimenting, both 

individually and in a group, was urged in order to get the 

most expressive and interesting patterns and designs. An 

interesting pattern should have variety of movement, change 

of pace, and smoothness of getting in and out of formations. 

At the beginning of the spring term the date for 

the swimming demonstration in the outdoor pool was set for 

~~y 11, with the alternate date of May 12. The alternate 

date was chosen because of the possibility of rain, which 

would eliminate any kind of program outdoors. 

During one of the meetings late in March, the mem

bers made definite decisions about the centralttieme for the 

synchronized swimming demonstration, expressing the needs of 

the seasons of the year. They discussed other program plans, 

such as the possibility of presenting the program for all 
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students of the Texas Sta..te College for Women in the outdoor 

pool, the kinds of committees needed to prepare for the•pro

gram, and ideas and suggestion1:3 for representing the mood 

of the central theme through appropriate water compositions. 

In the following meetings, after the discussion of 

the possibilities of the central theme for the syncbroriized 

swimming demonstration, all water compositions created and 

developed culminated in 1the preparation for this program. 

Routines were developed for groups of two, four., six, eight, 

ten, and sixteen, and a routine for one person. 

A chairman was selected to represent each group. 

The first objective of e.ach group was to suggest and select 

ideas for a central theme upon which the movements, forma

tions, and designs of their particular routine would be 

based. A central theme . .-coul9- be. based on music, auditory 

or visual patterns, poems, sto:ries, or other dramatic. ap

proaches, keeping the mood of the ro.utine in accordance 

with that of the chosen season of the year. After the 

group had decided on the basic theme, they concentrated on 

random experimentation with strokes, stunts, formations .and 

designs. Through the chairman, the leader made suggestions 

for improvements and helped. to1 guide the development of each 

routine, emphasizing the things that make a routine inter

esting and pleasing. The chairman was not responsible for 

the entire routine but .only, ac.ted .as a- medium through whom 
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each individual of the group could suggest ideas; the chair

man, in turn, presented all suggestions to the whole group. 

The group tried out each suggestion and selected tre move

ments which best expressed the central theme of the routine. 

Using the blackboard for the drawing of diagrams and drills 

on deck, the groups worked together in creating and develop

ing routines. This method helped to eliminate confusion 

within the group and insured the use of the best sugges

tions from the group. Each chairman wrote detailed plans 

of the original routines, including directions, diagrams, 

and revisions. 

After practice drills on land, the groups performed 

the routines in the water, making revisions, until all move

ments, designs and formations were in perfect agreement with 

the music, and all performers synchronized their strokes 

with one another. The group rehearsed until the water com

position could be executed well with regard to smoothness, 

space relationships, and rhythm. 

Substitutes were designated for each routine. The 

substitutes watched from the deck of the pool and learned 

the movements of every swimmer; they also partlcipated in 

practices so that they would be able to perform in any swim

mer's place. 

Co:rmnittees were appointed for the preliminary plans 

of the synchronized swinnning demonstration. Those appointed 
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were the costume, lighting, properties, seating, program, 

publicity, and welcoming committees. The duties of the cos

tume committee were to paint the bathing caps for the vari

ous routines and check to see that each swimmer had the cor

rect colored bathing suits and caps for the routines. The 

lighting committee was in charge of setting up a temporary 

electrical system to operate the three spot lights with 

cellophane slides and sound system. The properties commit

tee was responsibile for securing a 50-foot canvas and for 

hanging it across the end of the pool for the entrance and 

exit of the swimmers. It was also responsible for setting 

up the 20-foot water sprays along the north and south sides 

of the pool. The sprays were to be turned on high at the 

end of each seasonal group of routines; they would thus 

serve as a curtain for the exit of the swi.nn:ners. At the 

finale, as the swi.nn:ners formed the le.rge floating raft, 

the spray was to be turned on with the spot lights thrown 

on the water and the swimmers. The sprays were to be bor

rowed from the gardens of the Texas State College for Women. 

The duties of the seating committee were to place 

chairs and benches from the pool and gymnasium along the 

sides of the pool and, if possible, to secure the bleachers 

from the work shop. The program committee and publicity 

committee were combined because students with talent for 

drawing were put in this group. They made block prints for 
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the cover of the program, had the program mimeographed, and 

made six large posters to be placed in the dormitories and 

the gymnasium. They wrote a~ticles for the Lass-01 and had 

the program date announced in all of th,e physical education 

classes. The welcoming committee was responsible for hand-
; ,, ' 

ing out the programs on the night of the demonstration, .and 

for seeing that all members of the audience had chairs, 
'' / . 

were seated, and were able to see the performers. 

All equipment, like light :ing, sound sy~tem, water 

sprays, water hose and bleachers, were itemized and submitted 

to the Business Manager of the Texas State College for Women 

for his approval and permission to borrow the equipment from 

the various departments. It was necessary to have the 

Business Manager's permission to ask the-college electrician, 

plun:(ber and gardeners for their. services. 

The daily schedules of all members were obtained; 

and a practice schedule was made out for. group and.·-individ

ual sessions. Tuesday and Thursday nights were scheduled 

for group practices. When the outdoor pool opened, group 

rehearsals were to be held there on Monday, Tuesday;, .and 

Thursday. Individual group rehearsals were scheduled at 

the convenience of each group, usually in the late afternoon, 

during the regular recreational swimming periods in the in

door pool. 

lLass-0 (weekly newspaper of the Texas State Col
lege for Women), May 4, 1945. See Appendix. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Development of Interest 

The membership of the Aquatics Club at the Texas 

State College for Women, previous to this study, was rela

tively small in number when compared to the membership in 

the various other sports clubs sponsored by the Women I s 

Recreation Association. Few swLili.~ers attended the meetings 

with any regularity. They had little or no consciousness 

or responsibility for a successful program of the Aquatics 

Club. As most of the members were physical education majors, 

belonging to at lea.st three or four ct.her sports clubs, 

they felt that they had little or no time fq.r Aquatics Club. 

The physical education majors at the Texas State College 

f'or Women must limit their activities· so that they have 

time for their schola.stic responsibilities. They .cho.ose, 

therefore, the sports clubs in which they have the most in

terest and in which they receive the most enjoyment from 

participation. In the past, the activities of the Aquatics 

Club have been limited to practicing and perfecting stand

ard strokes, and students usually are ~ot interested in prac

ticing the standard swimming strokes for long continuous 

37 
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periods. It affords little, if any, opportunity to develop 

and use their initiative in dlrecting their own activities.' 

The small attendance at the first meetings made pub

licity mandatory for the success of a synchronized swimming 

program. Announcements at the regular meetings' were made, 

but this type of publicity did not reach many of the stu

dents. Articles were then written and submitted to the 

school newspaper. Postcards were mailed to all members re

minding them of the regular meetings and of the opportunity 

to participate in synchronized swimming. Typewritten notices 

of the date and time of the meetings were given to the mem

bers to put in an obvious place in their rooms. l Announce

ments were posted regularly on the main bulletin board in 

the gymnasium. All ~embers were urged to bring their 

friends and to encourage all other· students who·· could swim 

to come to the meetings. ·The campus theatre showed "Bathing 

Beauty, 11 a picture based on synchronized swimming. . All mem

bers were asked to see this.picture in order to gather 

ideas and get suggestions for the new Aquatics Club pro

gram. 

The results of the publicity encouraged the leaders 
. . 

of the Aquatics Club to continue the synchronized swimming 

program. The publicity was directed toward those students 

of the Texas State College f'or Women who were · not ·majors in 

lAppendix. 
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physical education, a·s these· students have more _time to de

vote to swimming alone,and their recreative interests usually 

are centered on one sports club.. Als·o, some of the other 

sports club activities conflicted at times with the regular 

meetings of the Aquatics Club, particularly the various club 

tournaments. 

Immediately after each publicity campaign there was 

an influx of new members and _heightened interest. At the 

first meeting nine swimmers participated. During the next 

four me.e.tings there was a gradual decline· in the attendance· • 

.At the fifth meeting, five weeks later, there were only five 

swimmers present. During these first five meetings, new. 

members continued to come but the-. other members fell back 

into their old habits of not attending the meetings regu

larly. Hence, the_ Aquatics -Club still had a rapidly shift

ing membership. It was difficult for the leader to intro-
. ' ' ' 

duce new program material, as much of the :material previ-

ously presented had to be repeated • .At the sixth meeting, 

six weeks after the pr~gram had-begun, there were ten mem

bers; three of these were newcomers. Once, again, the in

terest of the members began to subside, and at the end of 
,J l :, 

the ninth week, the Aquatics Club again had only five mem-

bers. 

Beginning with the tenth meeting the membership 

numbered nine. The number of members continued to rise 
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steadily throughout the remainder of the synchronized swim

ming program. The Aquatics Club membership at the end· of 

the term consisted of twenty-two swinnners. The synchron

ized swimming demonstration was performed by the twenty

two members. During the last half of the term the attend

ance was more consistent. New members continued to join 

the Aquatics Club, and the regular members faithfully par

ticipated in every Monday night meeting. 

The poor attendance at the first nine meetings can 

be accounted for partly by the extremely cold weather which 

was not conducive to stimulating the interests of the stu

dents in swi:mming activities. Also, the synchronized swim

ming program was a decidedly new type. of program, and it 

required time to acquaint students with the various activi

ties and the possibilities of it; 

Suggestions to Leaders 
, ' 

The following suggestions are submitted for the de

velopment of an improved synchronized swimming program, re

sulting from this study: 

1. Set up a~l equipment before the meeting; if a 

record player is used, . the electrical attachments should 

all be tested previous to the meeting; towels should be at 

hand; the tom-tom should be available; blackboards should be 

ready for use. 

2. The program should begin and end on time; the 
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swi:mmers have other appointments to make, and they will not 

participate if they have to swim beyond the regular time 

for closing the meeting. 

3. Get .the names of all swimmers and keep in touch 

with them, constant,ly reminding them about Aqua.tics Club; 

tell them what they missed when absent; ask for a definite 

decision about being a member of the Aquatics Club and about 

coming regularly. 

4. Encourage all members to attend each meeting 

even if they are unable to participate; they can be used 

to help criticize ea.ch other, can see what the routine looks 

like from the audience viewpoint, and can make helpful sug

gestions for developing routines. 

5. Try to use·all suggestions givenby members in 

some way, so that each,·member feels a part of the group. 

6. Explain all stunts and strokes ·and have some 

capable member demonstrate them; have all practice them; 

let a few of the members watch and give helpful criticism 

to others performing •. 

7. Use members who can do the stunts well as 

coaches for those who have difficulty in performing the 

stunts or for new members who do not know the stunts. 

8. lVIakenotes on the ones'who .. learnthe stunts 

quickly, and keep in mind all those who perform the stunts 

with the least effort;• these can be used later for choosing 

as leaders. 
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9. Watch for those students who swim with the best 

rhythm and use these swimmers as guides for those less 

skilled, so that the less skilled swimmers can pattern 

strokes after the more skilled by swimming with them. 

10. Recognize the improvement of individual swim

mers; see that they each know that she is improving, and 

encourage others to make steps toward improvement by con

tinued practice. 

11. Demand attentiveness from each of' the swimmers; 

the program is informal, but there should be some signal 

used to get the groups to listen to suggestions from the 

leader. 

12. List the activities and objeetives·f'or each 

meeting so that all will have a definite goal toward which 

to work. The following outline is an example ·Of' the list of 

activities and objectives used in a meeting of' January 15: 

Objectives 

a. To review group swimming with combination 

of waltz crawl, breast stroke, and side stroke. 

b. To experiment'individually and in groups 

with music of 4/4 time. 

c. To practice on stunts in groups of two. 

d. To experiment with combining strokes and 

stunts in groups of two. 

e. To present the combination of stunts and 

strokes to the members for evaluation and discussion. 



Activities 

a. Waltz crawl, breast stroke, side stroke 

combination to waltz time. 
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b. Stunts: Dolphin, tandem crawl, submarine. 

c. Create an original combination of stunts 

and swi:mming strokes. 

13. Use the blackboard for making diagrams of the 

.formations and various directions; through this medium the 

swimmers can visualize their positions in relation to the 

group. 

14. Develop the routines first on deck with the use 

o.f a blackboard. In this way the swimmers quickly learn the 

counts, the position of each member, and the rhythm. After 

the routine is learned on deck, the swimmers should prac

tice it in the water, making any necessary adjustments in 

movements, positions, and counts. 

15. Regulate the activities so that the swimmers 

have some rest between periods o.f strenuous swinnning and 

underwater activity; continuous climbing in and out of the 

water during stunt practices should be avoided as much as 

possible. 

16. When using tbe tom-tom, accent the primary 

beats so that the swimmers will be able to distinguish be

tween the beginning of a measure and other beats. 

17. Start the creative part of ,synchronized swinnning 
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early in the program; the swimmers are much more ,interested 

in creating than in perfecting stunts ~d routines developed 

by others. 

18. Encourage each member to develop a. definite re

sponsibility for learning the sequence of each routine and 

her positions in it. 

19. Plan the theme of the public synchronized swim

ming demonstration at an early date so that all routines 

worked out can be used as part o.f this program; keep records 

of all routines developed so that they can easily be re

viewed and polished up later. 

20. Allow plenty of ~ime for, prac.tice on. the rou

tines for the public swimming demonstration. If\ the demon

stration will be held in an outdoor pool, ,although previous 

practice has been in an indoor pool, changes in entrances and 

exits and enlargements of patterns and designs within.the 

routines will be necessary. 

The leader o.f. a syncbronized.swinnning program should 

encourage the swi:rmners to develop and·. to create their own 

routines early in the program. If there is concentrated 

pract,ice on the fUndamental skills, the swimmers of average 

ability are likely to become disinterested, downhearted, 

and discouraged because o.f their lack of ability to perform 
' ' 

the skills after a short period o.f practice. As they create 

their own routines, they have an opportunity to learn the 
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fundamental skills without too much discouragement. After 

a routine is established, the swinnners will become aware 

of the need for practicing water skills in order to make 

the routine smooth, coherent, and continuous. Much of the 

initial interest in synchronized swimming can be maintained 

if the swimmers have contributed toward a pleasing water 

composition with their own ideas. 

The first meetings should be of the introductory 

type; for example, the simple water stunts should be demon

strated and practiced; the basic swimming strokes with mu

sical accompaniment should be tried out individually and as 

a group; simple floating formations should be· created and 

learned. After the swinnners have developed the basic funda

mental skills for synchronized swimming, they should have 

the opportunity to develop routines which the leader can 

incorporate into a short program for demonstration purposes, 

to be performed for the enjoyment of the members themselves 

and to supply the members of other sports clubs with knowl

edge about the activities of the synchronized swimming pro-

gram. 

The. Rating Scale 

The rating scale used in this study was developed 

for the purpose of measuring the quality of the creative 

water compositions originated and performed by the members 

of the Aquatics Club. 
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At several meetings before the,competitive Synchron-

ized Swimming Meet was to be held, the members were informed 

of the rating scale and of the. qualities of the ·routines 

that were to be rated. The qualities of performance to be 

judged were discussed so that as they practiced the composi

tions for the dual competitive meet, the swimmers would know 

the qualities of the routine that should be emphasized and 

rehearsed. 

Entry forms, which included blanks with the follow

ing information, were ma.de for each of the two groups: the 

name of the group; number in the group; where the meet was 

to be held; the date; the name of the stunts included; the 

difficulty points for each stunt; blank spaces for the 

final judges' awards for the stunts; total score of the 

stunts; average scores for Style, Composition, Use of Ac

companiment, and Stunts; :the final score for the group rou

tine; the signature of the judge; .and the. signature of .the 

clerk. 1 

Three judges for the competitive meet were selected 

in advance. They were .given instructions on how to use the 

rating scale, the list.of qualities to rate, the date of the 

competitive meet, the number of entrants that would partici

pate, the difficulty chart.for competitive water stunts, 

and a copy of the rules for.the synchronized swimming meet.2 

lAppendix. 

2Appendix. 
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The rating scale for the water composition was di-

vided into three main headings: Style, Composition, and Use 

of Accompaniment. 1 Under each heading there were descrip

tive phrases or criteria for pleasing and desirable water 

routines. A water composition that had good style projected 

a definite feeling.or mood as gay, serious, military, or 

eccentric; used modified strokes or stylized movement such 

as an imitation of fish movements; used focus and facial 

expressions and posse~sed smooth, clean-cut lines of move

ment. The composition of the routine was the routine it

self and the ideas used to connect the various formations 

and stunts to make the routine coherent. The routine pos

sessed good composition when it was built around a definite 

central theme; when it was constructed with an idea of dance 

form, making use of both auditory and visual patterns; when 

the entrance and the exit were part of the routine; and when 

the transitions from formations were varied, smooth, and 

natural. 

The judging for use of accompaniment was based on 

whether a variety of tempo was used, the mood of the music 

was expressed in the movements of the swimmers, and the ac

cents of the nmsic agreed with the rhythmical accents of the 

swimming strokes. The visual patterns and formations ha.d to 

be adapted to the measures of the nmsic so that all transitions 

1Appendix. 
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occurred at the end of each musical phrase. Opposite each 

item on which the group was. to be rated, the judges put a 

check mark in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, 

very good, or excellent. A value was designated for each 

colunm: very poor -- 1 · point; poor -- 2 points; good -- 3 

points; very good -- 4 points; and excellent,.;._ 5 points. 

The judges entered the value of each check in the score. 

column. At the end of each division the judges totaled 

the scores and computed an, average. 

On the entry for.ms submitted to the judges previous 

to the meet, all the stunts were listed in chronological 

order as they appeared in each routine. Hence, the judges 

knew beforehand what stunts were .. to be performed and when 

to expect them in the routines. The. judges awarded from 

one to five points for each stunt, depending upon the follow-

ing things: the skill with which the swimmers.executed the 
I ',, 

water stunt, and the perfection -f?he group had attained in 

performing the stunts together. The judges' awards were 

multiplied by the difficulty values and then averaged to ob

tain the final score for the ·water stunts within each rou

tine. 

The judges were given the rating scale in advance 

of the date for the competitive meet in order that they might 

familiarize themselves with the scale before using it in 

the competitive meet. The judges' equipment for the competitive 
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meet consisted of a pencil, two rating scale sheets, so 

that they might have one for each of the two routines, and 

two entry forms, partially filled out with the stunts within 

each routine and their difficulty points. 

At the beginning of the meet, the judges were intro

duced to the participants and the audience. The judges were 

seated at various points along the sides of the pool so 

that they might see the performance of each routine from 

an advantageous position. 

The clerk announced the first group preparing for 

the competition and the name of their original water com

position to be presented. After confirmation from the 

judges and participants a~ to their readiness, the dual meet 

started with a group of eight swimmers performing a routine 

and using the central theme based on the winter season of 

the year. The following is a brief description of the winter 

routine performed by eight swimmers. 

/'I Entrance: Starting position: 
'1'- X 

-,.. ,. 
a couple of swimmers in each of the 

four corners of pool. Use crawl 

stroke, beginning with R arm and lead 

to large circle. 

Accompaniment: Swimmers sing 
"'-..,. ..,_"-

ttJingle Bells." s 
E11-h·~nce... 

ff Afusic: "Skater's Waltz. 
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I. In circle., ,couples:waltz 

crawl,, beginning R for 18 strokes. 

Pause 3 counts to .allowodd.number,s 

to get into pos1tloli ·to , scull on back 
. . ; . 

toward center of. circle;. 

II. Odd numbers scull on back 

toward ·center., catch ·b.ands, while 

even numbers side stroke., on R, ho~g.

ing legs of partners-:i_n :float with L 

hand. · Turn wheel counter-clockwise~ 

Repeat wheel,}t:urning clockwise.· 

Even numbers stroke on. L., 'P.ause 3 

counts. to. change position;.:•:-. 

III. Odds :r-emain .in back float; 

spread. legs wide., 6 counts. Even 

numbers·move .into position between 

:floaters and catch an. .ankle· .. of', swim

mer on each side. ·· Turn wheel counter-

clockwise. by treading to R., 

. Turn wheel clockwise by · 

treading L. Three · count_s to· drop 

legs.· 

IV. Odds do :front so,mersaul t 

and. come up facing partner, using 6 

counts.· _Catch hands in skater posi

tion and tread, water: goin~r :first to 
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L {pull away from- partner,). , · Change 

hands and tread to R. 

V. Form if- single circle in ·. 
,<' ., 

6 counts. For 3 _· eouilts ··a1r dolphin 

away :from center of circle\ While 
' ' '' , .. 

under water catch hold of hands and 

push up from bottom with arms raised 
. ' 

over head making a large splash. 

Scull out into large: circle again in 

6 counts. All do a front pike sur-

f ace dive and remain under water un;.;. , 

til all have caught hands •.. Push. 

from bottom., breaking sul.'fs.ce with 

large splash and open•into large 

circle. 

VI. Grand R and L .using :.breast 

stroke, weaving between .:ea:ch member 

of circle. Odds. face R; evens face 

L. When half way.round circle, all, 

face center arid doa-backward·somer

sault. When back,to original part

ner, reverse directions and repeat •.. 

Exit: 6 counts for. partners 

to get into tandem position. Use , 

crawl to go to opposite,1 CQrner.s of 

pool. Sing "Jingle Bells.'!, 
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The following paragraphs are descriptions and•dia

grams of the water routine developed by a group of ten swim

mers. The music, "Waltz of the Flowers," was chosen as the 

core theme in which to develop a spring routine." 

., 
I )( / 

VI X 
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'I(. 
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'I(. 

s 
l:n tr~ tt'-C 

vc,~ 
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0 
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Entrance: Starting\p~sition: 

6 swimmers lined up one b8-hind the ... 

other in shallow water on west side 

of pool. 4 swimmers lined up'one be-

'(. 'i hind the other on east .side of ·pool. 
,c IO in shallow water. Use breaststrokes 

leading into double circle. Numbers 

1 and 7 start together, 1 leading 

large circle, 7 leading inner circle. 

Swimmers 2 and 8 start breast stroke 

after leaders have taken 2 strokes. 

Swilllmers 3 and 9 start· breast·· stroke 

after 2 and 8 have taken 2. strokes. 

Continue at intervals of two strokes 

until all are swimming. · Outside cir

cle moves clockwise. Inside circle 

moves counter-clockwise. 

I. Circles reverse direction 

with 3 counts. Outside circle does 

6 overarm side strokes on.R, inside 

circle does 6 overarm side strokes 
I 

on L. Reverse directions and repeat 
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side strokes. All swimmers face cen

ter of circle. 

II. Inside circle does a sub

marine outward to make large single 

circle, outside circle does a back 

somersault in place. Use 6 counts. 

III. Pause 3 counts to get 

into position. Single circle, all 

facing counter-clockwise. In a 

horizontal position with L arm ex

tended overhead, the swinnners revolve 

toward R shoulder making 3 complete 

turns and a half, ending in a prone 

position. Swimmers take 4 breast 

strokes around the circle. 

IV. Pause 3 counts and all 

face center. Numbers 7, a, 9, and 10 

(original swimmers in center circle) 

do a prone glide toward center. 

Others in outside circle back float 

away from circle. Use 6 counts. 

Inside circle back float out 

of center while outside circle does 

top-spin in place, turning to R. 

Use 6 counts. 
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V. Exit: 3 counts to get 

into position for tandem. With part

ner use crawl on exit. Circle moving 

counter-clockwise, leading tandem 

going off at the southwest corner. 

Each group performed the rou

tine three times in succession. The 

judges rated the routine for style 

first, as this element in a routine 

was constant at each trial and per

formance. During the second trial, the judges rated the 

composition of the routine. The third time the routine 

was presented, the judges rated it for use of accompaniment, 

concentrating on how well the swimmers recognized and 

adapted the pattern within the routine to the musical 

phrases. The judges rated the stunts within the routine at 

any time during the three trials. 

When the two groups had completed the final perform

ances, the judges added the cheeks and values of the checks 

of each main heading and found the averages for each main 

heading. The points for stunts were totaled and averaged. 

The total score was determined by adding the average scores 

of the three main headings and of the stunts. The final 

score was the sum of the three judges' total scores divided 

by the number of judges. 
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The winner of the Synchronized Swimming Meet was 

the group performing the spring routine. This group re

ceived 12.99 points, while the winter group received 12.39 

points. 1 

All of the judges had had some experience in a syn

chronized swimming program, but they expressed the feeling 

that they were unsure of their rating ability. They be

lieved that the rating scale was entirely satisfactory and 

easy to use, but at the same time they felt that· if they 

could have rated three or four more routines they would 

have been more sure of themselves and less confused by the 

number of items to be rated. 

The entrants were very pleased to have an oppor

tunity to perform for the judges. They wanted to know be

fore the meet what qualities of a water composition would 

be rated. There was a decided increase in interest and 

participation at the regular meetings. The swimmers im

mediately saw the need for each group to practice; they 

scheduled extra rehearJals, p~acticed on individual skills, 

and learned the counts fo:r,_~ach movement. They tried harder 

to synchronize their strokes and stunts with each other and 

with the musical accompaniment. The competititive spirit 

brought a new feeling to the swimmers because they had not, 

1Master Sheet, see Appendix. 
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until the synchronized swizmning meet, tried .very hard to 

make their routine better than that of snottier group. The 

meet provided an incentive to synchronize their swimming 

movements to the best of their ability. 

Through the use of the rating scale and •entry" forms 

in the synchronized swimming meet, many suggestiO!].S were 

made :for the improvement of the rating procedure.·: First.r 

the entry forms should be filled out completely in·ac:ivance 

:for each judge. The following p~ge is a samp'Je or a blank 

improved entrance form. I ,(f 

Two officers other than the three judges are needec:i 

to conduct a successful synchronized swimming JnE3 __ et. A time

keeper should be appointed to check the length of'.e~cl'l.rou

tine. A group should be disqualified if the routine ex: 

ceeds eight minutes or is less than five minute_s. ~ _le~gth~. 

The timekeeper also has another duty; she is i_n _ehar_ge, ~-:f .... 

collecting the rating sheets :from each judge _a~d tu~i~g 

them over to the clerk. The clerk is the secon<; ~:ff~eer 

that should be appointed. The clerk's duties are to acid 

the cheeks and scores o:f each rating sheet and_ stun~ sheet, 

determine the winning score of the meet., and all!lou:µ~e __ the 

:final winner of the competitive synchronized swimndng· me·e~. · 
The following description is recommended· :for. a sa'tis

:factory rating procedure: 

The timekeeper., judges, and contestants ar·e 'ready 

for the meet to begin. The timekeeper starts her watch with 
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ENTRY FORM 

GROUP: 

NO. IN GROUP: ___ MEET HELD AT ___________ DATE: 

CO.MP. 
NO. NAME OF S~UNT DIFF. OR 

OPT. 

TOTAL 

AV. SCORE 

AWARD FOR STYLE ••••••••• • • • 
AWARD FOR COMPOSITION ••••••• • • 
AWARD FOR USE OF ACCOMPANIMENT •••• 

PRELIMI
NARY 

AWARD 

FINAL 
AWARD 

------------

AWARD FOR STUNTS • • • • • • • • • • • _______ _ 

TOTAL • • • • • • • • • • • • _______ _ 
TI.ME FOR ROUTINE •• • •• • 

SIGNATURE OF J1JDGE. ____________ _ 

SIGNATURE OF CLERK 
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the entrance of the swimmers. On the first trial., the judges 

rate the routine for style. At the end of the first trial 

the timekeeper goes to each judge and collects the re.ting 

sheet for style, records the time on it, and takes it to 

the clerk. Dnring the performers' second trial the clerk 

totals the checks and scores on each of the rating sheets 

, 

for style., While the judges rate the composition of the rou

tines and the performance of the stunts. At the end of 

the second trial the timekeeper collects the rating sheet 

for composition and the entry sheet on which are the ratings 

for the stunts and takes these to the clerk. The clerk to

tals the checks and scores for the composition and the 

stunts during the third and final trial as the judges rate 

that performance. The timekeeper gathers the rating sheets 

for use of accompaniment and gives them to the clerk. The 

clerk adds the checks and scores for the use of accompaniment. 

The clerk then finds all the average scores, totals them, 

and determines the final score for each routine by averag-

ing resultant figures from the three judges. The clerk and 

the timekeeper check the results and the clerk announces 

the winner. 

Some other suggestions for an improved rating scale 

are to have each main heading and the qualities involved 

in it on a separate page end to have the judges rate the 

same headings simu.ltaneously: first trial, style; second 
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trial, stunts and composition; third trial, use of accom-

paniment. There should also be a master scoring sheet for 

the recording of the three judges' final awards and'lhe 

final award found by averaging the resultant figures from 

the three judges. On tb.e following pages are sample rating 

scale forms improved as a result of their use in the syn

chronized swinnning meet. 

The Synchronized Swimming Demonstration 

One of the biggest problems in developing the syn

chronized swimming program at the Texas State College for 

Women was that of enlarging the membership of the Aquatics 

Club. In order to have a synchronized swimming demonstra

tion, it was necessary to have at least twenty participants. 

Some of the students who had expressed their desires and 

interests in this type of program were not always dependable. 

As the time drew near for the demonstration, the members 

began to drop out of the Aquatics Club for various reasons. 

Some of this was because it was approaching the close of 

the spring term and many students were behind in their 

studies; they felt they could not devote the time necessary 

for rehearsals. Some of the members had various infections 

and skin diseases which would not let them participate. 

Another problem was the range of ability of the 

swimmers. There was a distinct division between two groups 

of swimmers; one group consisted of swimmers with unusual 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COMPOSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS CLUB IvlEMBERB 

NAlviE OF THE JUDGE: 

GROUP: NO. IN THE GROUP: ----------
LOCATION: SCHOOL: 

DATE: 

Very Poor Good Verr Excel-Poor Goo · lent 

Characteristic Low 20% Med. 20% Hith Score 5% 50% ' 5 

Value of' Scores 1 2 3 4 5 
F D C B A 

I. STYLE: 

1. Projects a def'inite feel-
ing or mood, as gay, serious, 
eccentric. military. etc. 

2. Introduces various dy-
namic, percussive or sus-
tained movements, pull 
against some force, relaxa-
tion. contraction. 

3. Uses modified strokes 
or stylized movements, like 
those of a fish, skating 
movements. etc. 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same direction; have expres-
sions on the face, as happy, 
dead pan. etc. 

5. Uses unlimited combine.-
tions of body movements and 
rejects no line, shape, or dis~ 
tortion that serves to expres~ 
a purpose. 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
has smooth, clean-cut lines 
of.' movements. 

Average I Score 
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NAME OF THE JUDGE: 

GROUP: NO. IN THE GROUP: 

LOCATION: SCHOOL: 

DATE: 

Ver Y Poor Goo d Very Excel-
Poo r Good lent 

Characteristic Low 20% Med. 20% H~th 5% 50% Score 

Value of Scores 1 2 3 4 5 
F D C B A 

II. COMPOSITION: 

1. Has entrance and exit as 
a part of the routine, not 
.1ust tacked on. 

2. Uses auditory and visual 
oatterns. 

3. Has continuity; do not 
touch side of pool, repeat 
movements, stop at the side 
or stand up in the shallow 
end. 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea expre sed in the tempo, 
formations, and various 
modified strokes. 

5. Has transition from pat-
tern to pattern smooth and 
natural. 
6. Uses a variety of transi-
tions like treading, scull-
ing, surface diving, under-
water swimming. etc. -
7. Uses a variety of stunts 
such as partner, individual, 
and group, tandem swimming, 
submarine, kip, dolphin 
wheel. etc. 
8. Has a definite dance form -

such as ABA, or ABCA. 
Average II score 
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NAME OF THE JUDGE: :,,• ,' . 
,te, ,, 

GROUP: ___________ NO. IN THE GROUP: 

LOCATION: SCHOOL: 

DATE: 

," ' 

Ver Y Poor Good Very Excel-
Poo r Good •. lent 

I.ow Med. 
;,;; 

Characteristic 20% 20% H1f1 Score 5% 50% :,.5 
' 

Value of Scores 1 2 3 4 5 , .. , 

F D 0 B ~ 
' 

III. USE OF ACCOMPANIMENT 

1. Has .measures of music 
counted out and adapted to 
the various patterns and f'or-
mations. " 

2. Has transition of pat- I 

terns occurring at the end 
of the mus1eal Phrases. ~ 

3. Has patterns fitting the '' t, ,. 

musical nhrases. 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow. moderate. fast. " 

5. Has movements agreeing i'·' 
" ,· 

with mood of music such as 
gliding strokes with legato, ,, 

choppy rough strokes with 
stacatto. etc. ' 

" 

6. Has strokes in rhythm " 

with the music, the accents 
of the strokes agreeing ,-,., 

with the musical accents. 
'' 

Average III score .. 
' 
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motor coordination and swimming abilit'y, while the other 

group consisted of swimmers of little ~xperience. This 

created a problem, for a water compositioiican be only as 
,_ '. I ' /</((; .' \.'.! ,: , \< ,' ,, 

good as its poorest swimmer. Stunts and ,flo9;,ting formations 
,.,.:-;t,j:i/ 

that were chosen for the routines had to be.witp.in the ability 

of all the swimmers in the group. 

Rehearsal schedules had to be ~:r•ari~ed so that all 
.· ·'<>'!•'• ,', 

·, ;1f'• •' ;_ .<-' , , 

of the swimmers could have at least two practices a week 

besides the regular Monday meetings. When a routine re

quired a large group of participants, ,it W'as very difficult 

to schedule a rehearsal. Therefore, most of the routines 

were kept on a small scale, so that rehearsal.periods could 

be arranged more easily. Tuesday and Thursday nights were 

found to be the most convenient times for rehearsals. The 

week end proved very unsatisfactory, therefore few prac

tices were scheduled at that time. Additional,rehearsals 

were scheduled during the two weeks before;the.,final pro

gram. During the week preceding the .demonstration, the 

group practiced every night for at least afr·hour. Dress 

rehearsal was scheduled for the night ·before> the perform

ance. At this time the entire group went 0throughthe pro

gram as it would be given on the night of the performance, 

wearing the proper suits and caps, using the lights and 

other equipment, such as candles, floats, ,and tom-tom. 

The plans for the demonstration had to be changed 
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.from an all-college program to a departmental program be

cause of the f ollow:ing reasons. The outdoor. pool. ,was, not 

opened until three days before the progra,m wa~ scheduled to 
'., 't, ·;,,, .t• :.}\ ;"t \ . 

1.f, '.>. . ,··t. -" '.' . 

be given; hence there was no opportunity· to, practice 1n the 
.. ' .. ''; -

~-: .. .,-

larger pool and make the necessary adjt.i'Jtments~, All .. rou-
- ' ' ;, .,. . ' ' ·, ,,; i'' 

tines had been worked out and practiced· ·iii·· thi''\,milller in-
'.,J 

door pool. There was a lack of ti111e to develop enough. 

routines to make the demonstration long enough/: ~rid. there 

also was very little time to rehearse se> that· th~· perform-· 

era could execute the routines in perfect accord with.·each 
, ~ ~- ' - ' , . ··; . . , 

other and with the aeeompaniment. ,' ·~e participant's them-. 

selves lacked the ability to perform the, .,rou~in~s (well, , 

enough to have an all-college program a.nt\ ,.be, proucl of, it. 

The members discussed the above, l.imitations. and de

cided that the program would be given:for the me.nib.era. o.f .~he 

department of physical education, an~ sp~cial ~11vit~tions 

were extended to the participants',p~rsona,l friends. outside 

o.f the department. The date of the,syp.chronized swimming 
,, ,· " . ' . , , ~, -, - -- .·, 

demonstration was set for May 11, 1~45, ... 8:09:: p. m~, in the 

indoor pool. The members decided th.at ,t.1:le them~ of: the 

program would still be based on the seasons ~~: tlV~ ye,~, 

and, in keeping with the theme, "s·eas,on',s ,Sw-imphony't was the 

name they chose £or the demonstration., 

Since the plans .for the deir-L91,:1~t!'flti~.~ ,w.e~':=l .<?J?.anged 

to the indoor pool, there had to be· '.various changes made in 
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the equipment and committees. The spot lig]:ip~ ap.d water 

sprays were eliminated. The record play~r.' .. ~as,; .. loud enough 

for the performers and audience to hear., thu~. ~iJe.;•: sqµnd sys

tem was not necessary. There was no need for sp~~~:{f9r a 
' 

canvas for exits and entrances. The electric lighf b~t-
,_,,_ ·., 

teries which were to be worn on the swimmers were ,.rio£ ;,,needed 
. '••~·\?·:~ ' ... 

because candles could be held by the swimmers just ,.e::s\ sue-
, . _.,, 

cessfully in the indoor pool. 
0L \':. i/\{, [_ 

Some committees were combined and some new; ones were '\;j_': i . ·:,, 1 •. 

organized. The lighting committee was comb1ned·with,the· 
. ·. ,· '''.. ,-. '· 

seating and costumes committees. 

was made the refreshment committee. These··'~i;ls madej ar

rangements for the serving of punch and cook:1e~after the 
' 

program in the gymnasium. The costumes committee· painted 

the bathing caps blue, red, yellow, and green; and devised 

a check list for the girls to determine which suits and 

caps they would need. 1 The costumes committee also made a 

float out of the surf board., decorating it with green 

vines and yellow marigolds. The seating committee placed 

chairs·at the shallow end of the pool arid about .a third of 

the way along the sides of the pool. The program committee 

made the cover of the program with block/print·.·· The follow

ing page has the sample of the program. 

lcostume check list., Appendix. 
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The demonstration began with a routine based on fall, 

called "School Days," developed for six swiimners. The cos

tumes consisted of three red suits with green caps and 

three blue suits with yellow caps. 

M 
'X '-
1' ~ 
l If 
,c i 

""' 2. 

Entrance: Starting position: 

_____ ,cl 

w..i4er,-

a single line at the deep end of the 

pool on east side. With accompani

ment of tom-tom, swimmers dive at sue-

,. 
,. 

,j--,C - - - ~ _. - - - ? 

, 
)( 

, 'It - - - . - - - -> 

T 

= cessive intervals, one after the other, 

beginning with number 1, swim under

water to opposite side of pool. 

I. Numbers l and 4 swim four 

crawl strokes across pool. {Number 1 

is leader of group I, numbers 1, 2, 

3; number 4 is leader of group II, 

numbers 4, 5, 6.) 

Numbers 2 and 5 swim 2 crawl 

strokes after each preceding swimmer 

has taken two strokes. Numbers 3 

and 6 swim after interval of 2 strokes. 

Tread water until all are in position. 

Face south. 

II. (a) Waltz crawl (prone 

position R, L, R, Land turn on L) 

and when on back, R, L, R, L and turn 

on L. Repeat once front and back. 
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(b) Numbers 2 and 5 turn 

on last of waltz crawl and continue 

south with 4 crawl strokes. Number 2 

turns Rand swims side stroke down 

west side of pool to north. Number 5 

turns Land swims side stroke down 

east side of pool. Meet the other 4 

swimmers in the center of pool. 

(c) At the same time, 

numbers land 4 and 3 and 6 remain 

on back at end of waltz crawl and do 

a reverse (tuck knees up and extend 

legs back) and start crawl stroke 

R toward north. 12 crawl strokes, 

turn and face each other, progress

ing toward the center of the pool 

with 2 breast strokes. Meet and 

face south and progress with 6 side 

strokes. 

III. All 6 swiimners in a 

straight line. 

Accordion float: 3 counts to 

get into position. Number 1 faces 

south, number 4 north, number 3 

south, number 6 north, and numbers 

2 and 5 £ace center of pool. 
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1 r I trr 
.3 counts to float. ·.Swimmers 

·catch hold of ankle of the.-- swimmer 

on.either side of-h.er. Spread legs 

wide ,on six coun~s, c'i,ose ·legs on 

)( . ., J<, ,_ 1,>' ~ 

1:·_:i,t. 

next s counts,· spread on -•next s_ 

counts. _3 ·:counts to come out- of float 
/· t' 

. ·,, i,·_,t,·. 

and face the"n:orth' end of pool. 

IV. Exit: Breast stroke in 

·,·, a straight line, __ side by side,· to 

the music, ttEmperor 's Waltz."· 
. . ' 

"Duet in' Waltz Time" was a .second· routine ,for .the_ 

fall. sea.son. -'The costumes consisted of one blue suit with a 

blue cap· and. one red suit. with a:- white· cap. 

":' 
I 

I 

0 
. t. 

~•" 

I 

.. , 

2 
0 

I 

... 
I_ , 

Music:. _·"Wine, Women end Song." 

Entrance: Dive.simultaneously 

from north bank. 

I. Side stroke for 24,meas

ures. (Number.l.on R, number 2 on L 

side: On. the. last of .•the , strokes- , 

e make .. turn out to; sides, of .pool ;and 

face in.the.opposite direction.) 

---_ ·:,:"/,II. Waltz crawl; number 1 

starts :-R; number 2 starts L. Con

tinue for,_ 16 .measures •. 2 breast.· 

strok~s __ toward. each other for .4 

measures. _ Numbet 1 surface dives -- -
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as number 2 glides over number 1. 

This takes up 4 measures. Pause to 

get into position for tandem, 2 

measures. 

III. Combination tandem: num

ber 2 leads with back stroke; number 

1 follows with crawl stroke. Lead 

into large circle f'or 16 measures. 

IV. Dolphin and porpoise 

combined. Number 2 completes a dol

phin while number l still holds tan

dem position. Number 1 does a por

poise. Number 2 keeps feet under 

armpits of number 1. 

When number 1 is completely 

under the water number 2 pulls up to 

the surface bringing number lupin 

front. 8 measures. 

V. Face the south and side 

stroke. Number 1 on R, leads in diag

onal line to west; number 2 on L leads 

in diagonal lines to the east. 8 

measures. 

Number 1 repeats the above in 

a diagonal line to the center and 

meets number 2 who has done the same 

thing. 
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VI. Exit: Tarzan stunt; fac

ing north, each swimmer takes 2 crawl 

strokes down center of pool. Number 

1 catches up to number 2 and does a 

porpoise over her. Number 1 then 

first and continues to use crawl 

strokes. Number 2 catches up with 

number 1 and does a porpoise over her. 

The second part of the program consisted of two rou

tines for winter, called "Lights On" and "Skater's Waltz." 

"Skater's Waltz" was the original winter routine used in 

the Synchronized Swimming Meet, previously described. 

"Lights On" was adapted from the original winter routine, 

and lighted candles were used. The routines differed only 

in that the swinnners did not submerge for "Lights onn; all 

the movements were ma.de on the surface of the water. The 

same group performed both routines. Since the overhead 

lights were off during the performance of "Lights On" and 

the swimmers held candles, they wore the seme suits and 

caps that were worn in the second winter routine. These 

costumes consisted of four blue suits with blue caps and 

four red suits with white caps. One member of each couple 

wore all blue while the other members of the couples wore 

the red suits with white caps. 

There was an intermission or pause between "Lights 
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On" and the second winter routine bees.use the swimmers needed 

to rest. During this pause there was a rhythmic diving ex

hibition performed by two of the Aquatics Club members. 

They performed their dives to music with a variety of swim

ming styles after each dive. The dives consisted of front 

jack-knife, swan, front one and a half somersault, front 

half twist, front jack-knif'e with half twist, back jack

knife, back somersault, hand stand dive, back dive, back 

double somersault and back jack-knife done by both divers 

simultaneously from the two corners of the board. 

The following is the "Lights On" routine, adaptation 

from the original winter routine. 

,c, 

En-I/~ 11c.e. 

Mu.sic: "Skater's Waltz." 

Entrance: Couples at each 

of the four corners. Each swinnner. 

holding candle in L hand. Side 

stroke on R to center of pool. Lead 

into large circle. 

I. 18 side strokes in circle 

and pause for 3 counts. 

II. (a) Odd numbers back float 

toward center, putting heads together 

and holding candles in front of face. 

{b) Evens side stroke 

around others making a complete 

circle. 
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III. When touched by partner 

· ·· odds do a scu.lf toward' outside o:f 
r ,. -\.~ A.;:.,,_;, 

circle. Evens ilde st;oke out to 
. ' ',~ , \ 

large circle. 

: IV. In .. ,a sirigfe' large circle 

couples cabch R hands. and hold candle 

in L high. Turn to L ,· · 12 counts. 

Tum to R, 12 counts. 

V. All scull into center of 

circle :for 6 ·counts. All scull out 

of circle for 6, oounts~'· . Pause 3 

counts, to .face partner. 

VI.. Grand ·R, and: L using ,side 

strokes. , "Face:partner and. pass .. to 

L ··.of pe:r.tner~,: RSt.•Of next and· sq. , · 

around .to meet-partner-:tbr ;second. time. 

VII. Exit: · :,with partner, us

ing side stroke., to opposite corner 

of pool. 

In .seasonal order:, the third phase o:f the program 

consisted of two spring .. routines, one'for a group .. of ten 

swimmers, and the other·for a quartet •... The first routine 

was based on the music "Waltz of the Flowers." and, was,.-per

formed as desc.ribed previously ·in the ,.Synchronized Swimming 

Meet. The costumes consisted of all white caps with five 
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blue and five red suits. j ... 

The other spring routine was a waltz for four swim

mers. While they all wore red suits, two wore white caps 

and the other two wore green caps. 

,. 
0" 

~, - - . 

," ~ - - --o Ii' 
~ 41-) ~' 

\ .. 
.... - ·> 

Mo.sic:· ·• "N,~ughty W9:·ltz.f' 
. ' .' ( '· 

I. Entraneet At· 'the.· shallow 

end of the pool •. Combinat_ion tandem, 

one following the other~ Number 1 

of each tandem does back crawl; num

ber 2 of each tandem does crawl. Use 

6 counts. Number l .. st.ands up and 

spreads legs, as number 2 porpoises 

between legs of number .l:on 6 counts. 

Pause 3 counts to •·get .. ba~k 

in tandem with number 2's doing back 

crawl and number l 's doing,, crawl. 

Number 2 1s repeat porpoise. .12. 

counts. 

II. Number l's break from 

straight line ~ side stroke on R .. 

to east side of pool~ Number .. 2 's 

break from straight line and.side 

stroke on L to west side of' pool. 

Circle to R with side stroke for. 12 

strokes. 
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III. When number 2 's e:re op

posite in circle, the,; .;take 4 breast 

strokes to center., Number 1 's breast 

stroke 6 times to fol'Dl, straight line 

with number 2 's. 
IV. A~cordion ·rioat: number 

"'"'", '-,.,: " . ! :j 

2 1s face opposite di~jitib~, on~ to-

ward north, one toward:'south; grasp 

ankles. Number l's balance number 

2 1s. 
... ,. . 

3 count~ to spread legs, 3 

counts to ciose, 3·counts to spread 

legs. 

V. All dolphin outward away 

from center and come up in straight 

line. 

Number 2 1 s scull forward, 

south, toward feet for 6 counts." 

Numbers 1 scull forward -north ,:to-. , . ' , 
ward feet. 

VI. Exit: Number :2 's' spread 

out so that number l's 'can ·swim 4· 

breast strokes and go·between and.past 

number 2 1s. Number 2's• swim 4 breast 

strokes and go between.,number. l's.: 

Continue to weave,in.and out until 
., 

' . 
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the fourth time, when instead of going past the number l's, 

the swimmers form a straight line and use a crawl stroke to 

end of pool. 

The first summer routines differed from the others 

in that the swimmers used a decorated float. The float was 

ma.de from a surf board decorated with green vines wrapped 
• around ropes. large yellow marigold flowers were placed 

on the center of the float. The first summer routine was 

called "Lazy Bones." The costumes were three red, three 

yellow, and three green caps, all with red suits. 

E 

• 

I. Entrance: 3 swimmers on 

each side of float holding on with 

forearms of inside arm, and one swim-

mer at each end of the float. En

trance stroke: side stroke with one 

arm. 

II. Pause when in center of 

pool for three counts. Swimmers on 

each side of float duck under board 

and change sides. Grasp board with 

hands and kick, splashing water high 

and slowly turning board around in 

circle to R. 

III. Swimmers on each side of 

float surface div.e under the board 

and come up to form a circle around 
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board. Swim around to R wi_iih over arm·side stroke. Face. 

toward float while ~oing stroke. Come back to original 

place. 

IV. Surface dive and come up opposit'~- origimH ,, 

place beside flos.f~'' Take down ropes and ir~r:ke off ,Jith 
',: •::' ,:,\ ··:;;, 

·,,' ,, 

side overarm. 

a float. The, tloa't was left at the deep end _of the pool 

with three of the {swimmers to hold it while the other:s :per-
;, 

formed the following. routine called "Stumnertime.,fl 

~ •• 
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I.,: Entrance: .. With par.tners, 

and Oile extra, stroke out to the cen

ter of the pool in two. straight lines. 

II .. Couple number lcatch 

both hands:and make an arch while 

couple numbers• 2 and 3 ·surface dive 

under.· the arch and ,east off '-- one 

to the R .as, other.:goes ·,,to the L. 

,_ . ·couples: 2 and 3 resume their 

places iri the line and·cateh hands: 

with partner and form an arch.• The 

lone. swimmer waits until the 3 ar·ches 

rare formed., She<''swimS under·.the arches, 

catching,one of the hands of' a swimmer 

of the. ·couple number ,.3 -and ;pulls or·. 

'. :::. ·:.' ... 
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brings all the couples behind her so 

the group has skinned the snake .a:s, _in 

tumbling. 

III. In a straight line~ every 

other swimmer beginning with the 
" u -- - -lone swimmer do es 4 back · crawl 

strokes toward the east side of-. 

pool. The others do same toward the 

west side of pool. 

Reverse and swim back toward· 

center with 4 short crawl strokes, --

making a c ire le. 

IV. In a circle hold hangs 

and extend feet to center, kicking 

so that circle moves to R :f'or 16 __ 

counts. Reverse and kick feet hard 

/ so that circle moves to L 16 count; s. 

r 

Break circle with a big 

splash of feet in the center. 

V. Exit: Swim zig-zag out 

with 4 strokes to L., 4 strokes to R, _

etc., on the diagonal. 

The le.st summer routine was performed by eight 

swimmers and the float was again used. 

I. Entrance: Stand in line along edge of pool and 

peel off, one after the other. As come up from dive,. -form 
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a circle with crawl stroke. 

II. Swimmers pair off making 

a set as in a square dance quadrille. 

Swim in tandem to center using 4 

crawl strokes. 

The front swimmers of each 

tandem break off and form a circle, 

holding hands and treading. Backs 

of tandem reverse and use 4 back 

crawl strokes away from partners to 

original place in quadrille. 

III. Backs of tandems now in 

large circle, surface dive and come 

up behind partners. Partners do 4 

back strokes in tandem to original 

place in quadrille. 

IV. Partners break up tandem 

and swim 6 breast strokes with head 

held up. Swim toward the R in a 

large circle. 

Leader cuts across the center 

of the pool from the circle. Others 

follow and face the deep end of pool. 

Form a straight line across pool. 

V. The two swimmers with the 

surf board at the end of the pool, 
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push the float out to the swimmers. 

The two swimmers in, the • c en-

ter of the straight line catch· hold: 

of the front part of the b.oard and 

use overarm side stroke starting the 

float toward the end cf the pool. 

The other swiDDtters come in to the, 

float two at a time, making a :V- · 

formation as the board and swimmers 

exit. 

Tfe next routine was created, developed and performed 

by one swimmer. This was the only solo number in the pro-· 

gram. The composition was developed to the musical phrases 

of ",Artist I s Life. " 

t 
~---dolph,;., 

) 
I 

'J 
I 
I 

E 

I. Entrance: Starting from 

the ladder, prone glide with a push 

from side of pool. 4 measures. 

II. Waltz crawl down center 

of pool, starting R, L, R, Land turn 

and on back with R, L, R., L, etc., 

for 16 measures. 

III. Facing north and in-shal

low water, 3 breast strokes and a por

poise dive down middle of pool. (·,Re

peat the 3 breast strokes and a .por

poise dive for 16 measures. 
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IV. Reverse and scull on 

back toward head. Start dolphins, 

doing at least 5. (4 beats for first 

dolphin and 5 beats for remaining 4) 

16 measures. 

V. Turning over and facing 

south, take, 8 breast strokes down 

center of pool. 16 measures. 7 but

terfly strokes and continue down 

center of pool. 14 measures. Top 

spin to L for 8 measures. Repeat to R for a. 
VI. 8 elementary back strokes toward north. Pause 

to turn from back to prone position. 20 measures. 

VII. 3 breast strokes and 1 porpoise with as nmch 

height as possible. Repeat. 16 measures. 

3 breast strokes and l deep porpoise. Push from 

bottom and make a leaping dolphin. 

VIII. Exit: with fast crawl stroke to ladder. 

The grand finale included sixteen of the twenty-two 

members of the entire club. The central theme was the 

Fourth of July, and the swimmers formed the United States 

flag. The 6 girls forming the red stripes wore red caps 

and red suits; the 6 forming the white stripes wore white 

caps and blue suits, and the 4 forming the blue field for 

the stars wore blue caps and blue suits. The music was 

the march, "Anchors Aweigh." 
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I. Entrance: 4 groups con-

sisting of' 4 girls· each. · Groups, 1 ·· 

and 3 on the we st side of,.'. pool. , 

Groups 2 and 4 on e8.st/aide of',1•pool. 

Enter water with f'o~t first jump •.,and 

swim breast stroke to,·place •.. (First 
. , ... ~:. ' . 

girls of each group 'j~ iri on first 

beat of' tom-tom; second girls in each 

group jump in on ttle second beat of' 

the tom-tom, etc. 4 counts for each 

jump. Form. straight lines horizon-

tally and vertically. Pause 4 counts 

f'or all to get into position and 

ready to form flag. 

II. Forming flag: Linel is 

red; line 2 is white; line 3 -- first 2 are red, la st· 2 are 

blue; line 4 -- first 2 are blue, last 2 are red·. 

Number of' beats for floating: 

l -- turn and face direction: Red stripes faee west 

wall; white face north wall; blue face toward center. o'f 

square of' 4. 

2 go into float. Red: first girl in each<:r-ed 

stripe bends from waist while othersface float, steadying< 

themselves by grasping feet of one in .front. ·· 

Whites: squat down in water and stretch arms straight 

out from shoulder along top of water. 
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Blues: face float to center of square of 4. 
J ··., 

Hold float for 22 counta. Pa1ise 4 counts ,to .resume 

position. 

east. 

Lines land 2 face west wall.> Lines 3 and 4 f'ace . •, 

III. 

A. 

Swimming .formations for hori'io~t'al' lines: 
'•·-;, 

Lines 1 and 3: swim 26 crawl ·~ttokes around 
;{t;i:·i' 

lines 2 and 4 respectively and return,to ~eguiar·position. 
'" ~~u ' 

(Number 1 of' group 3 starts with 2 crawl stroke~·'torward., 

makes square turn tcf L and• continues 

- - - - - - -,-
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around line 4~ Number· 4 of .group l 

starts with 2 er.awl .,strokes. forward; 

makes square turn to Rand continues 

around line 2 • .) 

While others swim,. lines ·-2 

and 4 bend at waist with arms over

head and .face in -the- water. Hold ;; 

position in water 6 counts, raise up 

with hands overhead ~nd ·turn. ,to. R • .. 

shoulder and face ·:in. opposite. direc

tion on seventh .count. Repeat,·.3 .· 

times, making change ,on seventh., 

fourteenth, twenty-first,·and twenty

.fifth counts. 

B. Lines 2 and 4 repeat 

swimming sequence. 

Lines land 3 make direction 

changes in place. 
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IV. Swimming formation for vertical lines: 

A. Pause 4 counts to face partners. Lines l and 2 

face eacp other. Lines 3 and 4 face each other. 

B. Lines 1 and 3 surface dive and come up where 

lines 2 and 4 were. 4 counts to surface dive (must twist 

under water and come up facing part

ner. 

..!. l, ~ .!! 
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Lines 2 and 4 do a prone 

glide over the lines land 3 and 

stop where lines l and 3 were. 4 

counts for this change of places. 

C. Repeat with lines 2 and 

4 surface diving as land 3 prone 

glide back to original places. 8 

counts altogether. 

D. Repeat Band C. Use 16 

counts. 

E. Pause 4 counts so that 

all can face south and move closer 

together, catching hold of hands, 

with arms outstretched. 

V. Raft formation: number 

of beats for changes: 

A. First beat -- line 1 

(horizontal) goes into back floating 

position. 
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Second beat -- line 2 

follows line 1. 

Third beat -- line 3 

follows line 2. 

Fourth beat -- line 4 

follows line 3. 

(Horizontal lines 2, 3, 4 

slip feet under arm-pits of one in 

front of them to connect raft. Line 

l kicks feet in unison and girls on 

the edge of raft scull with the free 

arm. Use 32 counts. ) 

B. After moving halfway down pool, raft breaks in 

same way as it was formed with line 1 flipping over to 

prone position, then lines 2, 3 and 4, in succession. 

VI. Exit: With breast stroke in straight horizontal 

and vertical lines, the line nearest the exit swims 2 breast 

strokes, while the others tread water. The next line fol

lows after the first line is sufficiently far off with the 

breast stroke, etc. 

The audience numbered approximately fifty people, 

which included several faculty members, students of the phys

ical education department, and personal friends of the per

formers. After the demonstration, which lasted about forty

five minutes, the audience was invited to the gY11J!lasium for 
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refreshments with the Aquatics Club members. At this short 

social, the friends of the swimmers unanimously agreed that 

the demonstration had been entertaining and well worth see

ing. They derived pleasure from watching the synchronized 

swimming because they could visualize themselves doing the 

stunts, floating formations, and swimming patterns. This 

is seldom true when an audience watches a speed swimmer, 

for the spectators realize that they could never attain the 

ability to be included in the champion speed class. 

The participants felt as .though the Aquatics Club 

was more closely integrated, whereas, previous to this pro

gram, no one other than the sponsor and manager had felt 

any responsibility for the club's success. The members had 

an active part in developing the program in the Aquatics 

Club. All of the swimmers were greatly stimulated by hav

ing the opportunity to perform for their friends. They felt 

the satisfaction of accomplishment because they had been 

willing to give their time, effort and thought to creating 

and planning the synchronized swimming demonstration. The 

demonstration contributed to the development of an enriched 

social outlet for the Aquatics Club members. It offered 

the stimulus for a spirit of good fellowship end coopera

tion among the members which had not been present be.fore 

the synchronized swimming program was started. 
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The author feels that the program was a success be

cause of the invaluable suggestions for improvement that 

can be derived from this experience; because of the knowl

edge of synchronized swimming that the students acquired; 

because of the interest, good fellowship, and cooperation 

developed among the members of the Aquatics Club; and be

cause the study will serve as an aid in a further develop

ment of a program of synchronized swimming at the Texas 

State College for Women. The interest and participation of 

the swimmers was greatly improved at the close of the pro

gram, a fact gratifying and stimulating to the leaders of 

the Aquatics Club. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The problem of this study was to further the inter

est, knowledge, appreciation, and technique of synchronized 

swimming among the students of the Texas State College for 

Women. This study utilized the Aquatics Club members at 

the Texas State College for Women. To become a member of 

the Aquatics Club the students had only to attend the weekly 

meetings and to swim with an average amount of skill. At 

the beginning of the study the regular membership was ap

proximately twenty-seven, but only five were active. At 

the close of the spring term there were twenty-two active 

members. 

The following purposes of the study were realized: 

l. An interest in synchronized swimming was devel

oped in the Aquatics Club members. 

2. The scope of swimming activities for average and 

above average swimmers was broadened by the synchronized 

swimming activities. 

3. An opportunity was provided for the Aquatics 

Club members to experiment with many potentialities of 

88 
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synchronized swimming. Some of these potentialities in~ .. 
. 1. .,, ,_ 

eluded the use of f'loating formations modified strokes ' ' ,, ' , 
variety of' meter an:i tempo, and visual patterns. 

4. A rating scale was developed and use'd to evalu

ate the water compositions and to stimulate the groups in 

competitive synchronized swimming. 

5. The Aquatics Club members were provided with. 

opportunities for creating, establishing, and presenting 

their water studies in a public demonstration. 

6. Complete descriptions of' all of' the meeting 

plans and original water compositions were written'up, 

with suggestions for improvements, which may be helpful to 

other swimming instructors. 

Synchronized swimming was a new type of activity 

for most of the students interested in swimming at thE:)•T~xas 

State College for Women. The program provided them with 

ample opportunities f'or participation in and observ.ation of 

synchronized swimming. Through participation they broad:-:

ened their scope of swimming abilities; through observa

tion they saw what a synchronized swimming program wo,uld. 

mean to an audience. They had opportunities to.plan the+,r 

own programs, because most of the activities were c~eative. 

Detailed outlines for each meeting were planneq 1:tnd 

summaries of the meetings were made which included irµ>orma

tion about the number of members present, the goals that 
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were accomplished, the changes that were necessary in ,the 

original plans, suggestions for improvement in procedure 

and presentation of the program, and the reac.tiori .. of the 

group toward the program. 

The members were given a short orientation concern-
., 

' .• 

ing the various activities of a synchronized swimming pro-

gram and the advantages of a program of this. type as· cbm-
1 

pared to the program offered in the Aquatics Cltb of the· 

past. Short lectures were given which info'rmed'the ~mbers 

about synch:ronized swimming and what activities and.plans a 

program of this type would have to offer them.· The swim

mers were taught some elementary stunts, and ·they experi

mented individually and in a group while swimming,with mu

sical accompaniment. 

As the members gained a feeling for ··the ,meEl.ning of 

synchronized swimming, they were gradually ,introdueed · .. to 

simple routines of four or five patterns which ineludeq 

some of the swimming strokes, stunts, and formation~ prac

ticed at the earlier meetings. At first, they,,experie,nc.ed 

the development of routines with the leader making most of. 

the suggestions. The swimmers decided on the arm patterns, 

and the number of counts needed to perform each pattern. 

Short lectures on the principles of developing a,:wate~ com

position were then given by the leader. After. discussing .. · 

the qualities of a pleasing water composition, the members 
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were encouraged to create and establish their own routines. 

The creative activities consisted of experimenting 

with all kinds of body movement in the water, making up·· 

water stunts., and creating group swimming patterns. An

other experience which called for originality and imagina

tion was the development of routines of rhythmical movements 

that projected a definite mood or feeling to an audience. 

When the groups began to create, develop and estab

lish water compositions, the leader suggested and explained 

the Competitive Synchronized Swimming Meet. An original 

rating scale used for judging the water compositions in the 

competitive synchronized swimming meet was devised by the 

author; a rating scale is one of the most common techniques 

employed in measuring qualities. The graphic rating scale 

was chosen for this study because it aided the fudges in 

visualizing the most desirable qualities of compositions. 

The use of the rating scale was helpful to both the leaders 

and members because it aided in achieving a more.objective 

overview of the desirable qualities that determine a pleas

ing water composition. The rating scale was used to evalu

ate the water compositions in style, composition,· use' of ac

companiment, and performance o:r stunts. 

The meet stinm.le.ted the competitive spirit between 

the groups; hence, more interest was displayed by the·' groups 
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in endeavoring to do their best to create and perform the 

winning routine. 

The routines presented in the Synchronized Swimming 

Meet were modified and improved and used later as part of 

the synchronized swimming demonstration which was held at 

the close of the spring term. The Aquatics Club members 

planned it around a central theme of their own suggestion. 

The theme was centered around the seasons of the year. 

They chose the program title, "Season's Swim.phony, 11 to har

monize with the central theme and to present to others out

side of the Aquatics Club the idea that there would be swim

ming with musical accompaniment. All the routines were 

created and developed in the regular meetings. They were 

established and perfected as to counts and patterns of move

ments in the rehearsal periods. "Season's Swimphony" was 

performed for the members of the physical education depart

ment and the Aquatics Club members• personal friends. 

One of the greatest problems during the program of 

synchronized swimming in the Texas State College for Women 

was the.t of obtaining a larger membership for the Aquatics 

Club. Other swimmers who had not participated in this type 

of program could not be used to fill in or to make the rou

tines larger because synchronized swimmers have to have a 

certain amount of understanding, appreciation, knowledge, 

and skill in order to create and develop their own water 
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compositions for a synchronized swimming demonstration. •In 

order to put on a worth-while demonstration there ,had to be:· 

at least twenty swimmers. 

Previous to the study, the membership7"!as small, 

and few of these attended the meetings regul.arly.· They felt 
'1'., . .. ' ~' 

that the manager and sponsor should have cha.3:"_ge. of each meet-
1: ... ,, 

ing, and they undertook little or no responsibility for mak-

ing the swimming program success.ful. The f;rst_step toward 

increasing the membership was to have several publicity 

campaigns which consisted of announcements at the regular 

.meetings during the fall term, announcements posted ~n. the 

main bulletin board in the gymnasium, short articles about 
', l t, > '. • • 

synchronized swimming in the school newspaper, printed an

nouncements sent to all members, and postcards sent to mem-
. . . . 

bers and possible membership candidates. Pictures of swim

ming formations were taken, printed in the newspaper and 

posted on the bulletin board. 

Immediately after each publicity campaign there was 

an influx of new members and heightened interest. During . ',., ,'' 
'.,: 

the first part of the term the Aquatics Club still had a 
~ <-:1 ' -

rapidly shifting membership, as new members continued to 
~ . . - . 

come to each meeting, and the old members failed to attend 
' - ' ' .. ~ 

regularly. At the beginning of the tenth week the mem

bership began to rise and continued upward ste~dily through

out the remainder of the synchronized swimming program. 
',, , 
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During this time the attendance was more consistent, with 

new members continuing to join the Aquatics Club and regular 

members faithfully participating in each Monday night meet

ing. At the end of the term the Aquatics Club membership 

consisted of twenty-two regular swimmers. 

Conclusions 

The study provided opportunity for students to de

velop interest in synchronized swimming, both as an activity 

for recreation and as a competitive activity. Recreation 

is a potent factor of synchronized swimming and therefore 

was stressed and emphasized. There was marked social bene

fit derived from the program. First, it was a group rather 

than an individual activity, and inherently it demanded the 

wholehearted cooperation of all participants. Secondly, 

routines were planned for swimmers of average ability, as 

well as for those highly skilled in aquatics, thus provid

ing a definite place in the program for all participants. 

The competitive synchronized swimming meet developed 

a spirit of congeniality based on consideration, understand

ing, and respect for one another's abilities. It provided 

a means which stimulated thinking and attached satisfac-

tion to the desired outcome of winning the meet. The Aquatics 

Club members could judge the routines themselves because they 

knew end understood what qualities would be rated. 

Many improvements can be suggested for a better 
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program o:f synchronized swimming at the·Texas State College 

:for Women. The fir~t meetings should be of the introduc

tory type, in which the swimmers can develop the basic 
' ' 

fundamental skills for synchronized swimnii'ng, but early in 
" I' . .Ir:-

the program they should have the opportun:tty to exercise 

their own creative ability and develop rou~ines. The swim

mers should gradually be given complete charge of the weekly 

meetings. Because they feel they have a definite and re

sponsible position in the Aquatics Club, the members will 

then become more interested in developing the program. 

Much time should be allowed for the creative part of syn

chronized swimming. If the members are divided into groups 

for developing routines, the group chairmen can help the 

leader out by getting their individual groups to come to 

practice. The routines developed and established during the 

regular meetings should be culminated for -use , in the public 

swimming demonstration; henee, the members·ahould decide on 

the central theme of the demonstration early in the year. 

The water compositions can also be incorporated into short 

programs for demonstration purposes during the year; these 

could be performed for the members of:other -sports clubs 

and for the enjoyment of the members themselves. 

The problem was solved in this study, in that a pro

gram of synchronized swimming was developed in the Aqua tics 

Club o:f the Texas State College for Women •. The program 
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consisted of an introduction to synchronized swimming, 

meaningful experiences in this type or swimming, competitive 

synchronized swimming using an original rating scale for 

dual competition, and a synchronized swimming demonstration 

at the close of the year performed by the members of the 

Aquatics Club, numbering twenty--two, for the physical edu

cation department and friends of the performers. 

Limitations of the Study 

Because of lack of adequate time, the synchronized 

swimming demonstration was developed around only one cen

tral theme. If there had been more time, several themes 

could have been included so that there would have been 

more variety within the demonstration. The swimmers them

selves lacked sufficient ability to do difficult stunts and 

strokes; they needed more time to develop these water skills. 

The outdoor pool was not available for practice until it was 

too late for the swimmers to make tJ:e necessary adjustments 

required when shifting the performance of the routines from 

a small pool to a large one. Although the competitive syn

chronized swimming meet .greatly interested the members, 

much more interest and enthusiasm could ha.ve been had if 

there had been another school or group available for compe

tition. A program of synchronized swimming might be more 

successful in a co-educational institution, for it lends 

itself well to co-recreation. Here it could contribute 
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much more to the development of enriched social and moral 

understanding; it could help to expand the recreational and 

dramatic activities already available. There might be op

portunity to develop 'mutual respect for the opposite sex, to 

develop finer qualities of courtesy, cooperation, fair play 

and loyalty. 

Recommendations 

Several suggestions for further research concerning 

synchronized swimming have developed from this study. A 

study of this same type eould be made in a co-educational 

school, so that both sexes may be included. The same study 

could be made in a residential schoolfor girls, conducting 

the program as in this study but extending the period over 

two semesters, thus allowing more time to develop a larger 

program. Further research is needed in competitive syn

chronized swimming, and it is suggested that a detailed 

study be made of the use of rating scales in competitive 

synchronized swimming meets between two or more colleges. 

There is a great need for a study to determine the sequence 

of presentation of skills required in synchronized swimming, 

to establish the best sequence for the development of the 

greatest amount of skill over a given period of time. Fur

ther research is needed in developing and standardizing the 

principles for creating water compositions. It is also 

suggested that an experimental study of two synchronized 
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swimming programs be made to determine the better method o~ 

presentation. 
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Box 3103 
T. S. C. W. Station 
Denton, Texas 
December 4, 1944 

As part of the requirementfor a Master of .Arts de
gree, I am writing a thesis on "The Development of a Pro
gram of Synchronized Swimming at Texas State College for 
Women." 

Since there must be a thorough investigation of 
all previous studies of this problem or pertaining to 
synchronized swimming, I am asking you if you know of any 
studies or of anyone making a study on this subject. 

Your name was listed inthe guide as an authority 
to whom to write concerning the creative approach in swim
ming. Will you please send me any materials you may have 
on synchronized swimming or give me references to availa
ble material? 

A reply at your earliest convenience will be greatly 
appreciated. 

Yours very truly, 

Clarice Shrader 

This letter was sent to the following: 

Alice J. Donnelly 
New York State Teachers College 
Cortland, New York 

Lois Carrell 
Mills College 
Oakland, California 

Betty Ma.son 
Woman's College 
University of North Carolina 
Greensboro, North Caro~ina 

.Marjorie .Mayer 
Florida State College for 

Women 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Ann Avery Smith 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, Mass. 

Fern Yates 
Barnard College 
Columbia University 
New York City, New York 
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December 10, 1944 

Miss Clarice Shrader 
Box 3103 
T. s. c. w. Station 
Denton, Texas 

Dear Miss Sbr•ader: 

In answer to your letter of December 4, I am en
closing a list of articles and books written about syn
chronized swimming. I myself have no material other than 
that on work sheets except for one article in the .American 
Journal of Health and Physical Education. Katherine Cur
tis is the most prolific writer on this subject and I rec
ommend her book to you, especially, as well as the ar
ticles in the Aquatics Guides and the Physical Education 
rn.a.gaz ine s. 

I know of one student writing a thesis for her 
Master's Degree on the topic of swimming at camp and she 
plans to include a chapter on source material for forma
tion swimming. 

With wishes for the best of luck in your study, and 
with hopes of hearing from you if material other than I 
list is found, 

Sincerely yours, 

Fern Yates 
Department of Physical 

Education 
Barnard College 
Columbia University 
New York City, New York 
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American Journal o:f Health~ Physice.l·Education 

Jan. 137 -- Mermaid's Plight by Marian.,Sriiith and Betty Hicks 
Sept. 139 -- Alice in Waterland by Ma'.I"ian'' Carpenter 
Feb. 140 -- Lights On! by Martha Vaught''<· 
Dec. 1 40 Water Studies by Lois Carroll.:: 
Jan. '41 Competitive Synchronized:,Swimming by Katherine 

Curtis , · · .· . 
Nov. '41 Outdoor Water Carnival py Be.tty Carlson 
Oct. 142 Water Pageants by Grace· Davies 
May '43 -- Building Water Formations by Fern Yates 
June 144 -- Synchronized-Swimming 

Official Aquatics Guides 

135-'36; 141-'42 
There may be other issues with articles too. 

Books: 

Katherine Curtis: Rhythmic Swimming -- source book of syn
chronized swimming and water pageants. Revised 
edition, 1942. Burgess Publishing Company, Min
neapolis, Minn. ($2.25) 133 pages 

Olive IvioCormick -- Water P~geantry, Games, Stunts -- 1933 
Barnes Pub. New York City 

Gertrude Goss Swimming Anali&d, 1935. A. s. Barnes. 
New York City {has one· pte~. o,n :formations.) 
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January 23, 1945 

Ndss Clarice Shrader 
Texas State College for Womeri 
Denton, Texas · 

Dear Miss Shraderf 

I musl"apoloii~'e :ro'r :hegl~~f o:f your letter. It 
became "snowed 'Under." 

' ' . f· 

I am a:fra'id <:r cannot help 'you in your search for 
materials. Those·experiences I have had in creative 
aquatics have never been published, :nor have they ever 
been edited for such form. I have always been meaning to 
do so, but. have put such o:ff, .:f<:>r ,tasks which seemed more 
pressing. If ·there were any specific questions you had, 
I would be glad to be of help. 

There< are a great many others who are doing new and 
revolutionary things in Synchronized Swimming, but I fear 
the condi.tion of their manuscripts is the same as mine. 
It is a regrettable situation • 

. , 
Best of wishes in your project. 

l. ;' i •• , • 

· ·· Yours very truly, 

Alice I. Donnelly 
Supervisor of Practice Teaching 
New York State Teachers College 
Cortland, New York 



Miss Clarice Shrader, 
Box 3103, 
T. s. C. w. Station, 
Denton, Texas. 

Dear Miss Shrader: 
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December 13th, 1944 

In answer to your recent letter, I know of only one 
study being made at the present time on synchronized swim
ming. This study (I am not familiar with the exact nature) 
is under progress at Wellesley College and is being done 
by Margaret Thorsen for her master's thesis. 

I assume that you have checked the articles which 
have appeared from time to time in the Journal of Health 
and Physical Education. Also any book or article by 
Katherine Curtis should prove helpful. 

As for material which I myself could give you, I 
would be more than glad to help you but most of my knowl
edge of Creative Swimming is still in my head rather than 
on paper! If that would help, I would willingly answer 
any specific questions which you might care to ask. Do 
not hesitate to ask as many questions as you want to. 
If you are in a hurry for the information, please feel 
free to write me at my home address (just Blandford, Mas
sachusetts) where I will be over the Christmas holidays. 
We have just finished our annual water pageant so I am 
right in the mood! 

Sincerely, 

Betty Mason 
Woman's College 
University of North Carolina 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
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PUBLICITY FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING 

The synchronized swimming program at the Texas 

State College for Women was first introduced through an 

announcement at the swimming pageant rehearsal for the No

vember meeting of the Professional Club. The group repre

sented Aquatics Club members and other physical education 

majors. 

Following this announcement that Aquatics Club pro

gram would include synchronized swimming in their program, 

an article was written for the December 8, 1944, Lass-0, in 

which there was an explanation of what this type of swimming 

is and the qualifications needed for participants. 

Fourteen posters were being made by the art de

partment and were to be part of the publicity for next 

semester. They will be put in all the dormitories, the cafe

teria and the administration building. 

Every Monday morning, an announcement is placed on 

the bulletin board to remind all Aqµatics Club members and 

others about the meeting that night at 7:30. 

Tl':e swimming instructors announced to all of their 

swimming classes that they were welcome to come and watch 

or to participate. 
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Another article was written for the January 20, 

1945, Lass-0 urging all swimmers to plan to put .Monday ni~t 

swimming on their list of recreational activities for the 

spring semester. The article was an announcement that 

February 5, 1945, would be the first meeting of the Aquatics 

Club in the spring term and all those who wanted to be in 

the Swimming aecital should try to meet every Monday nie!J:l,t. 

February lQ and 11 we urged all members to come Mon

day night, also recommended seeing the show "Bathing Beauty," 

at the college auditorium, February 10. 



:r~i~~[s1;i) 
; .. The· :Aquatic$:;;'Cln:b, · · spoµsored.' 
by. Miss· Dorothy Mohr,' is. ''fswim~' 
min~ ,UP" 'sometliiBg new)call~d: 
"Synchronized. Swimmingt,,, Since: 
this kind .9f . swimming is'. effec~ 
tive. with· a large,; group,, TSC'\V:, 

·swimmersof average ability,·4ven 
though not members. of.' the; 
Aquatics Club,·· are asked> to come' 

' to. the· next. meeting on Dec> 11 , 
at 7 :30 p .. m. in the ind9or ·swim- '' 
ming pool. . · , . ·. . . . . 

Synchronized · swiµmiing · · · is 
group .swimming•with .. music,: the 
movements, .patterns and designs 
creating an. ·a,ttractive water, coni.-

i position. "The swimmer _of 'aver.: 
age ability will have opportunity ·. 
to .develop patterns .ot movement• 
and to learn •new stunts: ,usin'g. 1 

fundament_al swimming. strokes/' : 
Dr. -Mohr stated. . . i • 

The_ first half of the' hour'. of 
the meeting will_ be devoted to, 

• stunt swimming directed: .by• Clar- , 
foe Shrader, grad_uate stud!nt; ·the'j 
last half of the hour /will con-1 

. sist of ~ater .'polq dir~cted i>yJ 
Lois Preston;•,inanager , of., the1 
Aquatics: Club. . . . f ::-'I 

- . ·.;. --·~.?'!:'·'.:' 

December 8, 1945 
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1 :: .· -:, ······~···· _· .):·: ... ·· .? ;;· .. ·.· .. • ~/;:;,;,'.,:; 

.You, too, ·may .J?e anotherEsth;c 
(:!r WilJiams, or l:!qual to her· in 
swinifui:ng artd aMng; The WRA 

!Js, · now offering .··.a.·· · synchronized ; 
'swimming program which will of-

• • '· ~ C - : / ' • I ... :~,, . 
fer the. ·student _a chanc.e· to .ere~ 

(ate· her. own original .water com
positio'iis.: ·with intricate"•· patterns . 
o;f design .i mid . • cl eve~ :- _stunts;. all 
exec.uted · to· musi,!J. · · · · 

. Itj~ 'not nect~~S:i-y to -b~- an ex:. 
pert : swimmer. l'here .·is a place 
:for ev,ery degree- of abi,lity in_ this· 
\ swfinming. program. All it;, takes. 

/
is • c. oura.ge, _ creativen. ess,_. •ori.gi~ 
nality, and'-a desire to have fun 
-while swimming. · · . ,.· . 

~Miss·.Dorothy Mohr, ~rof;~~o: 
,,of health, physical education and 
recreation~ says· anyone- interested · 
'may. come to .the poof Feb'. -5 at 
7:;!0 ·p .. Iri. and watch; Synchron~ 
ized swimmers should plan to meet 

· every·. Mondli.Y, night ,at 7:30 at! 
the pool to practice for the_ com: 
ing swimming recital. - . . 

. ·_ ~est_ exa.mpl_e~ .. of syncrh~Q?i_z_ ed·-·1 
sw1mmmg .are ;Esther, W1lhams.' 
performance in · "Bathing · Beau
ty;" and Billy · Rose's Aquacaae 
-at tl'ie' W orid's Fair. . · ' -; · · · 

January 19, 1945 
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C!iih Makes Plans· 
FJr)\!1Y-SWim S~ow 
_ Plans frir the spring synchron-

. iz.ed swimming demonstration to . 
. be presented in May will be con
tinued at the Aquatics Club meet- . 
ing at 8 p. m. March 12. ' . The 
change of time is. due to the meet
ing of the Physical Education De-

-partment at an earlier hour. 

Suggestions for_ a central theme, 
_ ~ostuming, 'compositions of move-. 
ment, scenery, lig1'~il).g, and_ o~h
er program ideas are being given 
by students in the club whose 
membership has increased sincel 
the beginning of the year. Those, 
who participate _at each meeting/' 
will have a place in the program, 

_which will be a ·culmination ofthe, 
creative water composition in 
every mood, style and design de
veloper and studied in the regular 
meetings. 

. Mis11 Dorothy Mohr, assistant 
professor in Health, Physical Ed
ucation, and Recreation, is sponsor 
and Clarice Shrader, who is doing 
work of -- this sort for a thesis; is. 
dire_ctor. 

March 9, 1945 
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lA_q,iatic' >stars >~ . '~-C~'":~, 
Perf i>rm · Mai,il': ~i 
In Swim Meet:',; · 

It wasn't si;ging· i~ the bath.,) 
tub. they did I.a.st Monday nigh8 
Jt wasn't singing .in: 'the ;rain~J 
but it was singing while they swaml 
in: the first·-synchronized-~swim-: 
ming meet to be held on the TSCW:: 
·campus in.·. the indoor .. p'o'ol. · :! 
"::Two· group_s, iµade up of mem/ 

. be.rs of· the . Aquatics Club- and 
r~presenting Winter and Spring/ 
performe·d the original routines.: 
three times in success. The- Winter 
group ,not:.only;: performed intri; I cate· sw~nii:µjng ,:routfoe.11 I?ased:,o~ 

· .. ·"s. ~a .. ~e.r.'s Waltz,.'.'· and_ an. d. • .. "J .... in .. ~l.~· B(llls,» but sang these ·songs '3/'h1I~ 
. theY-swa'.!ll.:. Their routines·~ w_e;re 

· patterns usually ·exhibited _on the 
. ice rink or in. a Winter' Carnival.' 
They also niade snovv fla~e ·.pat~ 
terns as typically. :wjnter; , as-•j;h(l. 
songs they sang. · > 

. The winner· Spring group used: 
''The .Waltz .of the'. Flowers'' ias 
oackgr~urtd 'for their . flowei;:Iike 
patterns,. such -as you . might see 

:through alcaledoscope. Their_ mu,; 
sic was furnished by a. record play.i 
er,·. . '· · · · ' · · 

These routines were rate·d on 
style, coll}_position,-and .rise _of ac
companiment by Miss Ruth John
son, instructor. in the Department 
of. Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, Miss Natalie Bartlett; 
instructor in the department, 'an(\ 
Miss Dorothy Mohr; assistan_t_ pro~ 
fessor in the department. ., 

,Swimmers taking part in th_e· 
meet were Virginia Long, Marf 
Helen Dillard; Jack Worthington,i 
Barbara Springer, Vevalu Polk, 
Betty Waters, Dorothy El/kins, 
Claire Mae Jenkins, Patsy Mc:
Connell, June Anderson, Dot Hill, 
Frances.'Newton, ·Fxeda Narkin;· 

I Lo.·is P. re.stori., Jo·Aim go·e· n;•·.B· e.· clfy: 
Spicer, Lyzjn..,Goddman, and Wan~· 
da W'illiams. . ., . ·. · · <. . 
~~.~-- -' · ............ ----·-· -·-· ....... .!....C:.'. -~-'---· 

May 4, 1945 
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Postcards mailed to all the members urging them to come to 

the meeting of March 26: 

Dear • -----·· 
Aquatics Club meets at 7:30 p. m. Monday. 

Please don't forget to come. We are making 

plans for the synchronized swimming program to 

be on May 11 and I want you to be included. 

There must be· at least twenty girls in 

the program. Try to bring some o:f your friends 

with you. They are welcome too. Thanks for 

helping. 

Clarice Shrader 

Postcards mailed for the meeting of April 16: 

Dear _____ : 
ATTENTION} AQUATICS CLUB lviEETS AT 7:30 p.m. 

April 16th. At the last meeting we voted that 

we would begin practice earlier. Our program is 

only four weeks off. Please be present to learn 

your routines. 

You will be in the routines for Fall and 

Spring. There are two routines for each season. 



We have lots of practice to do on our rou

tines before the program May 11. 

See you at 7:30 Monday, April 16. 

Clarice Shrader 

Notices sent to all Aquatics Club members' roolll'3 as reminders: 

Dear • -----· 
Do not forget about Aquatics Club Monday 

night at 7:30. We would like you to be present 

as we are having our picture taken for the annual. 

At the campus theater is playing Bathing 

Beauty, tonight. As members and potential memb~rs 

of the Aquatics Club, we believe you will enjoy 

this picture and also learn more about synchron

ized swimming. 

Aquatics Club Manager 

Director of Synchronized Swimming 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

December 4, 1944 
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A. Introductory talk with group out of the water and at one 

corner ofthe pool. 

1. Discuss the meaning of synchronized swimming. 

2. Outline activity for the night. 

a. Demonstration of stunts. 

b. Organize two simple floating formations 

for pictures. 

e. Swim with music, using some fundamental 

strokes. 

(1) Emphasize rhythm. 

(2) Perfection of strokes. 

(3) Get the feeling of moving with a group. 

(4) Develop consciousness of design. 

d. Water polo. 

B. Stunts to practice. 

l. Sculling, toward head, toward feet. 

2. Surface dive, tuck, and porpoise. 

3. Front somersault. 

4. Dolphin 

5. Kip. 



C. Floating formations for pictures. 
!-b-f 
b-L, 
I I 

~~ 
D. Fundamental strokes, using 3/4 meter. 

1. Crawl. 

2. Back crawl. 

3. Side stroke. 

4. Breast stroke. 

5. Elementary back. 

E. Follow the leader, making it interesting by using 

design and varying the strokes. 

F. Time allotments. 

1. 5 minutes; talk and demonstration of stunts. 

2. 10 minutes; to practice the stunts. 
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3. 10 minutes; to organize two simple floating for

mations. 

4. 5 minutes; to swim with music. 

5. 30 minutes; water polo. 
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G. Equipment. 

1. Ble.ckboa.rd. 

2. Record player and records. 

3. Tom-tom. 

4. Extension cord. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

December 4, 1944 

9 members cs.me 

7 members swam 
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The group was asked to assemble at the corner of the 

pool and out of the water for the demonstration of a few 

fundamental water stunts as sculling, dolphin, surface 

dive, and kip. After the explanation and demonstration of 

each stunt, the leader suggested that the swimmers try to 

do the stunt. Each swimmer was given individual instruc

tion and suggestions for improvement. 

The tom-tom was helpful to the swimmers in synchron

izing their strokes with each other. Later the music of 

3/4 meter was introduced to the swimmers and they experi

enc;ed the satisfaction of synchronizing their strokes not 

only to the beat of' the tom-tom, but also to the music. 

They attempted various strokes to the music such as the 

crawl, back crawl, breast stroke, and the waltz crawl. At 

each change of strokes it was evident that they felt a new 

thrill in attempting the various strokes to the correct 

beat. They decided that the simplest way to synchronize 

their strokes was to make one stroke on three counts, mak

ing the catch on the heaviest beat. 

The swinnners established their strokes to the nru.sic 

by swimming the length of the pool. Later they made the 
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synchronization harder by choosing a lea'derand·f~rming a· 

single file. The swimmers .followed: the·· leader an~-,·~lianged· •··· 

strokes and directions and at the se.m~·,::'t·fme['they had to con-
.,·.·' :·~:.;\[,}., .,, :_.\ti ;,:·.~-,..//:, ,! . 

centrate on the synchronization o.f movemerits.'wfth the music . , . :r , 
··,. 

and the other swimmers. During the ·game .of:.,~.follow, the 
. . : ,_ ,.\.•·· ... 

leader," the head swimmer made the ms·take;-of "Using the 
' ., 

back crawl; hence, the swimmers could ri.ot'.'•s:ee where .they 

were going or when the leading swimmer changed strokes •. 

The group will have to know the swimming pattern in order 

to use the back crawl success.fully. 

The V formation provided the swimmers· with a sense 

of satisfaction of the successful execution of synchronized 

swimming strokes. All the swimmers w·er-·e iilled uit at·, the end 

of the pool. The middle person start~d with two crawl 

strokes down the center of the pool •. ' The sw'ilriniers o'n each 

side of the middle person were next to 1.iacf 01.'f with t~6 
. " ., :, ' -~ ~ .•: 

crawl strokes. The other swimmers followed two at a time, 

me.king a hollov, V. The crawl, breast stroke, back crawl, 

and waltz crawl were used in this pattern variation. 

The girls were asked at the end o:f the meeting i.f 

they enjoyed synchronized swimming. They replied that they 

would be back for the next meeting and they:•would trtalk it 

up" to others. There interest was not lagging at any time 

during the evening. 
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Suggestions for improvement for meeting of December 4, 1944: 

1. Have record player set up and tested before the 

time to start meeting. 

2. Start on time. 

3. Demonstrate a stunt andthen let them practice it. 

4. Give helpful criticism to each one as she prac

tices the stunt. 

5. Notice how quickly each swimmer can learn to do 

the stunts and keep in mind those who perform the stunt with 

the least effort. 

6. Watch for the students who can synchronize their 

strokes with the tom-tom and with the group. 

7. Watch for individual:improvement in stunts and 

swimming and give them due recognition. 

8. Announcement that if a swimmer cannot partici

pate, she should come to the meeting and observe, because 

then she can see how it looks, and her suggestions will be 

invaluable. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

December 11, 1944 
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A. Welcome any new members to the group~/ 

1. 

2. 

Explanation of what was done ''at · 1ast meeting. 
, :v,,.'; f .. ,< .. ~ 

Outline activity for this meeting •. 
,u' 

a. Variation of stunts u~ed"in la.st meeting. 

b. 

c. 

(1) Dolphin. 
rJ , 

{2) Back and :front somersault. 

(3) Kip. 

(4) Dolphin with twist. 
1,(i 

(5) Sculling with hands over head. 
' ' .. ,. , ' >' . ~ 

Demonstration and practice .~r stunts. 

Introduce tandem swimming. ' 

(1) Crawl; back crawl; combination. 

(2) Tandem dolphin. 

d. Swim with music and tom-tom. 

(1) Use variation of patterns: 

"' .i,_. ,. I _, 
V V '-, ,.,...- -.J) 
~ ,v ~ 

.JI 

(2) Use fundamental strokes. 

(3) Routine: With partner, all line up 

at end of pool. Surface dive {per

formed simultaneously) with part

ner. Waltz crawl to end of pool. 
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(4) Emphasize in the routine: To count 

to yourself; to take 6 counts to 

surface dive and come up. 

e. Organize and practice simple floating and 

swimming formations. 

0 0 

0 

"'-

B. Time allotments. 

1. 3 minutes; welcome and_explanation of what has 

been done. 

2. 12 minutes; demonstrate stunts and practice. 

3. 12 minutes; practice swimming to 3/4 meter. 

4. 10 minutes; organization floating formation. 

C. Equipment. 

1. Blackboard. 

2. Tom-tom. 

3. Kickboards. 
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AQUATICS CLUB-REPORT 

December 11:·, 1944 

8 members pre'sent 
.. , , 

8 members participated 

I '.I 

There were f'ive new members. in our group for the_ 

second meeting. Only three of the,members who_eame to the 

last meeting, December 4, were ;~resent. After this meet.ing. 

the membership roll will be kept. Each member who does not 

come to the meeting will be contacted. 
'\:. 

There was a demonstration of the stunts practiced at 

the last meeting: sculling; dolphin; surf'aee dive; ,;IJ.d kip. 
, • ' '••v 

Each stunt was practiced immediately after a demonst_ration 
,, , ' ' - ' ~ ' 

of it. The stunts were practiced adding variations: dol-
l ',, ' 

phin with a twist; sculling w+th-.h~ds over head; ,,sul".f~ce 
• . • • ~ ~·! •.. • 

dive in a lay-out position. The ne~ stunts demonstrated 
•' . ,. ·0 

and practiced were forward and bac:k\y_a.rd somers,~ults, and 
,, " 

tandem swimming. The tandem swimming was practiced_ wi~h 
,.r 1,' ' .•,, - " 

only two people doing the crawl, back.crawl, and combi~at:ion 
,,- ::,, \ .• ,, . 

of the two strokes. A tandem for t~ __ ee people was pra_cticed. 
' .• - . 1' 

Later the group decided to have the whole group forlll _a , . .:' -~i<:•: ,•, C ~,· ;• 

straight line and swim together. ~e tom-tom was_ use_fu_l _ in 

this stunt. The back crawl seemed to be the easiest for the 

whole group to do together. The suggestion was made that 
'·,,,, _1' •• ' ,,. • 

the tom-tom be beat only when it l'l_as .time :ror the catch to· 
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be made. Previously, the tom-tom was beat in 3/ 4 meter, 

accenting the first beat. Since the echo was so bad, the 

swimmers could not distinguish the heavy beat from the soft 

beats. The swimmers were able to synchronize their strokes 

much better after this suggestion was carried out. 

The sw:llllming routine practiced at the first meeting 

was reviewed. All the swimmers lined up at the end of the 

pool. The middle swimmer leads out with two strokes, and 

the next two on either side of the middle swimmer followed 

immediately. After a short explanation of the starting 

strokes, the swimmers were able to improve in synchronizing 

their strokes so that they used the same arm at the same 

time. The swimmers were more alert to the rhythm and were 

able to stroke in time with the music and tom-tom. 

The last part of the meeting was concerned with 

simple floating formations. A mistake was made in attempt

ing to organize a floating formation in the deep water. 

The swimmers were later moved to the smllow waterto learn 

the formation. The shallow water is much better for prac

ticing because the swinnners can stand up while getting in 

position. After all knew when, where and how to partici

pate in the formation, the swimmers were moved to the deep 

water. 

The meeting was closed with the floating formation. 

For lack of time we did not include the following plans: 
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1. The new swimming designs with the tom-tom. 

2. The surface dive and waltz crawl routine. 

3. A floating formation. 

Suggestions for improvement for, m~eting of Decem

ber 11, 1944: 

l. The leader should be at the./poor·early to put 

the diagrams on the-blackboard.. 

2. In using the tom-tom the leader should beat only 

once for every three counts because the·sw:i.mrners have a dif

ficult time in distinguishing the heavy beats from the light 

beats, due to the echo. 

3. The leader should see that ,·the swimmers do not 

have to crawl in and out of the pool continuously. 

4. The number of activities for ea6h.meetingshc;,uld 

be decreased. 

5. The meeting should begin and end on time. 

6. The members should decide whether or not they 

wish synchronized swimming during the entire hour. 

7. The leader should get the na¥J,eS of all. who par

ticipated in the first two meetings and all meetings after

wards and keep in touch with them. 

w ,-: 

\ ~ i 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

January 8, 1945 

A. Discussion of getting more members to attend. 

1. How to get more interested. 
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2. Organize publicity committee and a committee to 

see old members and possible new ones. 

3. Outline some of the activities for the year. 

a. Learning fundamental techniques. 

b. Ma.king original compositions. 

c. Pr·acticing for the demonstration. 

d. Producing the demonstration. 

B. Activity for the night. 

1. Swim individually, trying out all of the funda-

mental strokes with the following types of music. 

a. Waltz. 

b. March. 

C. Rhumba. 

2. Swim with group accompanied by music and tom-tom. 

a. V-pattern. 

b. Routine of straight lines. 

Description: Two groups, one at each 

end of pool. Use the crawl stroke, start

ing at intervals of 3 strokes. Meet in 

the center. Side stroke, turning on L 
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sides simultaneously and swim toward 

sides of pool diagonally. Reverse and 

swim on L side back to place in middle 

of pool. Swim to end of pool with crawl 

stroke. 

c. Tandem swim; back crawl and combination. 

3. Review fundamental stunts. 

a. Dolphin. 

b. sculling. 

c. Somersaults. 

d. Surface dive. 

e. Kip. 

f.' Dolphin wheel. 

4. Floating formations. 

a. 8 in circle. 

b. I.adder. 

c. Time allotments. 

1. 5 minutes; talk and appoint committees. 

2. 10 minutes; to practice fundamental strokes with 

music. 

3. 10 minutes; to practice group swimming. 

4. 10 minutes; for stunts. 

5. 10 minutes; for formations. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

January 8, 1945 

2 members 

3 new members 
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Because of the few who came, there was no discussion 

of the problem of getting a larger attendance. The program 

for the rest of the year was briefly outlined. The members 

present expressed the desire to participate in it. 

Iv?usic of 3/4 meter was played for the swimmers., who 

experimented with various strokes and combinations of 

strokes. The records were: "Blue Danube Waltz," Philharmonic 

Record No. 102A 25669; "Tales from the Vienna Woods," Phil

harmonic Record No. 102A 25670; "Out Waltz," Victor Record 

No. 27853-A. 

The group swam to the "Blue Danube Waltz" in a V

pattern using the crawl stroke. Later the waltz crawl was 

tried. The group had mu.ch difficulty in :matching their 

strokes with the music and with each other while in this for

mation. They decided to swim in two lines, matching their 

strokes with the middle person in the first line. This for

mation was mu.ch more successful in helping to keep their 

strokes in unison. 

Each individual swimmer experimented with several 

strokes to see wh:bh stroke seemed to fit the music., "Our 
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Waltz," which had a slower tempo than the "Blue Danube Waltz." 

Because of the glide in the breast and side strokes, these 

swimming strokes were appropriate for the slow tempo. The 

swimmers continued to swim in two straight lines. They swam 

the breast stroke for the length of the pool,,. then the side 

stroke back to the other end. They combined two breast 

strokes with two side strokes, and in order to keep with 

the music, there was some modification of the kick. It 

was found that on the last kick of the breast stroke, the 

swimmers had to turn on the left side in order to be ready 

for the side stroke. 

After the swimmers became accustomed to the com

bination breast and side stroke and were successfully syn

chronizing the strokes with one another and the music, the 

remainder of the meeting was used for practicing stunts. 

The previous method of teaching stunts, that of demonstra

tion and practice, was repeated because most of the members 

participating at this meeting were new to the club. The 

stunts practiced were sculling, surface diving, kip, and 

dolphin. 

Most of the meeting was devoted to swimming with 

music. There was no time left for the following activities: 

swimming individually, with a march and rhumba, working out 

routines of straight lines, tandem swimming, dolphin wheel, 

and floating formations. 
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The following are suggestions for improvement in 

the meetings: , 

1. While the leader demonstrates and explains the 

water stunts to the new members, the other swimmers should 
. :• ' 

be encouraged to practice the various stunts ,individually. 

2. The leader should get a member"wb.o ~~ d~ the 

stunts fairly well to help others who are having difficulty 

in performing the stunts. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

January 15, 1945 

A. Review all combinations tried out January 8. 

l. Waltz crawl to "Blue Danube Waltz. 11 
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2. Breast stroke and side stroke to "Our Waltz." 

B. 4/4 meter: 

1. Individual experimentation with strokes. 

2. Group selection of strokes t~at seem to fit best 

with march time. 

3. Try out strokes in straight line formation, all 

stroking in unison. 

C. Stunts: 

1. Practice on stunts in groups of two. 

2. Demonstration of stunts for new members. 

3. New stunts: 

a. Dolphin wheel. 

b. Tandem crawl. 

c. Submarine • 

D. Working in groups of two. 

1. combine stunt and swimming strokes considering: 

a. Pattern. 

b. Direction. 

c. .Movement. 

d. Tempo. 



2. Put combination to music. 

3. Presenting each combination to the group for 

evaluation and discussion of, ,~9,ssfbilities. 

E. Time allotments. 

1. 10 minutes; review 
,' 
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2. 20 minutes; individual and group experimentation 

with 4/4 music. 

3. 15 minutes; review stunts; new,~tuki~ demonstrated. 

4. 15 minutes; present original combinations of 

stunts and strokes. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT. 

January 15, 1945 

4 members 

2 members who had not been coming regularly 
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Since it was close to the end of the semester, many 

members said that they would be unable to attend this meet

ing because o:r tests, notebooks, and other work. They made 

promises that as soon as examinations were over they would 

start coming again. The meeting did not start until 7:45 

because the few that ca.me were late, and slow about getting 

into the pool. No review of previous activities was held. 

Various selections of records were played while the swim

mers experimented with strokes and stunts. The meter 

used most was 4/4: "Star Dust," "Once in a While," "Little 

White Lies," "Song of India," and "I'm Getting Sentimental 

Over You." The tango tempo, ''Green Eyes" and ".Amour," was 

tried. The members experimented individually in couples, 

and in a group. They tried combining the breast stroke 

with the surface dive and the waltz crawl with the d::>lphin. 

They worked out individually a stroke combination 

for the tango which consisted of three crawl strokes and a 

quick jab of the arm into the water. 

Nothing else was accomplished at this meeting. Two 

of the members left early. The meeting was over at 8:15. 
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AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

February 5, 1949 
:'• i -~•,- 1 l ,.~ ,•, ' '/ 

(Small group) 

A. 
··r·::'.·t ·,. 

Routine .for 5}girls •. 
,._<. ,'' ' 

Music: "Blue:· D~nu'bei'-Waltz." 

Starting posi>t:ion~:: .. 3 at shallow 
" ,.J 
.. 1'. 

end, 2 at deep en'.cL:· · · ·r: 

'-) . 

1. 3 at shallow end swim crawl 
' ,, 

1 stroke abre~st and in unison, length 

o:r pool. The two at deep end and 

other 3 return t·o shallow end to

gether. The 3 do a tandem crawl to 

shallow end while the 2 swimmers do a 

waltz crawl. The 2 swillmlers return 
• .. ,', 

to deep end with waltz ~~awl. 
- ','-•·:;. . ,.,., .·,t; 

2. The 3 at shal~ow end push 
' ; ~ " ., , , '. -.:, I, 

o:r:r on back with elementary back 

stroke, swim 3:ength of po<>l, keeping; 
'. '\. ·,J ;~ _.; . 1 

abreast. 

tandem. 

Return with elementary back 
'•\ l • r-.~ 

3. The 2 a:t·. the .. deep end push off' 

with. crawl ~troke, swimming abreast. 
·· ··· / ·i•.i,' ;,L;: , .. ', 

Return with tandem crawl. 

4. The 3 in shallow end push o:rf 

with' back ,··crawl"!aitd swim' 'length. The 
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2 at deep end form tandem and the 

first 3 swimmers form them and all 

swim back crawl to shallow end of pool. 

B. Stunts. 

1. Shadow swim: breast stroke, 

number 1 on bottom, number 2 just 

above and number 3 on the surface. 

2. Tower stunt: shallow water, 

3 supporters facing center, holding 

arms, crouch under water. Partners 

stand behind them with one foot on 

shoulder, lean forward and hold each 

other's arms. "When supporters feel 

partners are balanced on shoulder, 

move around in circle to L. When 

comp~etely round, bend knees and sink 

under water, the standing partners 

lean back on surface and swim off with 

back crawl. Supporters come up with 

a push from bottom and throw them

selves back on the water and flutter 

kick off. 

3. Practice dolphin, kip, underwater swimming, surface 

dive. 

C. Review routine learned at beginning of the hour. 
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AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

February 5, 1945 

(Large Group) 

A. Routine for any number. 

Mu.sic: any waltz • 
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Starting positions: Divide group 

in half and number each one. Put 

group I at deep end end with girl num

ber 1 as leader, group II at shallow 

end with girl number 8 as leader (if 

there are 16 girls). 

1. Both groups swim single file 

toward center and along the side with 

18 breast strokes. Each girl starts 

with 4 crawl strokes after one in 

front. 

2. Cross pool in couples with 

back crawl stroke. 

3. Group I turns to R side and 

swims down to deep end. Group II 

turns to L side and swims down to shal

low end. use the overarm side stroke • 

4. Turn at nearest corner and 

swim crawl toward corner diagonally 

opposite. This takes good timing so 
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that each swimmer can pass through as 

in marching. 

5. Group I swims waltz crawl to 

deep end while group II swims crawl 

moving down to lilake room for other. 

Both groups are at deep end. 

6. Form tandem couples, one girl 

on back, one'in prone position swim

ming crawl. Swim in pairs. (Varia

tion: all swim on back in tandem). 

B. Individual stunts to be performed in groups. 

1. Push off from side, surface dive, swim underwater 

to other side, and after all reach side, repeat. 

2. Push off from side, dolphin, surface dive and push 

off under water from the side, continue underwater swim to 

other side. 

3. Shadow swim in couples. 

C. Review the routine. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

February 5, 1945 

4 members 

1 new member 
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Two plans were made f'or this meeting:,because there 

was no way of knowing whether the attendance would be large 

or small. There were three visitors, and they were impressed 

with the program. Since there was only a small group pres

ent, the plans for the small group were used. 

· The routine for five swimmers was successfully worked 

out to the "Blue Danube Waltz.n The particular arrangement 

is not good because the tempo is irregular; it is alternately 

slow and fast. The tom-tom was helpful in keeping the swim

mers with the music. 

They worked out the routine part by part, each with 

explanations and experimentation. After all the parts of 

it were learned, they practiced the entire routine. While 

the swimmers were resting, they talked over the routine, 

and several suggestions were made for changes. A change 

was made in the Part 2 in which the group of three swimmers 

swam the elementary back stroke to the deep end of the 

pool, but on the return substituted the tandem crawl for the 

elementary back tandem. 

In each meeting an attempt was made to include practice 
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of stunts to be used later in water compositions. At this 

meeting they tried the tower stunt, but since they lacked a 

sixth girl it was not successful. Shadow swimming was the 

other stunt with which they experimented. The stunt was ex

plained and immediately afterward two members demonstrated 

it, starting out from the shallow water. Then they moved 

to the deep end and experimented with shadow swimming with 

three levels. This stunt can be used as a fill-in between 

formations and combinations. 

The last stunt practiced was underwater swimming. 

The surface dive and dolphin were combined with the under

water swimming. The swimmers progressed from the easiest 

to the hardest combination: first, the surface dive and un

derwater swim; second, the dolphin with a twist and surface 

dive; and third, the dolphin, surface dive and push off from 

the side of the pool underwater and swim to the other side. 

With the tom-tom, the swimmers could keep together. There 

was a beat for the push-off, a preliminary beat for the sur

face dive and a third beat for the dive. The swimmers needed 

more practice in the dolphin because they splashed too much· 

and failed to submerge simultaneously. 

After a short rest, the swimmers practiced the water 

composition learned at the beginning of the period. The 

things that will make the routine interesting are: keeping 

in straight lines and abreast, using the same arms for 
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strokes, smoothness in,, transition, f:lynchronizing with the 
, , ' t } \ : :;, .,· 

music, watching space! 9,;~~ J:>,,i?g ex~p~mely alert to the 

movements of all other , swimmers. ,\::.' 
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AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

February 12, 1945 

( Small Group) 
.'f:. 
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A. Review the routine for 5 learned 

February 5. 

B. New routine: 

Starting position: All at deep 

end of pool; numbers 1, 2, 3 side by 

side, swimming abreast; numbers 4 and 

5 follow behind numbers 2 and 3, re

spectively. 

1. All swim together to shallow 

water with crawl stroke. Numbers 2 

and 4 swim back crawl tandem; numbers 

3 and 5 swim back crawl tandem; number 

1 swims crawl, keeping abreas with 

numbers 2 and 3. 

2. Repeat 1 but reverse strokes. 

Numbers 2 and 4, 3 and 5 swim crawl 

tandem. Number 1 swims back crawl. 

3. Numbers 1, 2, 3 swim breast 

stroke, all starting together. Num

ber 1 swims 6 breast strokes and sur

face dives and swims underwater to 
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side of pool. Numbers 2 and 3 swi:in 

2 breast strokes, ·surface dive, two 

underwater strokes, and 2 bre·ast 

strokes ov•r to res~ective sides of 

pool. 

Numbers 4 and 5 }start breast 

strokes after numbers 2 _and 3 surface 

dive. Swim 2 breast str~kes and sur

f'ace ·dive swimming to respective sides 

underwater. 

4. Positions: Numbers 2 and 4 

are on .. east side; numbers 1, 3, 5 

are on west side. Numbers 1, 3, 5 

push off, surface dive, swim to other 

side. Numbers 2 and 4 push off when 

1, 3, 5 surface dive and repeat the 

same stunt. 

5. Positions: numbers 2 and 4 

are on west side; numbers 1, 3, 5 

are on east side. All swimmers push 

off on back simultaneously, somer-

sault and twist to come up in circle 

in center of pool. Swinnners a.re 

ing each otJ::e r. Form circle by 

catching hold of wrists and float 

fa.c-
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feet to center. Kick 3 times. Break hold and kick feet 3 

times, sculling out from circle. All face shallow end of 

pool. 

6. Swim waltz crawl in informal group to shallow end. 

All movements must be synchronized. 

c. Stunts: floating formations for 5: 

'-/ I 

-~ 

Individual practice on kip and dolphin; submarine and 

dolphin wheel. 

D. Review routine. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

February 12, 1945 

10 members 

3 new members 
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The first part of the hour was taken up with posing 

for the annual picture. The last thirty minutes were used 

for learning the routine which had been planned for the Febru

ary 5 meeting, based on the straight line and diagonal forma

tions of marching. The music used was "Emperor's Waltz"; 

the same music was used in the movie "Bathing Beauty.'' 

The swimmers had to concentrate on the section of 

the routine in which they crossed in front of each other in 

the center of the pool in two diagonal lines. There was a 

tendency to crowd at the place where the two line.a crossed, 

but by allowing plenty of space between each two swimmers, 

much of the crowding was eliminated. 

After the diagonal crossing, the routine was changed 

from the crawl stroke to the waltz crawl. All of the swim

mers at the shallow end of the pool swam this stroke side by 

side instead or in the file formation. This maneuvered both 

groups at the deep end of the pool where the t8.ndems were 

formed, and with the crawl stroke each couple tandem swam 

abreast with the others for the length of the pool. It 

would have been easier to synchronize the strokes with a 
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few swimmers rather than with the entire group. They should 

have kept to the original plan in which the tandem couples 

swim in pairs, down the middle of the pool. 

The routine was reviewed twice. This took up all 

the available time, and the meeting, was closed with short 

talks by the sponsor, the manager and the author urging the 

new a.nd old members to attend all of the following meetings 

so that each would have a place in the spring synchronized 

swi:mm.ing demonstration. 

As a whole tbe members enjoyed the meeting,but it 

was evident that two swimmers did not like. These two were 

constantly complaining of being too tired to swim; this dis

like was probably due to the. fact that this meeting was 

their first and they had not ha.d time to develop the re

quired endurance. They would probably have enjoyed the pro

gram more if they had been given an opportunity to create 

and develop their own routine based on the suggestions of 

the one previously learned. By using their ideas in the 

routine the swimmers would have derived more pleasure and 

self-satisfaction from having done their best. 
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AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

February 19, 1945 
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A. Review routine for straight and 

diagonal line formation. 

B. Routine for 5: 

Positions: Standing in straight 

line on the deck, ready to dive. One 

dives from center of the line {others 

moving in to center and dive in by 

pairs). Beat tom-tom for each dive. 

1. Swim to the shallow end using 

the crawl. Form a circle and stand. 

Face float to center on 4 beats; 

stand on 2 beats; back float away 

from center on 4 beats; stand on 2 

beats; face float to center on 4 

beats. One girl moves to center of 

circle; others stand and hold hands 

raised overhead and arch backward. 

2. swimmers in circle grasp each 

other's arms near shoulders and close 

in toward center. Lift one foot to 

touch waist of girl in center and-lean 

back to float. Slowly float outward, 

1.valking feet up center girl until 
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both feet are touching her waist. 

Hands slide down others' arms. 

Center girl turns to left slowly. 

When around circle, all let go hold 

of arms and scull outward. Center 

girl does two continuous forward 

somersaults. Finish facing deep 

end of' pool. 

3. Shadow swimming: Center girl 

dives first and swims close to bottom; 

2 nearest deep water are next surface 

divers; 2 nearest shallow end of' pool 

are on surface. 8. breast strokes and 

come up to surface. Swim to ladders 

at deep end with crawl stroke. 

Review routine for 5 (tandems). 

D. New stunts: submarine sculling, dolphin wheel for 3. 

E. Review new routines. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

February 19, 1945 

9 members 

2 new members 

1 member watched 
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Although plans were made for a small group, the same 

routine worked out successfully with 10 members. There were 

a few changes made in the routine which concerned the dives, 

the tom-tom beats in the circle, and the shadow swimming. 

Couple dives were used because of the even number of 

participants. After all swimmers were in the circle, the 

tom-tom was struck only once for each change instead of sev

eral beats for the float and several more to stand up. Be

cause the group was larger than was expected, the shadow 

swimming was not attempted. Suggestions were made from the 

group about how to swim to the deep end of the pool. They 

decided on a V-formation using the breast stroke. Some sug-
• 

gested that it would be best not to start swimming until the 

V was formed. The routine was learned in parts and then 

practiced in its entirety. 

As a review and also as a warnrup, the routine 

learned on February 5th was practiced. The swimmers still 

had trouble with the timing in the part of the routine where 

the two diagnoal lines intersect. Afterwards the group de

cided they needed instruction and practice on the waltz crawl. 
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The last ten minutes were devoted to the push-off 

and surface dive. They suggested that one side, five swim

mers, begin first and perform the surface dive first, then 

the other side, five swimmers, push off simultaneously with 

the surface dive made by the first group. The dolphin was 

tried out with the push-off, but with little success be

cause only a few could do it. 

The last stunt practiced was a couple dive and swim 

to the end of the pool, using the crawl stroke. 

As a whole the group was interested but lacked suf

ficient skill in both strokes and stunts. They particu

larly needed to learn to swim the crawl with their heads up 

so that they could watch each other. They needed to learn 

how to tuck their legs up for the somersault, how to stretch 

their legs upward on the surface dive, how to waltz crawl, 

and hos to dolphin. 



AQUATIC CLUB PLANS 

February 26, 1945 

(Large Group ) 
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A. Review routine with the dives and circle (February 19). 

B. Creative experience. 

1. Devise a way of getting :from one formation to an

other. 

2. Beats on tom-tom: 

1 beat starting formation 

II getting into formation 

fl getting out and ready for another 

II go into second formation 

" getting out and ready for third 

ti for third formation 

" break up and swim off 

3. Formations (divide into two groups of 5 each): 

4. Each group create three other formations. 

C. New routine: 

Starting position: 2 groups of five each. A group 

at each end of pool. 
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l. All push off on face and 

flutter kick 6 times; reverse, flut

ter kick on back 6 times. 

Numbers 1 swim crawl 2 strokes 

ti 2 It It 4 " 
ti 3 ti " 6 II 

fl 4 If n 8 ti 

fl 5 ti " 10 " 
After the crawl strokes, group I 

turns to R, swims side overarm on R 

while group II turns to L, swims side 

over a.rm to L. 

2. Push off from sides, glide as 

far as possible and flutter kick rest 

of way across pool, arms overhead. 

Start with number 1 of group II. 

Number 2 follows on signal of tom

tom. Others follow at smc essive 

intervals of 3 counts. 

After the last of groups have 

pushed off, the whole figure is re

peated. Number 1 of group II picks 

up the beat immediately and does not 

wait for end of line to get across 

the pool. 
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3. Numbers 5 of both groups lead 

others across center of pool with back 

crawl. Swim together matching strokes. 

Stop in position for accordion stunt. 

Number 5 of group I at head and num

ber 1 of group II at foot of set~ 

Push s.nd pull the accordion in and 

out two times. 

Accordion stunt: 

a. Groups I and II face each other 

but in a staggered line. 

b. Group I back floats with heads 

toward deep end; group II back floats 

with heads toward shallow end. 

c. Catch ankles of girl on either 

side, arms and legs spread. 

d. Everyone pull arms and legs 

together, hold. All spread arms and 

legs and hold. 

e. Number 5 -of group I is at head 

of set and number 1 of group II is at 

foot. They help hold up the last on 

end swimmers and push and pull the 

floaters in and out. 
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4. Number 1 of group II leads off, 

others follow in single file. Make a 

large circle with side stroke on the 

L (going clockwise). Tread water un

til numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 of group II 

get into inner circle and stand with 

backs to each other. 1, 2, 3 spread 

arms out with palms of hands up. 

There should be two girls from 

outer circle for each of numbers 1, 

2, 3. These girls of the outer cir

cle turn their backs to the center, 

place head in hand of either 1, 2, 

or 3, and float. 

Girls whoare floating, catch.the 

wrist of the floater on each side. 

The floaters spread legs. 

D. Ask for ideas from group on how 

and what to do for ending. Ex

periment with all the ideas pre

sented and select the most pleas

ing. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

February 26, 1945 

6 members 

2 new members 

4 visitors 
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Eight participants was an unusual number to come to 

this meeting because of the extremely cold weather. There 

were also four.visitors who had come to see what the pro-, 

gram was about and to see if they liked it. 
P. 

Before time to start, diagrams of floating forma

tions were put on the blackboard, creating some interest and ·0 

helping the swimmers to see what they were going to do. 

They had some questions to ask about starting positions, 
~ 

what kind of strokes to use, how to get from the end of 

the pool to the sides. They wanted explanation of all the 

diagrams. 

After the diagrams for the floating _formations were 

explained, five were selected at random to get in the circle. 

The other three stood on one side and watched. After the 

first five had tried the circle formation, three dropped out 

and the others who had been watching took their places. This 

gave all a chance to do the formation and also to see it 

performed. This same procedure was carried out for each 

of the other formations. 
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The three f'ormations ,~~_r,e yut _together _with_ ,the mu.sic. 

Each swimmer hact., to decide .how. and !(hen she would _gq . f'rom 

one f'loat tot~~ ,o:th~.r.. It.,gave all a·chance to make de-. 

cis:ions for the_mselves. 
,':i 

The gr~up was called' to the black:board again while 

the diagrams for the routine were expla.fh~ia. •. · /•:Tb.e push-off' 
~ ·, <, ~~ :'i' 

. ). ~ ,.· /: _; .. ,. ' ' . : . ' 

flutter kick and reverse was demonstrated be.fore the groups ,. 

were divided. One group of' four swimmer'~ -vtient to· the shal

low ~nd, and the other group went to the deep enci. It· was 

discovered that it took 12 f'lutter kicks wi-th. sculling to 
get back to the starting position. 

At this point much time was lost w: expfa.n'.at16n. · It 

was extremely hard for the swimmers to hear, as they !'ere so 

widely scattered. Af'ter they f'inally understood the explana

tion, the second part of' the routine was successfully exe

cuted. There was no change made from the ·original plans for 

the third and fourth parts of' the routine. 

Because of the lateness of the ho~, the routine was 

stopped at the end of the fourth part with the accordion. 

From this point the group was given a chance to develop 

and experience some creative techniques of' their own. The 

problem was to decide what formation and what strokes would 

be the most appropriate for getting the group f'rom the 

mi.ddle of the pool to the ends. Several suggestions were 

ma.de , and they dee ided to f'orm tandems of four each and 
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swim to the sides, crossing each otmr and then continuing 

on to the shallow end while the other tandem continues to 

the deep end. The whole routine was rehearsed again, adding 

the last part. 
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feet float up and out. 

AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

March 5, 1945 
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A. Review of the routine with the · · 

accordion stunt. 

B. F:tnish the routine: 

1. Number 1 of group II leads 

off, others follow in a single file. 

lVIake a large circle with side stroke 

on the L going clockwise. 

2. Tread water until numbers 1, 

2, 3, and 4 of group II get into in

ner circle and stand with backs to 

each other. Numbers 1, 2, 3 stretch 

arms out with palms of hands up • 
. 

3. There should be two girls 

from the outer circle for each of 

numbers 1, 2 and 3. These girls of 

the outer circle turn their backs to 

the center, place their heads in the 

hand, of either 1, 2 or 3 and let 

4. Girls who are floating catch the wrist of the girl 

on either side. Spread the legs and hold. 

C. Bring the group together for a talk on principle of 

developing a water composition. 
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D. If the group is larg~, divide into two groups. If the 

group numbers seven or less, keep them in one group. 

E. Have each group develop and e.sta.blish a routine of 

three patterns. 

F. Have each group present their routine to the rest of the 

swimmers and encourage criticism and suggestions for im

provement. 

G. Assignment: Think of patterns, strokes, stunts and 

tempo that can be used in a routine. All return pre

pared to present a short routine of four patterns in 

length. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

N.1arch 5, 1945 

5 members 
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Since there were only five members present for 

Aquatics Club, a few changes were made in the plans. Some 

of the members were not present because there was a bad

minton tournament scheduled at the same time. 

The plan for this meeting was to complete the rou

tine for eight swimmers, but obviously this was impossible 

with so few members present. Because the plans for a small 

group intended for the meeting of February 12 had not been 

used, this routine was usable for March 5th. 

First, the group gathered around the blackboard to 

look at the diagrams for the routine. Each member was num

bered so that she could follow herself in the diagrams. This 

helped the swimmers to visualize where they would be in the 

pool and helped them to understand their relationship within 

the group. Immediately after the explanation of Part I, 

the swimmers tried it out. When they had experienced Part I 

once, they came to the blackboard again for a discussion of 

Part II. This procedure was continued throughout each part 

of the routine. 

After trying out Part II, they found that it was 

better to have numbers 2 and 3, 4 and 5 swim three breast 

strokes and surface dive while number 1 continued to swim 
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four breast strokes be.fore surf'aee diving. Part II originally 

was planned to have number l swim six breast strokes while 

numbers 2 and 3., and 4 and 5 swam. two breast strokes. When 

numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5 surface dived and swam to the sides 

of the pool, they came up at the same place. Part II was 

the only part of the routine that was revised. The swimmers 

learned the routine part by part. As they rested, they re

viewed the parts tbl'ough discussion. 

After practicing the whole routine, the group was 

called out of the water for a short talk about developing 

routines. During the remainder of the meeting the swimmers 

attempted to develop a short routine. They chose the musi~ 

"Star Dust," as a basis for the movement and the ·design. 

They worked out one pattern to the first two lines of the 

chorus. The pattern was a single line of swimmers., one be

hind the other, swimming simultaneously with three breast 

strokes., one porpoise, six underwater breast strokes., and 

returning to the surface with a large splash of the water 

with the arms thrown up and out. 

The members were asked to bring to the next meeting 

a routine of three patterns either using the "Star Dust" 

pattern., or creating their own original patterns. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

M.a.rch 12, 1945 

( La.r ge group ) 
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A. Review routine for 8 previously worked out at the meet

ing of February 26. 

1. Practice the accordion. 

2. Practice the circle formation. 

B. Finish the routine: opportunity for creative experience 

in developing a pattern f'or an exit. 

c. Talk on developing a routine. 

1. Suggestions: (Core idea) 

a. Select some music. 

b. Poem. 

c. Legend. 

d. Rhythmic pattern. 

e. A square dance. 

D. Present the patterns brought by the five members from 

the last meeting (March 5). 

1. Explanation. 

2. Participation. 

3. Discussion: suggestions for improvement. 

E. Assignment (during club meeting): 

1. Develop a routine: for six or more, with three 

patterns and an entrance and exit. 
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AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

March 12, 1945 

( Small group ) 
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A. Review routine for 5 learned at 

meeting of March 5. 

B. New routine: based on pattern de

veloped at last meeting. (Note: 

This is in event the members come 

to the meeting without some prep

aration.) 

1. Starting position: line up at 

the deep end on the deck, side by side. 

With the beat of the tom-tom, dive in 

one after another. Tread water until 

all are in a straight line, side by 

side, facing the shallow end. 

2. Swimming in unison and abreast, 

swim 3 breast strokes, shallow surface 

dive, 6 underwater breast strokes, 

splash waterwlth arms when coming up. 

Repeat. 

3. All face to the L (east), and 

number l leads off with others fol

lowing in single file to make a small 
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circle using the side stroke on the R. 

After all are in circle, make a star; each swimmer makes 

a point. Catch hands, spread arms, face float with arms 

diagonal to body, and keep feet together. 

Break star formation with a tuck and back somersault, 

but keeping in a circle. Number l finishes in a twist, _fac

ing the deep end. 

4. Number 1 leads off with 6 breast strokes. Others 

follow around circle until all are in a straight line. Sur

face dive together, 3 underwater breast strokes, to surface 

with a splash. Continue for the length of the pool. 

C. Ask about the routines they developed. 

1. The procedure for each member: 

a. Have one to explain her routine. 

b. Try it out with the group. 

c. Discuss possibilities; make improvements. 

d. Try out all new suggestions. 

2. The entire group develop a routine of 3 or 4 pat

terns using auditory patterns. 

a. Sharp beating sounds or smooth gliding 

sounds. Face float with 8 quick sharp beats of the legs and 

2 side strokes. 

b. Splashing sounds accenting the crawl stroke 

and slapping sound accenting the return from a surface dive. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

March 12, 1945 

9 members participated 

3 members watched 
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The meeting started late because of another meeting; 

therefore, there was no time to review any routines previ

ously learned. The program began with a short discussion 

of the development of routines. The members were divided 

into small groups of four and five. Each group was allowed 

ten minutes to create and establish a routine of three or more 

patterns. One member from each group was selected as a tem

porary chairma.n, and all the ideas and suggestions for move

ment and design were cleared through her; i. e., she selected 

the ideas that most of the group liked best. Each member ex

perimented individually and then tried out her ideas with 

her group. Both groups decided to swim to the music, "Star 

Dust. II 

One group presented their routine while the other 

group watched from the deck of the pool. After the first 

perfor:imnce, the group that watched was asked to criticize 

freely and offer suggestions for improvement. The routine 

was performed again, including the suggestions •• This pro

cedure was used for the other group when they presented their 

routine. 
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The following is a description of 

the routine presented by the first 

group of four swimmers. 

Entrance: Standing on deck, num

bers 1 and 2 on the ~ast side, numbers 

3 and 4 on west side. Dive in and come 

up on opposite sides of pool. 

Part I. Swim diagonally in toward 

the center of pool with the crawl 

stroke. Reverse and swim back crawl 

out. 

Part II. Surface dive and swim 

underwater to center. Break surface 

with a splash of the arms. 

Part III. Make a large circle 

swimming with side stroke on L side. 

When lead swimmer gets half way around, 

reverse and swim on R side. 

Pa.rt IV. Back surface dive with 

a twist so that swimmers come up fac

ing the shallow end~ 

Numbers 1 and 2 swim crawl along 

west side to shallow end. Numbers 3 

and 4 swim crawl along east side to 

shallow end. 

Part V. Theycross over to middle 
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of pool on a diagonal line. Number 1 

meets number 4 and they face the deep 

end. Numbers 2 and 3 fall in behind 

numbers 1 and 4. Numbers 1 and 4 

then leap-frog over numbers 2 and 3. 

They continue down center of pool. 

Part VI. At deep end of pool, 

make circle with side stroke on L 

side. (Repeat Part III.) 

Part VII. Exit: swim with a 

partner to shallow end using crawl. 

The other group presented this 

routine: 

Entrance: From ladder in north

west corner, swim crawl stroke in uni

son, one behind the other. Make a 

large circle i n middle of pool. 

Part I. Swim breast stroke and 

then a surface dive to center. On 

the back, scull away from the center 

of circle, with flutter kick. 

Part II. When all are out from 

, .. c:mter of circle, turn a back somersault. On coming up, im-

mediately do a surface dive and swim underwater to the near

est side of pool. 

After each group presented its routines, all swimmers 
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were given the opportunity to experience the first routine. 

The chairman of the first group was the director. She 

placed everyone in the starting position and explained the 

first part. After the first part was executed, she explained 

the second part. This was continued until each part of the 

routine was learned. 

One of the members suggested that they rest from 

swimming with line weaving. The following is a description 

of line weaving. The group lined up in shallow water so 

that all were facing the same direction and were behind 

each other as in a file formation. The girl in the center 

of the line turned in place while the others revolved around 

her in various directions. The groups squatted down with 

their legs spread apart so that only the shoulders and head 

were above the water. Each placed her hands on the hips of 

the girl in front. The girl at the head of the line faced 

the others. She was the leader and was responsible for the 

various patterns that were made. The leader could make the 

line move in and out, around in a circle, or pass through 

itself. 

The swimmers need much practice on stroking in uni

son, keeping in lines, and watching spaces. In groups of 

four they practiced swimming the crawl stroke together. 

The four lined up abreast, extended the right arm and lifted 

the left arm ready for the f:irst stroke. They turned their 

heads to the left and guided to the left. A steady rhythm 
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of the swimming strokes of the group depends on the guiding 

girl. The others must match their strokes to hers. This 

helps the group to keep together. It is important that the 

guiding girl keep her strokes "clean" and rhythmical. 

After the meeting was over, two of the girls were in

terested in inquiring about an extra practice on Thursday 

and also about what type of swimmer was eligible to come 

on Monday nights; they knew of some other girls that might 

like to participate. 

The three members who were not swimming took notes 

on the routines presented, made suggestions for improvement 

on each routine, and created their own routines on paper. 

They were of much help to the groups because they criticized 

from an audience's viewpoint. They also helped the groups 

by drawing their patterns on the blackboard, and by chang

ing the records on the record player. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

March 19, 1945 

A. A short discussion about creating routines. 

1. Use of music, auditory sounds, patterns. 

2. Entrance and exit.· 

3. Variety of direction·· and meter~,. 
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4. Smoothness of getting in and out of· formations. 

5. Use of the blackboard and dry larid drills. 

B. Divide the group for water studies (if there are 8 or more). 

1. 10 minutes to create a routine'' with entrance and 

exit and three or more patterns. 

2. Present the routine to the group. 

3. Criticize. 

4. Do the routine again and include all suggestions. 

5. The whole group participates in the routine. 

6. Use the same procedure for both groups. 

c. Practice of some floating formations that can be included 

in routines. 

D. Practice some stunts that can be used: 

1. Submarine. 

2. Dolphin wheel. 
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3. Log roll. 

4. Porpoise -- forward, backward, sideward. 

E. Practice on swimming together. 

1. Crawl stroke. 

2. Back crawl. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

lYJarch 19, 1945 

14 members (6 new) 

2 watched 
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The meeting was devoted to creating routines, except 

for the practice of the crawl stroke the last few minutes 

before dismissal. Since the meeting started 10 minutes late, 

the stunts and floating formation had to be omitted from the 

original plans. 

One swimmer brought ideas for a routine based on 

the music, "Indian Love Call. 11 They worked out the first 

three patterns of the routines so that the new members could 

see how a central thought or core idea was the basis for 

:C·vement and design :tn the routine. This routine, using 
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circle and s1r aight lines, as in an 

Indian war dance, had an Indian mo

tif. The first three patterns of 

the routine are described in the fol

lowing statements. 

Entrance: The swimmers line up 

on west deck of pool. 

Part 1. Dive in and swim under

water to other side. After all have 

reached east side of pool, guiding 
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to R, the swimmers use back crawl 

stroke starting with R arm. They 

swim to west side of pool. 

Part 2. All face shallow end 

pool and in single file swim side 

overarm stroke. Form large circle 

by swimming on R side and moving 

counter-clockwise. 
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Part 3. When circle is completely 

formed, leader cuts through middle of 

circle with a crawl stroke. Other 

swiDllners continue with side overarm 

stroke until they get to spot where 

leader started scross circle and change 

to crawl stroke. They swim crawl in 

a single straight line to end of 

pool. 

The group was called together for a short discus

sion about creating their ?wn routines. It was suggested 

that they could finish the Indian routine or think of their 

own basic theme. The swimmers were evenly divided so that 

six were in each working group. When two other swimmers 

came in, they both joined the same group, making eight in 

one group and only six in the other. The groups were to 

have only ten minutes to develop a routine, but they were 
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having so much fun that five additional minutes were allowed 

to perfect their routines. 

The group of eight decided to finish the Indian rou

tine. The following is a description of the routine. 

:: :: J 
.,-J 
)(.C. 

)I. 'T 
.,._t 

( ( g,.) 

Part 1. (a) In a single line, 

one behind the other, first 4 girls 

swim crawl stroke to positions form

ing a square. Number 1 swims straight 

down center of pool with 4 crawl 

strokes and turns to L to get in posi

tion. Number 2 follows two strokes 

behind number 1 and turns to R. Num

bers 3 and 4 follow in the same way; 

i. e., number 3 turns L and number 4 

turns R • 

(b) Numbers 5 and 6 swim 

diagonally, one behind other, toward 

east side; number 7 and 8 swim diag

onally, one behind other, toward west 

side. They stop in a position 5 feet 

or more behind numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4, 

respectively. 

Part 2. Numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 

move in toward each other with breast 

strokes and catch hold of hands to 
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form a circle. Numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8 

surface dive, swim underwater and come 

up inside circle. Numbers 5, 6, 7 

and 8 catch hold of hands, raise arms 

overhead, drop them behind the backs 

of numbers k, 2, 3 and 4. This is 

the same thing as weaving a basket 

in folk dance. 

Part 3. All lean back, let hands 

slide down and away from other swim

mers, and scull out from circle, kick

ing the feet hard • 

. Part 4. Surface dive, swim under

water, come up with arms extended over 

head. Standing on feet, lean toward 

each other making a tee-pee with ex

tended arms. Yell. 

Part 5. Catch hold of hands, 

arms still high over head, lean back

ward with an arched back. Break 

hands and push off from botton of pool in a back glide. 

Swim on R side with side stroke in a circle moving counter-

clockWise. 

Part 6. Exit: A swinmler leads off from circle weaving 

the line in a snake chain fashion, using crawl stroke. 
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The group of six swi:rmners based their routine on a 

folk dance, using the same pattern and movements as in the 

Virginia Reel. They did exactly the same movements in the 

water as are danced on land. This is a good idea but to 

be made interesting it should be enlarged upon. They needed 

to use a variety of patterns s~ggested by folk dance. They 

had little originality except for partners swimming the 

crawl stroke with inside hands joined. 

The following statements describe the routine based 

on the Virginia Reel. 

Starting position: Swim from shallow end of pool 

in couples using crawl stroke. Head couple is nearest the 

shallow end. They used the breast stroke to meet a partner 

and the scull on back to position in line. Continue the 

same as in the Virginia Reel. Some suggestions made by 

those watching were to have more action, with all the 

couples moving at the same time, and to use the designs 

and patterns from other folk dances as well as those from 

the Virginia Reel. A variety of small circles and then one 

large circle with the Grand Right and Left would add inter

est to the routine. The swimmers suggested 11 0h, Susanna.a 

as possible musical accompaniment. 

The routines were not learned and practiced by the 

group as a whole because too much time was spent on creat-

ing. There was time to pra.ctice swimming together, emphasizing 
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unity of strokes, space relationships, and synchronizing the 

strokes with the music. In two lines of seven swimmers each, 

guiding themselv~s to the left, they sawm and crawl one 

length of the pool. They needed to learn to swim with heads 

up, to be alert to the beat of the nro.sic, to keep a constant 

rhythm, and to watch their spacing. The girl who spaces 

the strokes should slow down when she sees several swimmers 

getting behind. They swam back to the shallow end in groups 

of th:rees, with which it was obviously much easier for them 

to synchronize the strokes with each other and with the music. 

At the end of the meeting they were asked to be in 

the synchronized swimming demonstration. They all expressed 

a desire to be in it. They were asked to think about a gen

eral theme or idea for a program. The theme of colors was 

suggested to them and they liked it. They began planning 

the possibilities immediately. The group was very enthusias

tic and seemed really to enjoy themselves. It was easy to 

see that they received a great amount of satisfaction from 

creating and presenting their own routines. 
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A. Discussion about central theme for synchronized swimming 

demonstration. 

1. Talk about the central theme for the synchronized 

swimming demonstration. 

2. Decide within the group which theme they want the 

routines to be based on. 

3. If the color scheme is selected: 

a. Whet colors would be best to express in 

movement and design? 

b. Each one decides on the color they would 

like to be and are most interested in de

veloping. 

c. Get in groups according to the colors, 

try not to have more than five in each 

group. These groups will be for creating 

routines. They can create a routine for 

at least ten swimmers. 

B. Within each group: 

1. Things to decide upon: 

a. What the color suggests. 

b. How the color suggestions should be expressed 

in movement and design. 

c. What tempo the color suggests. 
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d. What meter to use. 

e. How many performers will be in the routine? 

2. Experiment individually with movement, using all 

elements as smooth strokes contrasted with choppy 

strokes, slapping the. water, kicking., splashing, 

pushing, etc. 

3. Experiment together, using< all possible ideas and 

suggestions. 

4. Think about an entrance.for the group~· 

5. Try to establish at least 4 good patterns. 

C. Practice stunts, formations and strokes.· 

1. Stunts: 

a. Dolphin wheel. 

b. Porpoise. 

c. Submarine. 

d. Log rolling. 

e. For new members -- surface dive, dolphin, 

somersault. 
,. 

SP.' <o/ 
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Create a formation within each group of not more 

than 8 swimmers. 
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3. Strokes: 

a. Back crawl. 

(1) In a single line and side by side, 

guiding to L. 

(2) In groups of 3's. 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

March 26, 1945 

12 participated 

5 watched 
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Before the time for the meeting to start, the stunts 

were listed on the blackboard along with diagrams for some 

formations. The members were late to the meeting and slow 

in getting dressed. Those who were on time practiced stunts, 

strokes, and swimming to nm.sic. 

When all the members were in the pool, they began 

practice on stunts, starting with the surface dive, the most 

familiar one. All but one member could do the surface dive, 

and one of the more skilled members taught it to that swim

mer. The dolphin was the next stunt; it was reviewed and 

demonstrated. Then they worked on it individually. Since 

the water was cold, they alternated between swirrillling and 

practicing stunts. They divided into groµps of six and 

pr~cticed the crawl and the back crawl strokes. The crawl 

stroke was much improved, while the back crawl would prob

ably be performed best in couples becuase it seemed hard to 

guide either to the left or the right. After a short prac

tice of swimming with the music, they practiced the forward 

and backward somersaults and the porpoise. The swimmers 

liked the porpoise very nm.ch. Two girls who adlieved good 

height and very curved backs were selected to demonstrate; 
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they looked much like flying fish. The others immediately 

tried the porpoise with much enthusiasm. 

After these stunts, the group was referred to the 

blackboard to see the diagrams, consisting of a circular and 

an oblong formation. It was explained that within a rou

tine a variety of different types of formations would lend 

interest. They made a circular formation like the one in 

the following diagram: 

The three girls on the outside, hold

ing the legs of the floaters, na de the 

circle revolve around to the L. The 

outer formation was oblong in shape and 

made up of parallel lines. It is 

called the ladder formation. 

The group was called out of tre 

water to discuss the theme for the 

program and to select members to work 

on the connnittees for publicity, 

scenery, lights, and costumes. 

The group decided to base the composition on the 

seasons of the year, using appropriate colors. They had a 

discussion concerning ~he colors they wanted to use, which 

centered around red, blue, yelloe, orange, and green. The 

members divided into groups according to the particular 

season for which they were most interested in developing a 
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routine. Within the groups they contributed their ideas 

and suggestions about how to develop their routine using 

the colors, music, stunts, strokes, and formations. The 

members who were not present at this meeting will be asked 

to be in the spring routine and the fall routine. 

The chairman in each group was arbitrarily selected 

by the group, that is, the one who had the most initiative 

took the lead in offering suggestions and seeing that the 

suggestions from the others were considered by all. 

After the groups had met and formed some ideas about their 

routines, they were all called together again to select com

mittees. The duties for each committee were enumerated; and 

the members decided on the one on which they wanted to work. 

From the members most interested in lighting, a committee 

was selected. The same procedure was used in getting the 

other committees. Two of the members on the lighting com

mittee knew how and where to get some colored gelatin films 

and spot lights. Two members of the publicity committee 

were art majors. The members of the costume committee were 

physical education majors. Other members will have to be 

added to the scenery committee. It was understood that all 

would be called upon to help with each committee, but these 

particular members selected for a committee were responsible 

for the plans and for seeing that they were carried out. 

The chairman for each of the group routines was asked 
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to write up brief outlines of the plans they had made 1n 

their group discussions at this meeting. The following out

lines were the plans submitted: 

Spring routines: 

Costume: White bathing caps with flowers, blue 

suits. 

Colors: Pastel shades of pink, blue, green. 

Float: Flowers tied to the flutter boards, to 

be pushed out as props in the water. 

May Pole dance. 

Music: "Waltz of the Flowers." 

Formations: Similar to flowers. 

Summer routines: 

Costumes: Red and yellow caps, red suits. 

Music: "Summertime" and "Lazybones.rr 

Float: Surf board decorated and a girl on top 

of it; pulled by ropes. 

Float pushed out by swimmers. Red caps on one 

side, yellow caps on the other. Sur

face diving and change sides. Two girls 

hold float; others back float away and 

in a circle. Swim in a circle around 

float and then dolphin. Pull float off 

with ropes. Part of the 

routine from "Indian wve 

Call" will be used. 
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Winter routines: 

Ma.sic: "Jingle Bells, u "Ska t:er 's Waltz II and 

"White Christ.mas." 

Colors: Blue and white. 

Entrance: Couples form circle, using uJingle 

Bells." 

Routine: "Skater's Waltz," use a modified stroke. 

Tread water and pull away from part

ner. Boys swing girls out as in ice 

skating. Break out from circle and 

do a Grand Right and Left. 

Rehearsal: Saturday afternoon to develop rou

tine in greater detail. 

Some of the members suggested that there should be 

something patriotic at the end of the program, using a 

red, white, and blue color scheme. They wanted to have all 

of the performers in this routine and follow a military 

idea. They also wanted to make a formation of the flag. 

The music, "Stars and Stripes Forever," was suggested. The 

performers could make the flag wave by moving in various 

directions. 
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l. Put on the blackboard, for groups to remember 

about developing interesting routines: 

a. Work through your group chairman; clear 

ideas ~d suggestions for movement and de

sign through her. 

b. Think over what movements would best suit 

your particular season. 

c. What tempo: slow, fast, staccatto, legatto. 

d. Type of music: waltz, foxtrot, march. · 

e. Number of performers. 

f. Use a variety of stunts, modified swimming 

strokes. 

g. Experiment with body movement and designs 

both individually and as a group. 

h. Combine auditory patterns (slapping, kick

ing, splashing, swishing the: water) with 

visual patterns (direction, level). 

1. Have original entrancesand exits and make 

them a part of the routine. 

j. Keep continuity of routine by: repetition 

of expressive movement; repetition of 
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patterns as ABA form or ABCA form; never 

touching the sides of the pool or com

pletely stand up in the shallow water. 

k. 'rry to establish at least 4 patterns. 

B. Presentation. 

1. Present the patterns developed to the whole group 

for criticism and suggestions for improvement. 

a. Does it express a feeling to you? 

b. Is there continuity of form? 

c. Is there a variety of stunts and strokes 

in the formation? 

d. Are some stunts and strokes too difficult 

for a group to master? 

2. Each group make the necessary alterations in the 

routine using the suggestions and incorporating 

all possible ideas. 

C. Opportunity for the whole group to learn the routine 

that is most desirable, and establishing it as to count, 

rhythm, design, and arm patterns. 

D. Practice on individual techniques. 

1. · Synchronize strokes with music and group: side 

stroke, back crawl, waltz crawl. 

2. stunts: submarine, dolphin wheel. 
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A meeting of all the chairmen of the committees and 

groups took place a half hour before the time to start the 

regular meeting. At this meeting the various duties of the 

committees were discussed. The publicity committee will 

start ma.king posters now for the synchronized swimming demon

stration. They will put articles 1n the Lass-0 about two 

weeks ahead of the program date, on April 27and May 4. They 

will be responsible for the programs, which will be printed 

and will have a block print cover. The scenery committee 

will see that ferns are delivered and placed around the 

pool. They will get the work shop to build a platform to 

extend from the end of the pool in front of the ladder out 

about three feet, so that the swimmers can make an exit. 

They will get ropes to hang the black cloth over the ladder 

so that the swimmers will have a screened place to stand. 

The costumes committee will paint the caps and see that each 

member has the right-colored bathing suit. The costume and 

scenery committees will both help to make the necessary 

floats. The lighting committee will get the spot lights, 

learn how to wo~k the lights on the poles around the pool, 

get the colored gelatin films and try to secure the large 
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footlights fro.n:i ·the stage ',i:ri- the auditorium. - The lighting 

committee is also going to have>a''pipe· made w-i'th holes 

in it so that, when water is .run) through :1:t .,, there :will be 

a spray of water •. :Colored lights· will be put on the spray 

and it will be used as -a screen and as· part/o:f'the routines. 
' 

The lighting committee, with the help of the Department of 

Physics, will make some phosphorus paint and'-~ec'ure small 

batteries and lights to put on the -wrists of the swimmers. 

They will also· secure the bleachers from the work shop/ 

A suggestion was made that -a- list of -all the equip

ment needed be submitted to the head of the department so 

that it would be much easier to' get the equipment; They 

decided that equipment like·· the· large foot'l,~ightsi i'rom the 

stage in the auditorium would never··be,;obtai:ned' by a ·stu

dent, but that.the,·departinentcould get it .... '. 

The spring routine will be a waltz- to the music,·· 

"Waltz of the Flowers-,'' and 'a May Pole dance~· The-"fall rou

tine will have a Halloween motif, using the phosphorus 

paint, and a square· dance· symbolizing•·-the· corn-husking--bee. 

Winter and summer· routines were planned at- the'.:'slast'' meeting 

and they only had to try it out in the water· at this ·meeting. 

Schedule forms were given to each member to desig

nate when she had.:·free·.-time -for rehearsals.•''. -While the -group 

was all together·, ,a .. few•brief statemen:tsi'were outlined con-; 

cerning the most important ,:criteria of an int·eresting rou

tine. Immediately after . this · the ,swimmers went ~to· the ·-:pool. 
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Each swinnner got with her designated group. Each 

group tried to develop and set three to four patterns of 

their routines. About twenty minutes befOre' ·the; end ·of· the 

meeting the swimmers were called out tof the pool and asked· . 

to sit on the edge to watch each group, making suggestions 

for improvement. 

The summer group· presented their• routine first. Us-• 

ing a paddle board, they made an entrance simply by pushing 

it down the middle of the pool,with swimmers on'both sides. 

They ducked under and came up dh opposite> sides, sculled· 

away from the boa.rd and did· a 'dolphin •. :· They surfaced, fac

ing the board and in a large circle:,. •in which they ·immedi

ately did the side stroke around···tb ·the right. · They: 'closed 

in to the board and turned it 'in· a circ1e'/ catching ,hold>': 

of' the ropes at the same time~ 'Pulling the':ropes ·out, fr'om, 

the sides of the board and iforward, the board: was taken to 

the end of the pool for an exit. This routine does not' 

have enough movement in it arid they do not use the float to 

advantage. There should be more swimming and more stunts. 

The swimmers could hang on to 'the float· with· their· f'eet or :' 

hands and make a floating• formation. The routine· nee'ds to 

be enlarged. 

The spring group •presented their 1 .water routi:ne. 

Their entrance was a straight" 1-ine ,. using· the crawl··and· :form

ing a circle as they neared the, •Center· o:f the pool. :They 

surfaced dived and came up holding hands. Turning loose of' 
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the hands, they sculled away from the center, resembling a 

flower. 

The :f'all group dey-eloped a-routine based on "School 

Days." The swimmers played leap-:rrog on deck to the edge o:r 

the pool and then jumped :reet first into the deep water. 
:_ "'- i > 

They swam underwater and C!µlle up in a circle,... .. They moved 

the circle around with a side, stroke and thr.ew '.a• ball:: across 

the circle to each other. 

The winter group developed a routine '\laing "Jingle 

Bells" and "Skater's Waltz. 11 The entrance_ was made.by two 

groups swimming the crawl;f'rom opposite ~orners. They swam 

to "Jingle Bells" and formed a circle, moving clockWise. 

They surface dived and came up holding hands with e·ach other 

and high overhead. They did a dolphin away from the center 
. - : "- .. '' : 

of the circle and age. in came up holding hands. Moving clock-

wise, they did a waltz crawl around the circle. With a 

designated partner they tread water and turned in small 

circles. The:1rposition was that of the regular skating posi

tion with crossed arms. 
: ,, 

All of the routines .need much more swimming and larger 
_.,, -· .. '. ; .• 

designs. The groups decided when they could meet-between 

this meeting and the next so that these routines could be en-
~ - -·;. --.; 

larged by the groups before the next regular meeting. 

At the close of the meeti~g i:he;~ -~a~;, a sho~t- prac-

tice of group swimming to music. They practiced only the 

crawl and the back crawl. 
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April 9, 1945 

A. Group swimming practice. 

1. Back crawl, crawl, side stroke. 

a. Abreast. 

b. Single line, making circle. 

2. Tandem swimming. 

a. Abreast. 

b. Single line (file). 

c. Double line. 

B. Finish routines. 

1. Complete one routine. 

2. Improve it with more swimming. 

3. Decide how many performers to each routine. 

4. Learn the spring routine. 

C. Stunts. 

1. Get a partner; partners criticize each otrer, 

doing surface dive, dolphin, porpoise. 
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2. New stunts 

D. Rehearsal times. 

submarine, ballet legs, leap-frog. 

1. 4:30 Tuesday (11 member's) practice on winter. 

2. 3:00 Saturday (all members} practice spring. 
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In small groups the members practiced on the crawl, 

the back crawl, the side stroke, and the breast stroke. 

Waltz music was played and the tom-tom was used to help them 

keep together. 

After a short practice of the swimming strokes, 

the members were asked to gather around the blackboard. Ten

tative titles for the swinmling demonstration ·were suggested 

and written on the board. A member suggested t:tat they they 

all vote on the suggested titles. The title chosen was 

"Season's Swimphony." The group voted to have the regular 

meetings start a half hour earlier to begin at the next 

meeting, April 16. The hour for the demonstration, "Sea-

son I s Swimphony, n was set for 8: 30 p. m. on 'May 11th. 

The members were divided into two groups of eight. 

One group worked on the spring routine, and the other group 

on the winter routine. The plans for the spring routine 

have been changed. The following changes were made: 

1. 5 swim along the west side of pool and lead into 

a large wide circle. 3 swim along east side of 

pool and lead into a small circle inside the large 

one. 

2. Reverse and moving in circle do 6 side strokes on L 
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for outside circle; 6 side strokes on R for inside 

circle. Reverse and repeat side strokes. 

3. Inside circle does a dolphin and moves outward while 

outside circle stays in place and does a back somer

sault. 

4. All are in single circle and face counter-clockwise. 

They take 4 rolls of the body toward the Rand fin

ish with side overarm stroke on R. Repeat. 

5. They are numbered so that swimmers know which is 

odd and even. Odds face float to center on 6 

6. counts, evens back float away from circle on 6 

counts. Repeat: odds back float out; evens do a 

top spin in place, turning to R. 

6. All are in a single circle and paired off so that 

they are ready to do the tandem crawl. An exit is 

made by first couple leading off. 

Winter group made few changes in their routine. 

They added more people, and they worked out the counts for 

each movement. The routine was written up by the chairman 

and presented. The winter group plans to rehearse their rou

tine April 12 at 4: 30 p. m. in the pool. 

All members were assigned to their groups. The 

members working on spring routines will also be in most of 

the fall routines. The members working on winter will also 

be in the summer routines. 
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There will be substitutes for each routine. The 

substitutes will be required to know the positions of every

one in the routine. 

Postcards will be mailed to all members informing 

them of the change of time and of the group in which they 

will work. They plan to have everyone be in at least two 

routines. The grand finale will be tne only routine which 

will include all of the swimmers. 

The swimmers were very unco-operative at this meet

ing. They were very inattentive to directions from the 

group chairmen or to the director of the program. At times 

the groups were completely disorganized. Very few assumed 

any responsibility in organizing and working out their rou

tines, and as a result, little was accomplished at this 

meeting. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

April 16, 1945 

A. Stunt practice (10 minutes). 

1. Dolphin and dolphin wheel. 

2. Ballet legs. 
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3. Tandem swimming: crawl, back crawl, combination. 

B. Winter group practice routine in the water with music. 

Spring group practice on deck, walking out the pattern 

to counts. Change places; winter group on the deck, 

spring group in water. 

C. Winter group work on summer routine and set it, practic

ing in the water. Spring group work on fall routine on 

deck. Work out the counts. Change places. The fall 

group work in the water; summer group work on deck, 

making sure of all counts. 

D. Present the routines to the group for criticism. 

E. Set a date for competitive synchronized swimming meet. 

Explain to the group what is expected of them. 

1. Things to be rated: 

a. Style. 

{l) Projects a feeling or mood as gay, 

serious, etc. 

(2) Introduces dynamics as re rcussive 

or sustained movement. 

(3) Uses of focus. 
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(4) Uses unlimited combination of body 

movements. 

(5) Uses simplicity of design. 

b. Composition. 

(1) Has entrance :and· exit, a:,, part of' 

routine. 

(2) Uses auditory,:and'-visu;l ,patterns. 

(3) Has continuity. 

(4) Has central theme. 

(5) Has transitions f'rom ps.ttern to 

pattern smooth. 

(6) Uses variety or transitions. 

(7) Uses individual and couple stunts. 

(8) Has a def'inite f'orm. 

c. Use of accompaniment. 

{1) Has music counted out and adapted 

to the various patterns. 

(2) Has transitions of' patterns occur

ring at end of' phrases. 

(3} Has patterns fitting the musical 

phrases. 

(4) Uses variety of' tempo. 

(5) Has movements agreeing with mood 

of music. 

(6) Has strokes in rhythm with the 

music. 
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F. Rehearsals for individuals. 

1. Trio for winter. 

2. Quartet for spring. 

3. Duet for fall. 

4. Siving skits. 



AQUATIC CLUB REPORT 

April 16, 1945 

16 members present 
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'I1here were many members absent from this meeting 

for various reasons; some of these were the Water Safety 

Instructors' Course, House Council meetings, and study for 

tests. 'I1he individual groups, met for spring and summer 

practice. The main objective at this meeting was to prac

tice the routines on deck so that each member would know her 

exact position within the routine, the formations in the 

routine, and the number of counts for each swimming stroke, 

stunt, and floating formation. The chairman of the winter 

group took charge of the eight swimmers and taught the rou

tine. The chairman of the spring routine was absent, so a 

substitute took charge of this group. It was very difficult 

to get the positions straight within the routines because 

of the absence of so many members. 

There were eight to practice, and two of these were 

unHble to go into the wa.ter. Each one was numbered, includ

ing the members who were absent. After reviewing the routine 

on deck several times, they practiced in the water first to 

the counts without music, and then adding the music. It is 

fairly easy to do the routine in the water, once it is 

satisfactori.ly worked out on deck. 

After several practices in the water, both groups 
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were called together for a discussion of th.e routines. Sev

eral of the members stressed the fact that they had only 

four weeks in which to perfect the whole program and that 

they were progressing too slowly with the routines. They 

agreed to practice two nights this week for an hour each. 

Those members not present will be notified before the prac

tice nights to make sure that all will be present. Another 

point discussed was the necessity for at least three rou

tines for each season, besides the comedy skits, which will 

come in between the regular routines. At present they 

have plans for two routines for ea.ch season and have estab

lished one routine for spring and one for winter. Some of 

the members objected to three routines for each season be

cause they feared that the swimmers would find it too ex

hausting and would quit. Others said they had to have rou

tines numbering at least three for each season to make the 

program longer. We decided that it was best to have the 

program as long as possible, including at lee.st three rou

tines. 

There was a short explanation about the Synchronized 

Swimming Meet, in which the group was told what things were 

to be rated within a routine. The date for the meet was 

set for 7:15 p. m. on Monday, April 23. This date was later 

changed to 8:00 p. m. on April 30th. 

The meeting adjourned immediately after this dis

cussion. The group was well impressed with the feeling that 
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immediate practice periods were important and that it was 

necessary for all to be present at each practice. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

April 23, 1945 
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A. Practice routines to be presented in the synchronized 

swimming meet. 

1. Spring group practice in the water with the music 

while .winter group practice on deck to. review the 

counts and positions. 

2. Reverse the groups so that winter practices in 

the water while spring review all counts and posi

tions on deck. 

B. Practice routines for summer and fall. 

1. On deck. 

a. .Starting positions: write names of ea.ch 

member on diagrams and give each member a 

number for that routine. 

b. At each new formation, draw in diagram 

each member's position and her number. 

c. Write on the typewritten plans of the rou

tine, the number of counts to get in and 

out of position and number of counts for 

each maneuver. Also designate the arm pat

terns. 

d. Practice until everyone knows the routine 

thoroughly by counts. 

e. Practice to the music. 
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2. -In water. 

a. Review the counts and positions. 

b. If corrections in counts and movements are 

made, note corrections on the .plans. 

c. Practice with the music until all movements 

are synchronized with each other as well 

as with the music. 

c. Present the routines to the whole group if there is time. 

Make criticisms for improvement and note the changes·:on 

the plans. 

D. Set time for practice periods·. 

1. Tuesday at 7:00 p. m.; Thursday at 8:00 p. m. 

2. Synchronized Swimming Meet to be Monday, April· 30, 

at regular meeting. 
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AQUATICS CLUB REPORT . 
. 

April 23., ·1945 .... 

18 members present 
l ;. 

At the previous meetihg ;tp.ere · was' an ~xplanatiop, .of 
,;'· ,; 

the approaching Synchronized Swi.mrTling Meet. The rules were . ·, ' ,, . 

read to the group and a short exp,lE1nat'ion of":~hat elements 

within each routine would be judged. 'This meeting, April 

23, was devoted entirely to practice of the routines that 

would be judged in the Competitive Synchronized Swimming 

Meet. The procedure of the activities was·much the same as 

at the previous meeting, in tl:at the groups alternated prac

tices on the deck and in the water. The group working with 

the spring routine practiced first in the water. They con

centrated on synchronizdng their strokes and stunts with each 

other and to the music. The tom-tom was also used as an aid 

for group synchronization. While the spring group practiced 

in the swimming pool, the group on deck perfected the counts 

of the winter routine. They also used this land drill to 

help them memorize the pattern sequence. 

Each group had a chance to practice in the water with 

the music. They adjusted their spaces and made adjustment 

to the counts, i. e • ., adding counts where more time was 

needed for transitional movements. 

At the close of the meeting, arrangements were made 
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for each group to meet for a practice period before the 

next meeting, April 30. The spring group were to meet at 

4:30 p. m. on Wednesday, and the winter group at 7:30 p. m. 

on Thursday. The groups decided to meet on different even

ings because they will then be able to use the. whole pool 

at any time they choose, instead of having to practice on 

deck while another group uses the pool. 
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AQtJ~TJCS, CLtJB ... :PLAN 

April 30, 1945 

·,, , } ,.- -, ' .. 

A. Practice the winter and spring routine. 
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1. Winter practice., in the water· to the -music while 

the spring group .review the counts.and walk the 

patterns on deck. 

2. Reverse the groups so that spring,h~s a chance to 

practice in the water to the .music. 

3. A rest period before the Synchronized Swimming 

Meet at 8:00 p. m. 

B. The Competitive Synchronized Swimming.Meet. 

1. Entrance forms filled out and given to the judges. 

2. All judges have,·two sets of rating sheets. 

3. Group I winter routine performs while group II 

watches (3 trials). 

4. Group II -- spring performs while group I watches 

(3 trials). 

5. Officials. 

a. Judges: rate groups. 

b. Timekeeper: routines have to be within 3 

to 5 minutes. 

c. Scorekeeper: announces results. 

d. Clerk: gathers ratings .from judges and 

helps scorekeeper. 

e. Announce results. 
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C. Short discussion on tbe possibility of giving a swimming 

demonstration f'or the department·and not for the whole 

school. 

D. Arrange rehearsals on Tuesday night. at 6:45 p. m. and 

Wednesday night at 8:15. 



AQUATICS CLUB REP,ORT 

April 30, 1945 

19 members present 

l new member 
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.The spring group and winter group began immediately 

to pre.ct ice on deck and in the water, respectively. On 

deck they reviewed the sequence of the routine, walked out 
,·_,, 

the pattern, and learned the counts. There were several of 

the regular swimmers absent, so substitutes were put into 

the routines. There were one substitute in the winter rou

tine and three in the spring group. These girls had watched 
'. ,· ' ',,,' ,· ·,, 

the routine at previous meetings; therefore, they were not 
. . 

entirely unfamiliar with the routines. After several prac-

tices the substitutes were performing as well as the regu

lar swimmers. 

A few minutes before the Synchronized Swimming Meet 

the performers were called out of the pool in order to be 

rested for the competitive meet. 
. . 

The judges came to the pool at 8:00 p. m. Entrance 

sheets and two copies of the rating scale were given each 

of the three judges. The three judges, each a swimming au

thority, were introduced to the Aquatics Club members. After 

a short explanation to the judges about the use of the rat

ing scale and the entrance sheet, the Synchronized Swimming 

Meet started, with winter group performing first. Each 
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group had three trials, 1. e., .they performed their routine 

three times in succession. There .was a short rest period 

following each performance and before the next got. under way. 

The judges rated the style on the first trial com-
. ' : , 

position on the second trial, and use of accompaniment on 

the third trial. There was no set time for the judges to 

rate the performance of the stunts within the routine. 

When both groups had been rated, the judges deter

mined the final score for each routine and announced the 

winner. The spring routine was rated the better of the 

two. 

All of the swimmers liked the Synchronized Swimming 

Meet because it was the first time they had performed for 

anyone else. It was evident that they had tried to swim 

their best, for the routines were much better throughout 

the competitive meet than they were at rehearsals. They also 

enjoyed watching the other group perform. Heretofore, they 

had all been too busy to watch another group. 

Just after the Synchronized Swimming Meet, they 

gathered to discuss the possibility of having the "Season's 

Swimphony 11 for the Department of Physical Education and 

friends rather than for the whole college. One reason for 

not being able to have the larger program was lack of time 

for rehearsals. Another reason was that the ability of the 

group was poor; therefore, they would take longer to perfect 

a routine. The outdoor• pool has not been opened, which 
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eliminates the possibility of practicing in a large pool. 

The members agreed to have the pr,ogram on May 11 as was 

previously, but only for fr lends of the Aquatics Club mem

bers and the Department of Physical Education, and in the 

indoor pool. 

The meeting was adjourned after rehearsals were 

agreed upon for Tuesday at 6:45 p. m. and Wednesdayat 8:15 

p. m. 



AQUATICS CLUB PLAN 

May 7, 1945 
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A. Practice on individµal routine·s. 

B. Discussion of rehearsals. and:.i,nvitatiOns to 'the demcin

stration. 

1. Rehearsal period·s"tare-.Tuesdays at 1 6:30 to 8:30 

p. m., Wednesdays.at 1 .5:30to 6:30p. m., and 

Thursdays at 9:00 to 11:00 ;p'/ :m. ·· 

2. Invitations. 

General announcement to":Physica.1· Education: De

partment. Ask only personal: friends. 

3. Where and how to•;sea.t the audience. 

C. Developed patriotic grand finale which· will include ',all 

the swimmers. 

· . Entrance: ·· 4: groups consisting 

o:f 4 girls each~ Groups '1 and. 3 on 

the west side o:f pool. Groups 2 and 

3E ~-_-: ~ ~ -.. -. --_ ~ -_·_, ;1, 4 on east side O:f• ,·po01 r . Erite!' water 

with foot first jump: arid. swim· breast· 

- - -') ..... ________ __. 
~t 
~j 

stroke to place. (First girls of 

each group jump,in on fitift ·beat of 

tom-tom; second girl in each group 

jumps -in on the ·second ·beat ,of the -' -. 

tom;.;.tom,· etc. 4 · count·s between ·each 
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two jumps. Form straight lines hori

zontally and vertically. Pause 4 

counts for all to get into position 

and ready to form flag.) 

1. Flag formation: Line 1 is 

red; line 2 is white; line 3 -- fir·st 

2 are red, last 2 are blue; line 4 

first 2 are blue, last 2 are red. 

Number of beats for floating: 

1 -- turn and face direction: red 

stripes face west wall; white face 

north wall; blue face toward center 

of square 4. 

2 -- go into float. Red: first 

girl in each red stripe bends from 

waist while others face float, steady

ing themselves by grasping feet of 

one in front. 

Whites -- squat down in water and 

stretch arms straight out from shoul

der along top of water. 

Blues face float to center of 

square of 4. 

Hold float for J2 counts. Pause 

4 counts to resume position. Lines 
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1 and 2 face west wall. Lines 3 and 

4 :face east. 

3. Swimming :formations for hori

zontal lines: 

A. Lines 1 and 3: swim 26 

crawl strokes around lines 2 and 4, 

respectively, and return to regular 

position. (Number 1 of group 3 starts 

with 2 crawl strokes forward, makes 

square turn to Land continues around 

line 4. Number 4 of group l starts 

with 2 crawl strokes forward, makes 

square turn to Rand continues around 

line 2.) 

While others swim, lines 2 and 4 

bend at waist with arms overhead and 

:face in the water. Hold position in 

water 6 counts, raise up with hands 

overhead and turn to R shoulder and 

face in opposite direction on 7th 

count. Repeat 3 times, making change 

on 7th, 14th, 21st and 25 counts. 

B. Lines 2 and 4 repeat 

swim.ming sequence. Lines 1 and 3 make 

direction changes in places. 
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4. Swimming formation for vertical lines: 
,,/. 

A. Pause 4 counts to face partners. Line,s 1 .and 

2 face each other. Lines 3 and 4.face each 
. . . . . 

other. 

B. Lines 1 and 3 surface dive and cfome up where 

lines 2 and 4 were. 4 counts to·;.~urf'ace •:,, · 

dive (must twist under water and come up fac

ing partner). Lines 2 and 4 do ·a prone 

glide over the lines 1 and 3 arid stop whe~e 

lines 1 and 3 were. 4 counts rdr'· thi~ 1 change 

of places. 
', 

c. Repeat with lines 2 and 4 surface diving as 1 and 3 

prone glide back to original places. 8 counts. 

D. Repeat Band C. Use 16 counts. 

E. Pause 4 counts so that all can face south and move closer 

together, catching hold of hands, with arms outstretched. 

5. Raft formation: number of beats for changes: 

a. First beat line 1 horizontal goes into 

back floating position. 

Second beat -- line 2 follows line 1. 

Third beat -- line 3 follows line 2. 

Fourth beat -- line 4 follows line 3. 

(Horizontal lines 2, 3 and 4 slip feet under arm 

pits of one in front of them to connect raft. 

Line 1 kicks feet in unison and girls on the edge 

of raft scull with free arm. Use 32 counts.) 
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b. )After.moving halfway down pool, 

raft breaks in same way as it 

· -.,. was~•formed with line 1 flip

ping over t,o J>I'Olle j>OSition., 

·then I:tnes 2, 3;and 4 in 

succes~ion.' 
f'./, ' 

6. Exit: with' breast ,,;trbk~s in 
·1,, 

straight horizontiLa.n'.d:' vertical 

lines, the ·4th group''taking 2 

breast strokes be'f'ore the 3rd 
,, 

group, etc. 

\, ,:, 

,,i ·,, , ' 
., ;,., 



AQUATICS CLUB REPORT 

May 7, 1945 

22 members 
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The meeting had to be postponed to a later hour be

cause of another activity of the Department of Physical Edu

cation which involved many of the Aquatic Club members/ 

Most of the members were even thirty minutes later'than the 

time set. While waiting for these members, the other prac-
} 

ticed on individual roµtines with and without the music. 

There were four swimmers present from the Fall Sextet, and 

three present from the Spring Sextet. They reviewed the 

sequence of the patterns and practiced on all transitions. 

The swimmer who will do the only solo routine rehearsed her 

routine with the music several times and practiced on the 

dolphin stunt. 

When all of the members finally assembled, they. 
' ',•' 

had a short warm-up period which consisted of concsntrated 

practice on the waltz crawl, in groups of four. It was .found 

that the girls have various ways of doing the waltz ,crawl. 

Some take three strokes and turn on the fourth, wh;le, others 

take two strokes and turn on the third. Tb.is factor w:as 
' \ l- •• ·, 

pointed out to them, and on the second trial there was more 

uniformity of stroking within each group of four. 

The group was assembled at one corner of the pool 

to discuss the possibilities of an invited audience for the 
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demonstration Friday night, May 11th. They decided to is

sue a general invitation to the whole department of physical 

education and to any friends of the swimmers. The size of 

the audience had to be considered because ofthe problem of 

space for seating a large number of people. 

The rehearsal schedule was read to the members so 

that they might have time to make necessary arrangements 

concerning working and studying. Later permission will 

be secured for the swimme~s so that there may be dress re

hearsal on Thursday night, from 9:00 to 11:00 p. m. 

While the group was together, the routine for the 

grand finale was ~xplained, and suggestions far improvement 

were invited. The routine had been planned for 12 or 20 

but they had 16 swimmers, so they divided into four groups 

of four each and proceeded as planned, making adaptations 

where necessary. The entrance was changed from diving to a 

foot-first jump. The whole formation was swung around to 

face the south instead of the west. 

The group worked hard and diligently to learn and 

perfect this routine, and as a result, they received much 

pleasure and satisfaction. They learned this routine much 

more quickly than any of the previous ones, and it was one 

of the hardest attempted. The meeting came to an end at 

9:30 p. m., but all were confident that the routine for 

the grand finale was well established. 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COMPOSITION OF THE AQUATICS CLUB MEMBERS 

NAlViE OF THE JUDGE 

GROUP : NO. IN THE GROUP ----------- ----------
LOCATION SCHOOL ---------------
DATE ------------

Very Poor Good Very Excel-
Poor Good lent 

Characteristic Low Med. Hign Score 
5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 

Value of 1 2 3 4 5 
Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE: 

1. Projects a definite feel-
ing or mood, as gay, serious, 
eccentric. military. etc. 

,. 
2. Introduces various dy-
namic, percussive or SUS-
tained movements, pull ,._, 

against some force, relaxa-
tion. contraction. 

3. Uses modified strokes 
i 

or 
stylized movements, like ' ,., •• < • 

those of a fish, skating 
movements. etc. 

,, ,_' ' . ·- . .. 
4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same directipns; have ex-
pressions on the face, as 
happy. dead pan, etc. 

5. Uses unlimited combina- ; 

tions of body movements and 
rejects no line, shape, or i 

' 
distortion that serves to ex-

,, "'' >•.s•e 
.. ,, .. , • e 

press a purpose. 

6. Uses simplicity of design; . . ~-
has smooth, clean-cut lines 
or movements. 

I score· '""' 
. ,,,.,. 

Average 
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NAME OF THE JUDGE ---------------------------
GROUP NO. IN THE GROUP --------------- ----------
LOCATION SCHOOL 

DATE ---------------

Characteristic 

II. COMPOSITION: 

Value of 
Scores 

1. Has entrance and exit as a 
part of the routine, not just 
tacked on. 

2. Uses auditory and visual 
patterns. 

3. Has continuity; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
shallow end. 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea expressed in the tempo, for
mations, and various modified 
strokes. 

5. Has transition from pattern tc 
pattern smooth and natural. 

6. Uses a variety of transitions 
like treading, sculling, surface 
diving, underwater swimming. etc. 

7. Uses a variety of ·stunts such 
as partner, individual end group, 
tandem swimming, submarine, kip, 
iolphin wheel. etc. 

3. Has a definite dance form suet 
9,s ABA, or ABCA. 

---------------

very 
Poor Poor 
Low 

5% 
l 
F 

2 
D 

Good 
Meo.. 

50% 
3 
C 

very .l:!;Xce.L
Good lent 

High 
20% 5% 

4·1 ',,' 5 
B A 

,,, "' ' 

Average II score 

Score ·, 
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NAME OF THE JUDGE --------------------------
GROUP NO. IN THE GROUP --------------- ---------
LOCATION SCHOOL --------------
DATE ---------------

Very 
Poor Good 

Very Excel-
Poor Go.od lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 
5% 20% 50% 20'% 5% ', 

I 

Value of 1 2 3 4 ., J5 
Scores F D C B A 

III. USE OF ACCOMPANIMENT 
, .. 

·, 

1. Has measures of music counted ' 
out and adapted to the various 
patterns and formations. 

2. Has transitions of patterns ( 

occurring at the end of the mu-
sical phrases. 

.. 
3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical phrases. 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: ' ·, 
slow. moderate. fast. 

5. Has movements agreeing with '·, 
,, • t 

rnood of' music such as gliding I ' 

strokes with legato, choppy 
r-ough strokes with staccato, " ,,, 

etc. 
.. ··' 

.. ' "a, 

3. Has strokes in rhythm with ' 

t;he music, the accents of the 
3trokes agreeing with the 

.. ',f :, ./ . 
mu- :., .·' . ' 

:deal accents. 

Average III score 
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ENTRY FORM 

GROUP ---------Winter MEET HELD AT T. I:f. c·. W. ----------,------'-----
NO. IN GROUP 8 ----- DATE ____ A_p~r~i=l_..;;.3~0.,...;·1_·9~· 4~5~-··_··_·_· __ _ 

Comp:. l.relimi- Final 
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary Award 

Opt. .-Award 
'·\~ 

f ;_' 

1. Crawl Comp. . . 

2. Waltz crawl 18 X 1.2 Opt. 3 3.6 

3. Floating Wheel with side st. 1 Opt. 4 ' 4 
. . 

It1loating Opt 
,,,,, 

4. circle with legs spread 1 :',;: 5 5 
·' 

:,,i .. 
5. Front somersault 1.2 Comp. ·-· 5 6 

' 
6. Skater's position 1 Opt. 5 ' 5 

) : 

7. Dolphin, joined hands 1.2 Comp. 4 : 4.8 
•·· 

! 
2, .:, ,:·,, 

8. Surface dive, joined hands Opt. ,. .. ... 

9. Grand R and L, side stroke 1.1 Comp. 4 ,· 4.4 

10. Crawl Opt. 

Award for Style 2.83 7 / 32.8 
4.7 

Award for Composition 3.12 
Total: 9.11/4.7 = 13.81 

Award !for Use of Accompaniment 3.16 

Signature of Judge ____ D_._M_o_h_r _____ _ 

Signature of Clerk. ____ c.:..•:;__,;S.:..h...;r;...;a;.;..;d;.;..;e;.;..r ____ _ 
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ENTRY FORM 

GROUP ____ S.._p.;:_r..;;.i.;;;_;n;.,_g.___ ____ _ MEET HELD AT T. ·s. c~ w~ _____ ___;;,...;._,_...;;. __ 
NO. IN GROUP 10 --------- DATE ___ ~Ap~r_i_l;;;:_3~0.;...L.-,~1~9~4~5~·-.. __ ___ 

Comp. Prelini- Final 
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary Award 

Opt. Award 

1. Breast strokes 1.1 Comp. 4 'I 4.4 

2. 6 overarm side strokes 1.1 Comp. I 2 2.2 

3. Repeat 

4. Submarine 1.4 Comp. 3 4.2 

5. Leg roll 4X and 4 breast strokes 2.2 Opt. 2 4.4 

6. Face float into center 

7. Back float and top 

8. Tandem crawl 

Award for style 

Award for Composition 

Award for Use of Accom-

spin 

3.16 

3.26 

paniment 2.83 

Signature of Judge D. Mohr 

Signature of Clerk C. Sbl~ader 

1.2 Comp. 

1.1 Opt. 

1.2 Opt. 

3 

4 

2 

4.2 

.• ·4.4 

2.4 
' ' 

7 / 26.2 
... 3. 8 

Total: 9.25 - 3.8 = 13.05 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COMPOSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS'CLUB:lvfEMBERS 
;, ,' ,; > 

NAlVrE OF THE JUDGE _______ Dr---:.'---D_o_ro...;._t....;h..w.y-=M;.;..oh;;;;;r;;.__ ____ ....;·---· ___ _ 
,_ 

GROUP Winter --------------- NO. IN THE GROUP ·a< 

LO CAT IO N ___ I_n_d....;o_o_r ____ p_o_o~l;.._ __ _ SCHOOL T. S. C. W. _ ___ __,;;..._:;:...;...._.=..;.._.:,.;._ __ ;___ __ 

DATE ___ A_p_r_i_l ____ 3_0~,_1_9_4_5 ___ _ 

DIRECTIONS: The rating scale for judging the quality of the water 
routines has been divided into three main headings:: Style, Composi
tion, and Use of Accompaniment. Under each heading. there are sever
al criteria or standards for satisfactory or ideal water routines. 

1. Judge only from observed performance. 
2. Check opposite the item on which the group is to be rated 

in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, 
or excellent. 

3. Enter the value of each check in the score column. 
4. At the end of each division, total the number of checks and 

scores. Divide the total scores by the number of items rated 
under each heading and place the quotient in the average 
score column. 

5. Place the average score of each main heading iri the prpper· 
column in the Summary. Total this column for the final 
score. 

MAIN HEADINGS: Average sc·ore, 
I. Style ...........•..•.....•................ ~.•,. .. •:··•··•, .,2.~~~ 

II. Composition.................................. 3.1·2 
III. Use of Accompaniment ••••••••••••••.• ·••.~··,·'.·-· "3_.1.6,\ ..... 

Total •••••• 9.11 

Very Poor Good Very Excel-
Poor Good lent 

" 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score _____ 5% 20% 50% 20% 516 
Value of l: 2 3 4 5 

Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE: 

1. Projects a definite feeling 
"' or mood, as gay, serious, ec- I 

centric, military, etc .. ........ X 3 



Characteristic 
Value of 

Scores 

2. Introduces various dynamic, 
percussive, or sustained move
ments, pull against some force, 
relaxation, contraction ••••••••• 

3. Uses modified strokes or 
stylized movements, like those 
of a fish, skating movements, 
etc . ........................... . 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same direction; have expressions 
on the face, as happy, dead pan, 
et C. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5. Uses unlimited combinations 
of body movement and rejects no 
line, shape, or distortion that 
serves to express a purpose ••••• 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
smooth, clean-cut lines of 
movements . .•.•.•.............. • ·. 

II. CON~OSITION: 

1. Has entrance and exit as a 
part of the routine, not just 
tacked on •••••••••••••.•••••• ~ •• 

2. Use of auditory and visual 
pat terns . ...................... . 

3. Has continuity; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
the shallow end ••••••••••••••••• 

Very Poor 
Poor 
Low 

5% 20% 
l 2 
F D 

X 

' 

Good Very Excel
Good lent 

Med. High 
50% 20% · 5% 

3 4 ·5 
··C B ,A 

X 

X 

Average I score 

X 

X 

X 

"'223 

Score 

2 

3 

3 

,2 .. 

4 

17 
2.83 

3 

2 

3 



Characteristic 
Value of 

Scores 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea expressed in the tempo,· 
formations, and various modi-
fied strokes •.••••••....•••••••• 

5. Has transition from pattern 
to pattern f:lmooth and natural .••. 

6. Uses a variety of transitions 
like treading, sculling, surface 
diving, underwater swimming, etc. 

7. Uses a variety of stunts such 
as partner, individual and group 
tandem swinm1ing, submarine, kip, 
dolphin wheel, etc .••••.•....... 

8. Has a definite dance form. 
such as ABA. or ABCA ..•.•......• 

III. USE OF ACCOIVJPANIIVJENT 

1. Has measures of Im.lSic counted 
out and adapted to the various 
patterns and formations ••.•••••• 

2. Has transitions of patterns 
occurring at the end of the rrm-
sical phrases .................. . 

3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical phrases .•...•..•.•...••••• 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow, moderate, fast .••••.•.•.•• 

Very 
Poor 
Low 

5% 
l 
F 

224 

Poor 

2 
D 

X 

Very Excel:
Good Good • lent · 
Med. High 

50% 20% . 5% . 
3 4 5 
C B A' 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Average II score 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Score 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 
25 

3.12 

4 

3 

3 

2 
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.•, >· . ., 

Very 
Poor Good 

Very Excel-
Poor Good lent . '' 

Characteristic Low Med. High . Score 
5% 20% 50% 20% '' 5% 

Value of' l 2 3 4 ,.5 
Scores F D C B A 

5. Has movements agreeing with 
mood of music such as gliding 
strokes with legato, choppy ,, 

rough strokes with stacatto, 
'. 

etc . ............................ X 4 

6. Has s:;rokes in rhythm with the 
'; 

music: the accents of the ,, 

strokes agreeing with the mu-
sical accents ...... ............. X 3 

19 
Avera~e III score 3.16 · 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COMPOSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS CLUB MElVlBERS;, 
• , . , , .. , . ."r, ·~· .. 

NAl'vlE OF THE JUDGE Dr. Dorothy Mohr 

GROUP Spring NO~ IN GROUP 10 ________ __,,________ -------------
LOCATION Indoor pool SCHOOL ____ ....;T....;•....;·_S....;•___,;c_._w_. ___ _ 

DATE ___ ~A~p_r_i_1_3_0_,-__ 1_94_5 ___ _ 

DIRECTIONS: The rating scale for judging the quality of the 'water 
routines has been divided into three main headings:' S,tyle, Composi
tion, and Use of Accompaniment. Under each heading th~re are several 
criteria or standards for satisfactory or ideal wate.r. routine. 

1. Judge only from observed performance. · _ 
2. Check opposite the item on which the group is tp be rated 

in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, or 
excellent. 

3. Enter the value of each check in the score column. 
4. At the end of each division, total the number of check;s 

and scores. Divide the total scores by the number of items 
rated under each heading a.nd place the quotient in the aver-
age score column. ., 

5. Place the average score of each main heading in the proper 
column in the summary. Total this column for the final score. 

' .MAIN HEADINGS: Average s:core, 
' . 

I. Style .......•..................... e........ .. . . . . 3.;16 
II. Oom.posi tion .•.. ............................. _.. . • 3. 26 

III. Use of Accompaniment ••••••••••••••••••• -••••.••••• 2.83 

comments: 

Very Good 
Very :Excel-

" Poor Poor Good .. • lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 
5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 

Value of l 2 3 4 5 
Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE 

1. Projects a definite feeling 
,-, 

or mood, as gay, serious, ecoen-
2 tric, military, etc . ............ X 



Characteristic 
Value o:f 

Scores 

2. Introduces various dynamics, 
percussive or sustained move
ments, pull against some :force, 
relaxation, contraction ••••••••• 

3. Uses modified strokes or 
stylized movements, like those 
of a fish, skating movements, 
etc . ....................... • • • • • 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same directions; have expres
sions on the face, as happy, 
dead pan, etc ••••••••••••••••••• 

5. Uses unlimited combinations 
of body movement and rejects no 
line, shape, or distortion that 
serves to express a purpose ••••• 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
smooth clean-cut lines of move-
ments . ......................... . 

II. COlVJPOSITION 

1. Has•entrance and exit as a 
part of the routine, not just 
tacked on ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2. Use of auditory and visual 
patterns ......... .............. . 

3. Has continu:it y; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
shallow end . ................... . 

Very 
Poor Poor 

Lo5.! 
17o 20% 

l. 2 
F D 

X 

Very 
Good Poor 
Med. 

50% 
3 
C 

X 

X 

X 

20% 
4 
B 

X 

X 

Excel
lent 
High 

5% 
5 
A 

Average I score 

X 

X 

227··• 

Score 

3 

4 

3 

3 
--~-

., 
, , 
''" 

4 

l.9 
3.16 

; 4 

2 

' 
' 

3 



Classification 
Value of 

Scores 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea eocpressed inthe tempo, 
formations, and various modi-
fied strokes ••••••••••••••.••••• 

5. Has transition from pattern 
to pattern smooth and natural ••• 

6. Uses a variety of transitions 
like treading, sculling, surface 
diving, underwater swimming, etc. 

7. Uses a variety of stunts suer 
as partner, individual and group 
tandem swimming, submarine, kip, 
dolphin wheel, etc ••• .- •••••••••• 

8. Has a definite dance form 
such as ABA, or ABCA ••••••...•.• 

III. USE OF ACCOMPANIMENT 

1. Has measures of music counted 
aut and adapted to the various 
patterns and formations ••••••••• 

2. Has transitions of patterns 
occurring at the end of the 
musical phrases ••••••••••••••••• 

3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical phrases ••••••••••••••••••• 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow, moderate, fast .••••••••••• 

5. Has movements agreeing with 
mood of music such as gliding 
strokes with legato, choppy 
rough strokes with stacatto, 
etc . ........................... . 

Very Good V~r,y E:x;Q~l:'."'.. 
Poor Poor Good ·lent:. 
Low. Med. '· _. :·._: · High 
···.5% · 20"---+'.!6_5...,,,.:0%'--o --i--·2;;...,0~1%-+----',...,;.'5:...;...%:.-.-' 
L; · 2 3 4' - 5 '-

. ·• F D C B : .. A' .. 

X : 
; 

" ;· I• 

x· 

X 

X 

X 

Average II score 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

228 

Score 

2 

4 

4 

4 

3 

26 
3.26 

4 

3 

2 

2 

3 
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Very 
Poor Good 

very Excel-
Poor Good · 1ertt I 

Characteristic Low Med. Fast Score 
5% 20% 50% 20% .· 5% 

Value of 1 2 3 4 5 
Scores F D C B A 

6. Has strokes in rhythm with 
the music: the accents of 
the strokes agreeing with 
the musical accents •••••••••• X 3 

.. 

17 
Average III 

.. 
2.83 score 
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ENTRY FORM 
., ' .. ( 

GROUP Winter ____ =._..;;..;;;._ _____ _ MEET HELD AT T. S. C. W. _ _ __;__.;__~---~--
NO. IN GROUP ---------8 DATE_;,_, __ ~A=p~r_i_l~-=3~0 =, _1~9~_, 4~5~· -'-'-----

No. Name of Stunt Diff. 
•, 

1. Crawl 
" 

2. Waltz crawl 18 X ·, 1.2 

3. Floating wheel with side st. · 1-' 

4. Floating circle with legs spread 1 

5. Front somersault 1.2 

6. Skater's posit ion ,,·,; _,: 1 

7. Dolphin, joined hands 1.2 

8. Surface dive, joined hands 
' 

9. Grand R and L, side stroke 1.1 
} 

~ ,.,, " ... ... 
10. Crawl 

Comp. 
or 

Opt •. 
;~ < 

. 

Comp: 
Opt. 

' 
Opt. 

Opt. 

Comp) 

Opt. 

Opt~-

Opt. 

Comp •. 
' 

Opt~. 

Prelimi- Final 
nary Award 

Award 

.· 

~i 
. •, 

2 2.4 

4 4 

4 4 

3 3.6 

3 3 ,, 
: .. 3 3.6 

1, 

.. 

·3 3.3 
• y ,~ ' • ,. *·>• ' .,. 

-, ,·, 

7 / 23.9 
. ( 3. 4 

Award for Style 

Awa.rd for Composition 

2·.66· 

2.88 
Total: 7.45 / 3.4 = 10.94 

Award for Use of Aecompaniment2.oo 

Signature of Judge __ N--'-._B_a_r_t_l_e_t_t_ . .;;;_......,. 

Signatureof Clerk ___ c_._Sh_r_ad_er ___ _ 
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' < • ' ~ ' ' - ' 

ENTRY FORM 

GROUP ___ ~S~p~r~izn~s~•------- ,, ·" : MEET ,, HELD AT T ~- S. C. W. ------'--------
NO. IN GROUP 10 ------------

No. Name of' Stunt 

1. 12 breast strokes 

2. 6 overarm side strokes 

3. Repeat . ' 

·'-<' 

4. Submarine ',, 
i 

5. Leg roll 4X and 4 breast strokes 

6. Face float into center 

7. Back float and top spin 

8. Tandem crawl 

Award for Style 

Award for Composition 

'· 
--~ r 

' . 

3.33 

3.22 

Awa.rd for Use of Accompaniment 3. 66 

., 

' 

. .:DATE ___ A_.I?.._r_i_l_· _3_0__.,'---1_9_4_5 __ _ 

Comp. 
Dff.f. of 

Opt.• .. 

1.1 Comp. 

1.1 Comp. 

" ., . 

'· 1".4 Comp. 
f 

2.2 Op'!;. 
J. ·\ . " 

·• "., 

.. 1.2,, · Comp·~ 

1.1 Opt. 
'. 

' 
1.2 Opt. 

. . 

Prelimi- Final 
nary Award 

Award 

3 3.3· 

3 3.3 

3 4.2 

3 6.6 
I.~· ,,. ,. ' 

3 

3 

3 

I I '· 3.6 

3.3 

3.6 

r( I 27.9 
3.5 

Total: 10.21 f 3.5 = 13.71 

Signature of Judge ___ N~._B_a_r_t_le_t._t_ .. _ ... _ ... __ 

Signature of Clerk C. Shrader 
__ ..;...;. _____________ _ 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COMPOSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS CLUB MEMBERS 

NAME OF THE JUDGE Miss Natalie Bartlett _________ :_,;;;.;..:.;...c;..;..;.;;;;;.;;;;_;~;..::;;;;;~;:;..;..;;_;:;_ _______ _.:,.__;_,:_ 

GROUP ______ S~p~r~i~n~g.,_ ______ _ NO. IN GROUP -----,--------16 

LOCATION ___ ~I_n~d~o_o~r_.....p_o_o_l ___ _ SCHOOL T. s • . d. W. -----,-__;;;..;._..;;;..;;~;_.:___;;__ __ _ 
DATE ____ A_p~r_i~l_3~0_,._1_9_4_5 __ _ 

DIRECTIONS: The rating scale for judging the quality of the water 
routines has been divided into three ma.in headings: Style, Com
position, and Use of Accompaniment. Under. ea.ch heading there are 
several criteria or standards for satisfactory or ideal water rou
tines. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

Judge only from observed performance. 
Check opposite the item on which the group is to be rated 
in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, 
or excellent. 
Enter the value of each check in the score column. 
At the end of each division, total the number of checks and 
scores. Divide the total scores by the number of items 
rated under each heading and place the quotient in the 
average score column. 
Place the average score of each main heading in the proper 
column in the sunnnary. Total this column for the final 
score. 

MAIN HEADINGS: Aver$.ge Score 

I. Style ........................... •;• .......... 3.33 
II. Composition ...................•....... : ...... ,. 3 .. ~2 

III. Use of Accompaniment .••••.• / •••.••••..•.•.•• 3.66 

Total. •...•..• 10. 21 

Comments: 

Very Very Excel-
Poor Poor Good Good lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 5% 20% 50%. 20%' 5% 
Value of 1 ,2 3 4 5 

Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE: 

1. Projects a definite feeling 
or mood, as gay, serious, ec-

4 
centric, military, etc . ......... X 



Characteristic 
Value of 

Scores 

2. Introduces various dynamic, 
percussive or sustained move
ments, pull against some force, 
relaxation, contraction ••••••••• 

3. Uses modified strokes or 
stylized movements, like those 
of a fish, skating movements, 
etc . ........................... . 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same directions; have expres
sions on the face, as happy, 
dead pan, etc . ................. . 

5. Uses unlimited combinations 
of body movement and rejects 
no line, shape, or distortion 
that serves to express a pur-
pose • ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
smooth, clean-cut lines of 
movements . ..................... . 

II. COMPOSITION: 

1. Has entrance and exit as a 
part of the ruotine, not just 
tacked on ...................... . 

2. Use of auditory and visual 
patterns •••••••••••••.••.••••..• 

3. Has continuity; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
the shallow end ••••.••••.••••.•• 

Very 
Poor 

1 
F 

Poor Good 

2 
D 

Med.. 
50% 

3 
C 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Very Excel
Good lent 

High 
20% 5% 

4 5 
B A 

X 

Average I score 

X 

X 

X 

233 

Score 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

20 
3.33 

4 

3 

4 



Characteristic 
Value of' 

Scores 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea expressed in the tempo, 
formations, and various modi-
fied strokes •••.•••••••••..••••• 

5. Has transition from pattern 
to pattern smooth and natural ••• 

6. Uses a variety of transi
tions like treading, sculling, 
surface diving, underwater swim-
ming, etc . ..................... . 

7. Uses a vs.riety of stunts 
such as partner, individual and 
group tandem swimming, submarine, 
kip, dolphin wheel, etc •••••.•.• 

8. Has a definite dance form 
such as ABA, or ABCA •.••.....•.• 

III. USE OF ACCOMPANIMENT 

1. Has measures of nrosic counted 
out and adapted to the various 
patterns and formations .•....•••• 

2. Has transitions of patterns 
occurring at the end of the mu-
sical phrases .. ................. . 

3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical ph:rases ................... . 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow, moderate, fast ••...•......• 

Very 
Poor Poor 
Tow 

5~ 20% 
1 2 
F D 

Very 
Good Good 
Med. 

50% 
3 
C 

X 

X 

4 
B 

X 

X 

234 

Excel
lent 
High 

5% 
5 
A 

Average II score 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Score 

1 

4 

4 

3 

25 
3.22 

4 

4 

4 

2 
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Very 
Poor Good 

Very Excel-
Poor Good lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 
5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 

Value of l 2 3 4 5 
Score. s F D C B A 

5. Has movements agreeing with 
mood of TllllSiC such as gliding 
strokes with legato, choppy 
rough strokes with stacatto, 
etc ........ \··••-•·······•······•• X 4 

6. Has strokes in rhythm with 
the nm.sic; the accents of the 
strokes agreeing with the 
Tlll.lsical accents ••••••••.•••••••• X 4 

22 
Average III score 3.66 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COJMPOSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS CLUB MEMBERS 

NA.ME OF THE JUDGE Miss Natalie Bartlett -------------------------
GROUP _____ W_i_n_t_e_r ______ _ NO. IN THE GROUP ---------8 

LOCATION ____ In_d_o_o_r___.p~o_o_l ___ _ SCHOOL T. S. C. W. --------------
DATE ___ A~p~r_i_1_3_0~,:......;..1_9_4_5 ___ _ 

DIRECTIONS: The rating scale for judging the quality of the water 
routines has been divided into three main headings: Style, Com
position, and Use of Accompaniment. Under each heading there 
are several criteria or standards for satisfactory or ideal water 
routine. 

1. Judge only from observed performance. 
2. Check opposite the item on which the group is to be rated 

in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, 
or excellent. 

3. Enter the value of each check in the score score colunm. 
4. At the end of each division, total the number of checks 

and scores. Divide the total scores by the number of 
items rated under each heading and place the quotient in 
the average score column. 

5. Place the average score of each main heading in the proper 
colmnn in. the Summary. Total this column for the final 
score. 

MAIN HEADINGS: Average Score 

I. Style ........................................ 2.66 
II. Composition .................................. 2.88 

III. Use of Accompaniment ••••••••••..•••.••••..••• 2.00 

Total •••••.•• 7.45 

Comments: 

Very Poor Good 
Very Excel-

Poor Good lent 
Characteristic Low Med. High Score 5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 

Value of 1 2 3 4 5 
Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE: 

1. Projects a definite feeling 
or mood, as gay, serious, ec-
centric, military, etc . ......... X 3 



Characteristics 

Value of 
Scores 

2. Introduces various dynamics, 
percussive or sustained move
ments, pull against some force, 
relaxation, contraction ••••••••. 

3. Uses modified strokes or 
stylized movements, like those 
of a fish, skating movements, 
etc . ........................... . 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same directions; have expres
sions on the face, as happy, 
dead pan, etc •••••••••••.••••••• 

5. Uses unlimited combinations 
of body movement and rejects no 
line, shape, or distortion that 
serves to express a purpose ••••• 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
smooth, clean-cut lines of 
movements . ..................... . 

II. COlWOSITION: 

1. Has entrance and exit as a 
part of the routine, not just 
tacked on ... ................... . 

2. Use of auditory and visual 
pat terns . ...................... . 

3. Has continuity; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
the shallow end •••.••.....••.••• 

H? 

Very 
Foor 
Low 

5% 
l 
F 

I'. ' ii 

Poor 

20% 
2 
D 

X 

X 

Good 
Med. 
50% 

3 
C 

X 

X 

X 

Very .J:£xcel
Good lent 

4 
B 

Hign 
5% 
5 
A 

Average I score 

X 

X 

X 

;;;; ™''*'"* 
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Score 

3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

16 
2.66 

2 

3 

4 

iiiHH& 



Characteristic 

Value of 
Score 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea expressed inthe tempo, 
formations, and various modi-
fied strokes .••••••••••••••••.•• 

5. Has transition from pattern 
to pattern smooth and natural .•• 

6. Uses a variety of transitions 
like treading, sculling, surface 
diving, underwater swim.ming, etc. 

7. Uses a variety of stunts such 
as partner, individual and group 
tandem swimming, submarine, kip, 
dolphin wheel, etc .••..•••...•.. 

8. Has a definite dance form 
such as ABA, or ABCA ••.••.....•• 

III. USE OF ACCOMPANIMENT: 

1. Has measures of nru.sic counted 
out and adapted to the various 
patterns and formations ..••••••• 

2. Has transitions of patterns 
occurring at the end of the mu-
sical phrases •••..•.....•••••••• 

3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical phrases •••••..•••...•..•.• 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow, moderate, fast ••.•.......• 

!L 

Very 
Poor 
Low 

5% 
1 
F 

Poor 

20% 
2 
D 

.x 

Very 
Good Good 
lVIed. 
50% 

3 
C 

.x 

X 

.x 

.x 

4 
B 

Excel
lent 
High 

5% 
5 
A 

Average II score 

X 

X 

X 

X 

238 

Score 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

23 
2.88 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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Very 
Poor Good 

Very Excel-
Poor Good lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 
Value of l 2 3 4 5 

Scores F D C B A 

5. Has movements agreeing with 
mood of music such as gliding 
strokes with legato,choppy 
rough strokes with stacatto, 
etc . .......... • .. • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • X 2 

6. Has strokes in rhythm with 
the music: the accents of the 
strokes agreeing with the mu-
sical accents •.•••••.•••..•••••• X 2 

12 
Average III score 2 
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ENTRY FORM 

GROUP ____ w_·i_n_t_e_r ______ _ MEET HELD AT T. S. C. W. __ ..::;;...;.____;;...;_....;;...:_~--

NO. IN GROUP ----------8 DATE ___ A~p~r~i~l;_:;_3_0~,_1=9~4~-5;:__ __ _ 

Comp. Prelimi- Final 
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary Award 

Opt. Award 

1. Crawl Comp. 

2. Waltz crawl 18 X 1.2 Opt. 3 3.6 

3. Floating wheel with side st. 1 Opt. 4 4 

4. Floating circle with legs spread 1 Opt. 4 4 

5. Front somersault 1.2 Comp. 2 2.4 

6. Skater's position 1 Opt. 3 3 

7. Dolphin, joined hands 1.2 Opt. 2 2.4 

8. Surface dive, joined hands Opt 

9. Grand R and L, side stroke 1.1 Comp. 3 3.3 

10. Crawl Opt. 

Awa.rd for Style 2.66 7 !_ 22.7 
3.28 

Award for Composition 3.66 

Award for use of Accompani- Total: 9.1s / 3.2s = 12.43 
ment 2.83 

Signature of Judge ____ R_._J_o_hn_s_o_n ____ _ 

Signature <:f Cl erk ____ c_._S_hr_a_d_e_r_ 

hMi&iidi&tWJt&:mwww IWIJWI 3 
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ENTRY FORM 

GROUP _____ Sp~r_i_n~g ______ _ lilEET HELD AT T. S. C. W. _______ _;__ 

NO. IN GROUP ----------10 DATE ____ A-p_r_i_l_3_0~,_1_9_4~5 __ _ 

Comp. Prelimi- Final 
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary Award 

Opt. Award 

1. 12 bree.st strokes 1.1 Comp. 2 2.2 

2. 6 overarm side strokes 1.1 Comp. 3 3.3 

3. Repeat 

4. Submarine 1.4 Comp. 2 2.8 

5. Leg roll 4 X and 4 breast strokes 2.2 Opt. 2 4.4 

6. Face float into center 1.2 Comp. 3 4.2 

7. Back float and top spin 1.1 Opt. 3 3.3 

8. Tandem crawl 1.2 Opt. 3 3.6 

Award for Style 2.50 7 !.. 23.8 
3.4 

Award for Composition 3.66 

Award for Use of Accompaniment 2.66 Total: s.s2 I 3.4 = 12.22 

Signature of Judge ___ R_;_•~J~o~hn=s~o~n~, __ _ 

Signature of Clerk ___ c~•~S=h~r~a~d~e~r ___ _ 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER COMPOSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS CLUB N.IEMBERS 

NA.ME OF THE JUDGE Miss Ruth M. Johnson --------------------------
GROUP -------------Winter NO. IN THE GROUP ----------8 

LO CAT IO N ___ I n_d_o_o_r_.p_o_o_l __ _ SCHOOL ---------------T. S. C. W. 

DATE ___ A_p_r_i_1_3_o_,_1_9_4_5 __ _ 

DIRECTIONS: The rating scale for judging the quality of the water 
routines has been divided into three main headings: Style, Com
position, and Use of Accompaniment. Under each heading there are 
several criteria or standards for satisfactory or ideal water 
routines. 

1. Judge only from observed performance. 
2. Check opposite the item on which the group is to be rated 

in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, 
or excellent. 

3. Enter the value of each check in the score column. 
4. At the end of each division, total the number of checks 

and scores. Divide the total scores by the number of 
items rated under each heading and place the quotient in 
the average score column. 

5. Place the average score of each main heading in the proper 
column in the Summary. Total this column for the final 
score. 

IvI.AIN HEADINGS: Average Score 

I. Style. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 66 
II. Coniposition........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 66 

III. Use of Accompaniment •••••••..••.••••.....•••• 2. 83 

Total •••••••... 9.15 

Comments: 

Very 
Good 

Very Excel-
Poor Poor Good lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 
5.% 20.% 50_% 20_% 5.% 

Value of I 2 3 4 5 
Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE 

1. Projects a definite feeling 
or mood, as gay, serious, ec-

3 centric, military, etc . ......... X 



Characteristic 
Value of 

Scores 

2. Introduces various dynamics, 
percussive or sustained move
ments, pull against some force, 
relaxation, contraction .•••..••• 

3. Uses modified strokes or 
stylized movements, like those 
of a fish, skating movements, 
etc . ........................... . 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same directions; have expres
sions on the face, as happy, 
dead pan, etc .................. . 

5. Uses unlimited combina.tions 
of body movement and rejec~s no 
line, shape, or distortimn that 
serves to express a purpose .•.•• 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
smooth, clean-cut lines of 
.:rnovement s . ••••.••••••••••••••••• 

II. C01~0SITION: 

1. Has entrance and exit as a 
part of the routine, not just 
ta.eked on .... .. ~ ................ . 

2. Use of auditory and visual 
patter11s ....................... . 

3. Has continuity; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
the shallow end ••......•.••••••• 

££1& LL 

Very 
Poor 
I.ow 

5% 
1 
F' 

L 

Poor Good 
Very 
Good 

Med. 
20% 50% 20% 

2 3 4 
D C B 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Average I score 

X 

X 

X 

Ji 

Excel-
lent 
High 

5% 
5 
A 

243 

Score 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

16 
2.66 

3 

3 

2 



Characteristics 
Value of 

Scores 

4. Has central· theme or core 
idea expressed in the ten~o, 
formations, and various modi-
fied strokes •.••.•.••••••••.•••• 

5. Has transition from pattern 
to pattern to be smooth and 
natural . .......... ~ ............ . 

6. Uses a variety of transitions 
like treading, sculling, surface 
diving, underwater swimming, etc. 

7. Uses a variety of stunts 
such as partner, individual and 
group tandem swimming, · subms.rine, 
kip, dolphin wheel, etc •.•••.••• 

8. Has a definite dance form 
such as ABA, or ABCA •.••••.....• 

Very Poor Poor 
Low 

5% 20% 
1 2 
F' D 

X 

244 

Good Very Excel-
Good lent 

Med. High Score 
50% 20% 5al .,o 

3 4 5 
C B A 

X 3 

X 3 

2 

X 3 

X 3 

-------------··---- _._ ---L---1---...L---J...----+---,=--22 

III. USE OF ACCOlvlPANIMENT: 

1 •• Has measures of music counted 
out and adapted to the various 
patterna and formations .••..•.•• 

2. Has transitions of patterns 
occurring at the end of the mu-
sical phrases .................. . 

3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical phrases .•••...•.•..•.•..•• 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow, moderate, fast ••••....•••• 

JJJ 

Average II score 3.66 

X 4 

X 2 

X 3 

X 2 

Edi JS -FWMMi&IIA&liiin.iJ JUii 
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Very Poor Good 
Very Excel-

Poor Good lent 
Characteristic Low Med. High Score 5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 

V£tlue of 1 2 3 4 5 
Scores F D C B A 

5. Has movements agreeing with 
mood of music such as gliding 
strokes with legato, choppy 
rough strokes with stacatto, 
etc . ................. • . • . • . • • • • • X 3 

6. Has strokes in rhythm with 
the music: the accents of the 
strokes agreeing with the nru.-
sical accents ••.•..............• X 3 

17 
Average III score 2.83 

HAMMW\iiiiillf $19% ill! lib Ui!C i& 
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RATING SCALE FOR WATER co~~OSITIONS OF THE AQUATICS CLUB MEMBERS 

NA~IB OF THE JUDGE Wdss Ruth M. Johnson ____________ ...;._ ____________ _ 
GROUP ____ Sp._r_in __ g ______ NO. IN THE GROUP ___ l_O _____ _ 

LOCATION Indoor pool SCHOOL T. S. C. W. _____ __.,_______ ----------------
DATE ___ A_p_r_i_1_3_0-, _1_9_4_5 __ _ 

DIRECTIONS: The rating scale for judging the quality of the water 
routines has been divided into three main headings: Style, Com
position, and Use of Accompaniment. Under each heading there are 
several criteria or standards for satlsfactory or ideal water rou
tine. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

Judge only from observed performance. 
Check opposite the item on which the group is to be rated 
in the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, 
or excellent. 
Enter the value of each check in the score column. 
At the end of each division, total the number of checks 
and scores. Divide the total scores by the nwnber of items 
rated under each heading and place the quotient in the av
erage score column. 
Place the average score of each main heading in the proper 
column in the Summary. Total this column for the final 
score. 

NIAIN HEADINGS: Average Score 

I. Style ........................................ 2.50 
II. Composition .................................. 3.66 

III. Use of Accompaniment •.••..••.•••••••••••.••.• 2.66 

Total.. • • • • . . • 8. 82 

Co1mnents: 

Very Very Ex.eel-
Poor Poor Good Good lent 

Characteristic Low Med. High Score 5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 
Value of 1 2 3 4 5 

Scores F D C B A 

I. STYLE: 

1. Projects a definite feeling 
or rnood, as gay, serious, ec-

3 centric, military, etc . ......... X 

Jj L a .a:wa:am:a:u !LEL 



Characteristic 

Value of 
Scores 

2. Introduces various dynamics, 
percussive or sustained move
ments, pull against some force, 
relaxation, contraction .•.•....• 

3. Uses modified strokes or 
stylized movements, like those 
of a fish, skating movements, 
etc ..... •'• ........ •••.•••••••••• 

4. Uses focus, all facing in 
same directions; have expres
sions on the face, as happy, 
dead pan, etc •••.•...........••. 

5. Unlimited combinations of 
body movement and rejects no 
line, shape, or distortion that 
serves to express a purpose ••••. 

6. Uses simplicity of design, 
smooth, clean-cut lines of 
movmen ts . •••••••.•••...••••••••. 

II. COiv'JPOSITION: 

1. Has entrance and exit as a 
pert of the routine, not just 
ta.eked on ... ................... . 

2. Use of auditory and visual 
patterns ....................... . 

3. Has continuity; do not touch 
side of pool, repeat movements, 
stop at the side or stand up in 
the shallow end ...•.......•..•.• 

4. Has central theme or core 
idea expressed in the tempo, 
formations, and various modified 
strokes .......... ••••.•.•.••.• .. 

Very 
Poor 
Low 

5% 
1 
F 

Poor 

20% 
2 
D 

X 

X 

X 

God Very 
0 Good 

Nied. 
50% 
3 
C 

X 

X 

20% 
4 
B 

Excel
lent 
High 

5% 
5 
A 

Average I score 

X 

X 

X 

X 

247 

Score 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

15 
2.5 

3 

3 

3 

3 



Characteristic 

Value of 
Strokes 

5. Has transition from pattern 
to pattern smooth and natural •.• 

6. Uses a variety of transitions 
like treading, sculling, surface 
diving, underwater swimming, etc. 

7. Uses a variety of stunts such 
as partner, individual and group 
tandem swimming, submarine, kip, 
dolphin wheel, etc .••••.••.••••• 

8. Has a definite dance form 
such as ABA, or ABCA ••..•.•....• 

III. USE OF ACCOb~.ANilIBNT: 

1. Has measures of musiccounted 
out and adapted to the various 
patterns and formations •••.•.••• 

2. Has transitions of patterns 
occurring at the end of all 
:rnu.s ical phrases •••.••.••••....•• 

3. Has patterns fitting the mu-
sical phrases .................. . 

4. Uses a variety of tempo: 
slow, moderate, fast •..•...••••. 

5. Has movements agreeing with 
mood of music such as gliding 
strokes with legato, choppy 
rough strokes with stacatto, 
etc . ........................... . 

6. Has strokes in rhythm with 
the music: the accents of the 
strokes agreeing with the mu-
sical accents .••••.•••.••..•.••• 

Very 
Poor Good 

Very Excel-
Poor Good lent 
Low Med. High 

5% 20% 50% 20% 5% 
l 2 3 4 5 
F D C B A 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Average II score 

' 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X , 

Average III score 

248 

Score 

2 

3 

3 

2 

22 
3.66 

3 

3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

16 
2.66 
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IMPROVED ENTRY FORM 

GROUF ____ S~p_r_i_n-g._ ____ _ NlliET HELD AT T. S. C. W. ___ ..;____,;;.__,c...:....__,c __ 

NO. IN GROUP 10 --------- DATE ___ A~p~r~i~l;;._;3~0~,_::;1~9~4~5 __ _ 

Comp. Prelimi- Final 
No. Name of stunt Diff. or nary Award 

Opt. Award 

1. Brea.st strokes 12 X 1.1 Comp. 4 4.4 

2. Overarm side strokes 6 X 1.1 Comp 2 2.2 

3. Repeat 

4. Submarine 1.4 Comp. 3 4.2 

5. Log roll 4 X, 4 breast strokes 2.2 Opt. 2 4.4 

6. Face float into center 1.2 Comp. 3 4.2 

7. Back float and top spin 1.1 Opt. 4 4.4 

8. Tandem crawl 1.2 Opt. 2 2.4 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 6. 2 

Jtvera.ge score. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 8 

Avvard for Style ••.• • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • 3 .16 
Award for Composition ••.•••••••••••....•••• 3.26 
Award for Use of Accompaniment ••••••.•••••• 2.83 
Avvard for Stunts.... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 3. 80 

Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 05 

Signature of Judge ___ ___,;D~•___;;Jvb~h=r:.__ ____ _ 

s igna tur e of Cle rk ___ __;;c..;;•__:::S;;:.;br:.::....:::a::..:d:..:e:..:r ___ _ 

Li1 ¥§&§4§ii&§IIH &Eli& Ni, 
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IMPROVED ENTRY FORM 

MEET HELD AT T. S. C. W. GROUP _____ W_i_n_t_e_r _____ _ ----------
NO. IN GROUP ----------8 DATE ___ A_p_r_i_1_3_0~,_1_9_4_5 ___ _ 

Comp. Prelimi-
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary 

Opt. Award 

1. Crawl Comp. 

2. Waltz crawl 18 X 1.2 Opt. 3 

3. Floating wheel with side strokE 1 Opt. 4 

4. Floating circle with legs 
spread 1 Opt. 5 

5. Front somersault 1.2 Comp. 5 

6. Skater's position 1 Opt. 5 

7. Dolphin, joined hands 1.2 Comp. 4 

8. Surface dive, joined hands Opt. 

9. Grand R and L, side stroke 1.1 Comp. 4 

10. Crawl Opt. 

Tot al ............................................ 

Average score . ................................... 

Award for Style. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2. 83 
Award for Composition .•...••••••••••• 3.12 
Award for Use of Accompaniment ••••••• 3.16 
Award for Stunts ••••••••.•••.•••••••• 4.70 

Total ................... -=-:-:-:-.... 13. 81 

Signature of Judge D. Mohr ---_:;.__;;;::...:..::;:;:_ __ _ 
Signature of Clerk ____ c..;;.•.......;.S.;;.:h;.::;a:....r_·d...:;e..;::r __ 

Fiml 
Award 

3.6 

4 

5 

6 

5 

4.8 

4.4 

32.8 

4.7 
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IIVi.PROVED ENTRY FORM 

GROUP _____ S~p_r_i_n~g..__ ____ _ MEET HELD AT T. S. C • W. _ _________ ...;__ 

10 NO. IN GROUP ---------- DATE ___ A~p_r_i_1_30 __ ,_1_9_4 __ 5 __ _ 

Comp. Prelimi-
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary 

Opt. Award 

1. Breast strokes 12 X 1.1 Comp. 2 

2. Overarm side strokes 6 X 1.1 Comp. 3 

3. Repeat 

4. Submarine 1.4 Comp. 2 

5. Log roll 4 X, 4 breast strokes 2.2 Opt. 2 

6. Face float into center 1.2 Comp. 3 

7. Back float and top spin 1.1 Opt. 3 

8. Tandem crawl 1.2 Opt. 3 

Tot al . ......................................... . 

Average score ... ............................... . 

Award for Style. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2. 50 
Award for Composition ••.•••.•••.•••••.•• 3.66 
Award for use of Accompaniment •••••••••• 2.66 
Award for Stunts .••.•••••..••••••••••••• 3.40 

Total ...................... -=-:-:-:--.... 12.22 

Signature of Judge Ruth Johnson ------_.;......,;;_..;;._ __ 
Signature of Clerk C. Shrader ----------

Final 
Award 

2.2 

3.3 

2.8 

4.4 

4.2 

3.3 

3.6 

23.8 

3.4 
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INJPROVED ENTRY FORM 

GROUP -------------Winter MEET HELD AT T. S. C. W. ----------
NO. IN GROUP ---------8 DATE April 30, 1945 

Comp. Prelimi-
No. Neme of' Stunt Diff'. or nary 

Opt. Award 

1. Crawl Comp. 

2. Waltz crawl 18 X 1.2 Opt. 3 

3. Floating wheel with side stroke 1 Opt. 4 

4. Floating circle with legs 
spread 1 Opt. 4 

5. Front somersault 1.2 Comp. 2 

6. Skater's position 1 Opt. 3 

7. Dolphin, joined hands 1.2 Comp. 2 

8. Surface dive, joined hands Opt. 

9. Grand R and L, side stroke 1.1 Comp. 3 

10. Crawl Opt. 

Tot;al . ..•............•.•....................••. 

Average score . ................................. 

Award f'or Style •••••••...••••••.•••••• 2.66 
Award f'or Composition .•.•••••••••••••• 3.66 
Award f'or Use of Accompaniment .••••••• 2. 83 
Award f'or Stunts •••••••••.• , .•••••.••• 3.28 

Total ............................ 12.43 

Signature of Judge -----------Ruth Johnson 

& i gn a ture of Cler k ___ c_._S_hr_a_d_e_r ___ _ 

Final 
Awa.rd 

3.6 

4 

4 

2.4 

3 

2.4 

3.3 

22.7 

3. 28 
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Ij~ROVED ENTRY FORM 

GROUP: _____ s_pr_i_n~g.____ ___ _ MEET HELD AT __ T...::•__;;s..;.•__;;.,c.;... _w...::•;___ 

NO. IN GROUP ---------- DATE ___ A_p_r_i_1_30_,_,_1_9_4~5~--

Comp. Prelimi- Final 
No. Name of Stunt Diff. or nary Award 

Opt. Award 

1. Breast strokes 12 X 1.1 Comp. 3 3.3 

2. overarm side strokes 6 X 1.1 Comp. 3 3.3 

3. Repeat 

4. Submarine 1.4 Comp. 3 4.2 

5. Log roll 4 X, 4 breast stroke 2.2 Opt. 3 6.6 

6. Face float into center 1.2 Comp. 3 3.6 

7. Back float and top spin 1.1 Opt. 3 3.3 

8. Tandem crawl 1.2 Opt. 3 3.6 

Tot ~~l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27. 90 

Average score .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 5 

Award for Style. • • . • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3. 33 
Award for Composition .••••....•••••.•••• 3.22 
Award for Use of Accompaniment ••••••.••• 3.66 
Award for Stunts •••••••••••..•.••••.•••. 3.50 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 71 

Signature of Judge __ ~N~a~t_a_l_i_e_B_ar_t_l_e_t_t __ 

Signature of Clerk. __ ...:c __ ._S_hr_a_d_e_r ____ _ 
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ITu1PROVED ENTRY FORM 

GROUP Winter NlliET HELD AT T. S. C. W. ____ ...;.,_ ___ _ 
-------------

NO. IN GROUP ----------8 DATE ____ A~p_r_i_l_;.3_0~,_;..1~9_4~5:__ __ 

Comp. Prelimi-
No. Narne of Stunt Diff. or nary 

Opt. Award 

1. Crawl Comp. 

2. Waltz crawl 18 X 1.2 Opt. 2 

3. Floating wheel with side strokE 1 Opt. 4 

4. Floating circle with legs 
spread l Opt. 4 

5. Front somersault 1.2 Compt. 3 

6. Skater's position 1 Opt. 3 

7. Dolphin, joined hands 1.2 Comp. 3 

8. Surface dive, joined hands Opt. 

9. Grand R and L, side stroke 1.1 Comp. 

10. Crawl Opt. 

Tot al . ....................................... . 

Average score . ............................... . 

Award for Style ••.••....••.•...•.•.•.•.. 2.66 
Award for Composition •••••••••.••••.••.• 2.88 
Award for Use of Accompaniment ••••••.••• 2.00 
A·ward for Stunts •••••...••••.•.••••••..• 3.40 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 94 

Signature of Judge ___ N~a_t_a_l_i_e_B_a_r_t_l_e_t_t_ 

Signature of Clerk ___ c_._S_h_r_a._d_e_r ___ _ 

Final 
Award 

2.4 

4 

4 

3.6 

3 

3.6 

3.3 

23.9 

3.4 
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EXPLANATION FOR USE OF TH.E RATING SCALE 

The rating scale for the water compositions has been 

divided into three main headings: Style, Composition, and 

Use of Accompaniment. Under each heading there are several 

criteria for satisfactory water routines. Opposite each 

item on which the group is to be rated, put a check mark in 

the proper column: very poor, poor, good, very good, or 

excellent. A value has been designated for each column: 

very poor 

very good 

l point; poor -- 2 points; good -- 3 points; 

4 points; excellent 5 points. The value 

for each check should be entered in the score column. At 

the end of each division or heading, total the number of 

checks and scores. The clerk and scorekeeper will deter

mine the average score of each heading and also the final 

score. 

There will be two groups to be rated. Each group 

will perform. its routine three times. The first time they 

perform, rate the routine for style, as this element in a 

routine is constant at every trial or performance. During 

the second trial, rate each stunt on the entrance form as 

it is performed, and at the end., rate the composition of the 

routine. (The swimmers usually perform the stunts best on 

the second trial.) The third time the routine is presented, 

rate it for the use of accompaniment, concentrating on how 
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well the swimmers recognized and adapted the musical phrases 

to the patterns within the routine. 

After the first trial performance, the judges should 

give their rating sheet for style to the clerk. The clerk 

will average the scores for each main heading. This should 

be the procedure after each trial; i. e., give the clerk 

the entrance form and the composition rating after the sec

ond trial, and the rating for use of accompaniment after 

the third performance of the routine. 

The following is a very brief overview of the quali-

ties to watch for and to carefully rate: 

STYLE: 

a. Projects a feeling or mood, as gay, serious, etc. 

b. Introduces dynamics, as percussive or sustained 

movement. 

c. Uses focus. 

d. Uses unlimited combination of body movements. 

e. Uses simplicity of design and movements. 

f. Uses modified strokes. 

COMPOSITION: 

a. Has entrance and exit a part of the routine. 

b. Uses auditory and visual patterns. 

c. Has continuity. 

d. Has a central theme. 

e. Has smooth transitions from pattern to pattern. 

j£ 
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f. uses variety of transition. 

g. Uses variety of individual and couple stunts. 

h. Has a definite form as ABA, ABAC, etc. 

USE OF ACCOTu~ANIMENT: 

a. Has music counted out and adapted to the various 

patterns. 

b. Has transitions of patterns occurring at ends 

of phrases. 

c. Uses variety of patterns, that fit the musical 

phrases. 

d. Uses variety of tempo. 

e. Has movements agreeing with mood of music. 

f. Has strokes in rhythm with the music. 

!iii iii H&+iiiiiiiiiiil■±iiiBIEZ ii iii 
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DIFFICULTY bIDLTIPLES FOR COMPETITIVE SYNCHRONIZED 

SWIMMING 

I. STUNTS 

1. Forward a ingle 

a. Foor first dolphin 1.7 points 
b. Walking on hands, deep water 1.5 
c. Layout front flip 1.5 
d. Lobster 1.4 
e. Muskrat 1.4 
f. Bicycle 1.3 
g. Crab 1.3 
h. Scull on face 1.3 
1. Porpoise and dolphin 1.3 
j. Flying porpoise 1.2 
k. Mermaid's prayer 1.2 
1. Front somersault (tuck} 1.1 
m. Porpoise 1.2 
n. Front somersault (pike) 1.2 
o. Log rolling 1.1 
p. Foot first surface dive 1.0 

2. Forward stunts double 

a. Flying porpoise 1.3 
b. Front somersault facing or 

backing 1.2 
c. Monkey roll 1.2 
d. Water spider 1.2 
e. Tug and ship 1.2 
f. Double flip 1.1 
g. Shadow stunting -- counts 

.1 point more than single 
stunt 

3. Backward stunts single 

a. Kip 1.5 
b. Ballet legs 1.5 
c. Submarine 1.4 
d. Torpedo 1.4 
e. Flip turns 1.3 
f. Pendulum 1.3 
g. Flying dolphin 1.2 
h. Dolphin {back somersault 

layout) 1.2 
i. Ba.ck somersault (tuck) 1.1 
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4. Backward stunts double 

a. Plank 1.4 
b. Flying dolphin 1.3 
c. Tandem dolphin -- .1 addi-

tional point per person 
involved 

d. Back somersault facing or 
backing 1.2 

5. Wheels 

a. Penwheel (2 people closed)l.2 
b. Triple wheel (3 people 

closed) 1.3 
Add .1 point per per-
son involved 

6. Twisting stunts 

a. Layout front flip, full 
twist 2.0 

b. Poot first dolphin, 
full twist 2.0 

c. Kip, full twi~t 1.7 
d. Foot first dolphin, 

½ twist 1.6 
e. Layout front flip, 

½ twist 1.6 
f. Front somersault, full 

twist 1.5 
g. Kip,½ twist 1.5 
h. Dolphin, half twist 1.4 
i. Spiral porpoise 1.4 
j. Figure eight 1. 3 
k. Side porpoise 1.2 
1. Tub 1.1 

II. STROKES 

1. Tandem strokes 

a. Crawl 1.2 
b. Crawl, one hand joined 1.2 
c. Breast strokes 1.1 
d. Back 1.1 
e. Side stroke 1.1 
f. Medley strokes 1 1 • Add one point per 

person involved 
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2. Stunt strokes 

3. 

4. 

a. Reverse breast strokes 1.3 
b. Corkscrew side strokes 1.3 
c. Shadow swim 1.1 
d. Frog swim 1.1 
e. Marching on water 1.1 
f. Shadow stunting 1.1 

Add .1 point more than 
single stunt 

Twisting strokes 

a. Crawl, 2 hands joined 1.3 
b. Corkscrew side strokes 1.3 
c. Revolving crawl 1.2 
d. Revolving trudgeon 1.2 
e. Waltz crawl 1.2 

Hybrid strokes 

Strokes which combine·parts of standard strokes 
executed to a definite rhythm, such as la cu
curacha, tango, rhumba,. carioca, foxtrot. 

5. Others 

Floating formation standard strokes, under
water swimming, sculling on back, carry 1.0 
point each for difficulty. 
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RULES GOVERNING SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 

1. Not less than 8 or more than 12 members. If dual meet, 
any number agreed upon. 

2. Performance must not be less than 3 minutes or more than 
5 minutes in length for dual meet. 

3. Each routine must include: 

a. Any two of the following strokes: 

(1) Crawl 
( 2} Bacl{ crawl 
(3) Breast 
(4) Side 
(5) Elementary back 
(6) Single overarm 
(7) Trudgeon 
(8) Inverted breast 

b • .Any two of the following stunts: 

(1) Somersault 
(2) Porpoise 
(3) Dolphin 
(4) Kip 

4. Not more than 2 stunts can be done at the same time. 

5. A repetition of a stunt is not scored. 

6. No stunt can be repeated more than twice in a routine. 
Entries and exits are exceptions. 

7. Entry and exit shall be considered as a stunt each. 

~.me a:wxs zmma:aaaz nus --
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FINAL NJ.ASTER SCORING SHEET 

GROUP ____ W~i=n~t_e~r ____ _ 

NO. IN GROUP 8 --------

Judge 1 

Judge 2 

Judge 3 

Total 

Fins.l score 
(average) 

GROUP ____ S~p_r_i_n-g....._ ___ _ 

NO. IN GROUP __ _.;,;l_O ___ _ 

Judge 1 

Judge 2 

Judge 3 

Total 

Final score 
{ avearge) 

N~ET HELD AT T. S. C. W. 

DATE __ A_p~r_i_l_3_0~1'--1_9_4~5 __ 

JUDGES' AWARD 

13.81 

12.43 

10.94 

37.18 

12.39 

lVJEE'T HELD AT T. S. C. W. 

DATE ___ A~p_r_i~l;;;......;3~0~,~1~9~4~5 __ 

JUDGES' AWARD 

13.05 

12.22 

13.71 

38.98 

12.99 

WINNER OF ~IBET _____ S=p_r_in_g...,_ ___ _ 
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COSTUME CHECK LIST 

NAiviE ROUTINE SUIT SIZE SUIT CAP 

Barbara Fall 34 Green Green 
Winter Blue Blue 

Pat Fall 34 Red Yellow 
Finale Blue Blue 

Rip Fall 36 Green Green 
Spring Red White 
Finale Blue Blue 

Joy Fall 34 Red Yellow 
Spring Blue White 
Finale Blue White 

June Fall 38 Green Green 
Winter Red White 
Summer Red Green 
Finale Red Red 

Hotsy Fall 38 Red Yellow 
Duet Red VVhite 
Spring Blue \IVb.i te 
Finale Blue White 

Hary Helen Winter 34 Red Yellow 
Summer Red White 
Solo Red White 
Finale Red White 

Mary Belle Summer 38 Red Yellow 
Finale Red Red 

Pete Finale 36 Blue White 

Lois Winter 36 Red White 
Spring quartet Red "'White 
Summer Red Red 

Jack Winter 32 Red White 
Diver Red White 
Summer Red Yellow 

&lh& omaMi&!2&ZOWtk ~a.s&i&a&iid&iaAsBMW& ear, 
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NAivlE ROUTINE SUIT SIZE SUIT CAP 

Jinks Duet 34 Blue Blue 
Winter Blue Blue 
Summer Red Red 
Finale Blue Blue 

Wanda Winter 34 Blue Blue 
Spring quartet Red Green 
Summer Red Green 
Finale Blue White 

Virginia Spring 36 Blue White 
Finale Red Red 

Freda Divers 32 Red VVhite 
Spring Red White 

Lynn Spring 32 Blue White 
Finale Red Red 

Jackie Spring 34 Red White 
Spring quartet Red Green 
Fine.le Blue White 

B. J. Spring 36 Red White 
Spring quartet Red VVhite 
Finale Blue Blue 



,.._ POSITIONS OF PERFORh.iERS 

FALL: 
Sextet: 

Duet: 

f ' 

nwine 

"Emperor's Waltz n 
ti 

,------'----7~-~ 

, 

Ill - S
i<-- ,.,. 
JI. - 3 
,c: - j, 

JI. - , 

;;. 

If 

WINTER: -~ 
"Lights ontt ", "Skater's W1:01tz" 
nskater's Waltzn 

IV 

Rhythm Divers 

~PRING: 
s 

"Waltz of' t.b,e Flowers 11 
I{ 

,_ " 
t--,. 
J- " 
'I· "I. 
S'- --
"'-,. 

s 

~ -7 
;. _, 
X •'I 

'll. ·to 

No. 
-g-

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

1 
1 

2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Name 
Barbara 
Pat 
Rip 
Joy 
June 
Hotsy 

Jinks 
Hotsy 

Frances 
I\llary 

Helen 
Lois 
Wanda 
Barbara 
Jack 
Jinks 
June 

Jackie 
Joy 
Freda 
Virgina 
B. J. 
Becky 
Vevalu 
Hotsy 
Rip 
Lynn 

Suit 
Green 
Red 
Green 
Red 
Green 
Red 
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Cap 
Green 
Yellow 
Green 
Yellow 
Green 
Yellow 

Do not have to 
wear tank suits. 

Blue 

Red 
Red 
Blue 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 
Red 

Red 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 

Blue 

White 
White 
Blue 
Blue 
White 
Blue 
White 

½hite 
VVhite 
White 
White 
White 
White 
VVhite 
White 
V'Jhite 
White 



Spring Quartet 

SU.MlVJER: 
"Lazy Bonesn 

<-· o•-' {- " o-,. 

" - " "-J 
of 

.s 
"Sunnnertime 11 ti 

J 

"In Good Old Su.,nmertime" 

SOLO: 
"Artist's Lifen 

' ,( ,r., 
,.f .. 

3 .. 
;t .. 

I"-
vi 

s 

ti 

No. 
T' 

l 
2 
2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Same 

Same 

Mary 

i= 

Name 
Wancra
Jackie 
Lois 
B. J. 

Jinks 
Mary B. 
Frances 
Jack 
Lois 
Mary H. 
Wanda 
June 

Same 

Same 

Helen 

Suit Recr
Red 
Red 
Red 

Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 

Same 

Sarne 

Red 
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Cap 
Green 
Green 
White 
White 

Red 
Yellow 
Red 
Yellow 
Red 
Yellow 
Green 
Green 

Same 

Same 

White 
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GRAND FINALE: 

!'I 
No. Name Suit Cap 

Group I: 4 Frances Red Red 
3 lV"J.ary B. Red Red 

' .. 2 Mary H. Red Red 

f' ~:] ,,it .,. ,_ 1 Lynn Red Red 
Gp Ill j, 3 3 ,. 

~ 1 ,; J,, 

rt ~ "1 
Group II: 4 Pete Blue White 

c;,f ~ ! 3 ,. ,,,JC 3 Wanda Blue V'fui te 1,.,. 
2 Hotsy Blue White .,_ I I 1-

~ l Jackie Blue White 

Group III: 1 B. J. Blue Blue 
2 Pat Blue Blue 
3 Virginia Red Red 

151..,, ,. __ ,._ -11U'111"e. 4 June Red Red 
ilj~ 
Jl1'~ >'--1'--Rel 

,. _ ,.__ - f. .-111h·,,,. Group IV: 1 Rip Blue Blue 
a. " - 2 Jinks Blue Blue ,,. :r." -I, 

1,. ,_ -·Rc.J. 

3 Joy Blue 1/Vhite 
4 Becky Blue White 
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